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Abstract 

This thesis is about fundamental interaction mechanisms of laser remote fusion cutting, RFC, 
which is based on the formation of a quasi-stationary laser-induced boiling front that causes 
drop ejection, preferably downwards. Laser cutting of metals, invented in 1967, has 
developed from a niche to a well established high quality cutting technique in the 
manufacturing industry. Usually a gas jet is employed concentric to the laser beam, to eject 
the molten metal. One technique option, interesting though hardly applied yet because of 
usually low quality and speed, is remote laser cutting. Two techniques are distinguished, 
remote ablation cutting, grooving down through a sheet, layer-by-layer, and the here 
addressed remote fusion cutting, by a single pass through the sheet. For the latter, the 
ablation pressure from laser-induced boiling at the cutting front continuously accelerates and 
ejects the melt downwards. Advantages of remote laser cutting, facilitated by high brilliance 
lasers during the last decade, are the possibility of a larger working distance along with the 
avoidance of cutting gas and of a gas jet nozzle.  

The review paper of the thesis surveys different laser remote cutting techniques, including 
their modelling, as well as the transition to keyhole welding, owing to similarities particularly 
from the boiling front and from root spatter ejection. The six Papers I-VI that compose the 
thesis address fundamental mechanisms of laser remote fusion cutting, theoretically and 
experimentally. In Paper I a simplified mathematical model of the RFC cutting front enables 
to estimate the geometrical and energetic conditions of the process. By evidence and post-
modelling from high speed imaging, HSI, the simplified smooth cutting front model is 
developed further to a wavy topology in Paper III, for more sophisticated absorption analysis. 
As a systematic support, Paper II categorizes and analyses for the first time the different wavy 
topologies observed at the front, from HSI. The melt dynamics induced by a pulsed laser 
beam was studied in Paper IV, again from HSI. Apart from other interesting transient melt 
phenomena it was demonstrated that the ablation pressure can push the melt to a certain 
pending position during the laser pulse while the melt retreats by surface tension during the 
pulse break. To engage remote fusion cutting with additive manufacturing, Paper V 
introduces a novel technique where the drops ejected from RFC are transferred to a 
substrate, about a centimetre underneath, on which a continuous track forms. This technique 
can even be applied as an efficient recycling approach. In Paper VI a variant of the technique 
is presented, to develop a boiling front along the edge of a metal sheet from which the drop 
transfer takes place, in a different manner. This enables to systematically machine-off the 
entire sheet, which can be converted to a new shape and product.  

Summarizing, the thesis provides a variety of analysis of fundamental mechanisms of a laser-
induced boiling front that bear a certain simplicity and in turn controllability, of interest for 
established as well as for new applications, in manufacturing and in other sectors, including 
remote fusion cutting. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. Organisation of the Thesis 
This doctoral thesis is composed of an Introduction, one Review Paper (i) and six scientific 
research publication Papers (I-VI). The thesis content basically focuses on mechanisms of a 
laser-induced boiling front that ejects material downwards, which is the principle of the 
technique of laser remote fusion cutting, RFC. However, the studies do not address typical 
process parameters and quality aspects of cutting but instead focus on the basic phenomena 
behind (all six Papers) and on new technique approaches (Papers IV-VI). The diversity of 
thematic focus of the six Papers is illustrated in Table 1, which outlines the addressed 
techniques or phenomena, the implemented scientific methods and important process 
aspects. The state-of-the-art regarding the laser remote cutting technique is surveyed by a 
Review Paper (i). Semi-analytical mathematical modelling of selected phenomena of the 
RFC-process started with Paper I and was further extended in Paper III. These Papers are a 
continuation of experimental high speed imaging observations from I. Eriksson (2013) which 
were categorized in a systematic manner through Paper II. A special phenomenon of pending 
melt during pulsed wave (pw) laser RFC is covered in Paper IV. Papers V and VI analyse the 
melt ejection and its deposition to combine RFC with additive manufacturing, AM as a 
novel recycling route.  

 

Table 1. Thematic  profile of the Papers that compose this thesis. (X means a main theme of the paper 
while x denotes a partial theme) 

 Review 
Paper 

i 

Paper 
I 
 

Paper 
II 

Paper 
III 

Paper 
IV 

Paper 
V 

Paper 
VI 

State-of-the-Art X       
Modelling of RFC x X  X    
Drop pending / ejection x    X X X 
Additive Manufacturing      X x 
High Speed Imaging   X X X X X 
Morphology   X X x x x 
cw mode X X X X  X X 
pw mode     X   

Organization of the Introduction section: 
The Introduction section of the thesis has two purposes, to present the six scientific papers as a 
whole through the 'red wire' linking them and to introduce the thematic subject and its 
state-of-the-art to non-experts. 

The introduction of the thesis starts with the following sections: 

 Organization of the thesis [Chapter 1]. The present chapter includes an overview of the 
review and scientific papers, an explanation of the organization of the thesis and a list 
of relevant additional publications by the author during the doctoral study period, 
which are not included in this thesis. 
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 Motivation for the research [Chapter 2], explaining the holistic and combined motivation 
for carrying out the research, linked to each paper.  

 Methodological approach [Chapter 3], showing the paramount methodology that is in 
turn composed of the six different papers and the links between them. 
 

These survey chapters are followed thereafter by an introduction to the research subject 
[Chapter 4], in terms of  

 a concise introduction of the laser as a device, laser beam characterization, absorption 
of the laser beam, the most important high power laser types, absorption in general 
and at a boiling front, conventional laser cutting techniques and their physical 
mechanism behind, laser induced boiling fronts particularly in keyhole welding, 
remote laser beam processing techniques as well as a short introduction to additive 
manufacturing. These chapters are all dedicated to provide a better understanding of 
the several topics and of the fundamental knowledge behind the thesis topics, though 
not exhaustive. 

Subsequent chapters are   

 Summaries of the seven Papers (i,I-VI) through their abstracts and conclusions 
[Chapter 5],  

 The general conclusions of the thesis, linked to the Papers [Chapter 6] and  
 Perspective research ideas suggested towards future work [Chapter 7], and finally  
 References [Chapter 8].  

This Introduction section (Part 1) is then followed, as Annex (Part 2), by the Review Paper (i) and 
by the six scientific Papers (I-VI), consecutively, which contains the scientific substance and 
novelty of the PhD-thesis.   

Description of the Papers in the thesis 
To survey the operative laser cutting techniques within the area of remote technology, 
initially a review paper was developed, Paper i. Based on this broader state-of-the-art 
survey, research was continued on fundamental phenomena of the laser-induced boiling 
front, which is the central mechanism of laser remote fusion cutting, RFC.  

Paper I focuses on analysis of the interaction of the laser beam across the cutting front 
during laser remote fusion cutting, to evaluate the geometrical and energetic conditions. The 
analysis is based on a self-consistent semi-analytical mathematical model. Apart from the cut 
front geometry, properties like absorptivity, melt film thickness and recast layer generation 
are calculated and analysed, in particular in dependence of the cutting speed.  

In Paper II, a deeper systematic analysis for of high speed images of the laser-induced 
boiling front, recorded earlier, was carried out. The patterns of the downstreaming waves 
were categorized and analyzed with respect to feature sizes and transient behaviour, which 
supports and facilitates future studies.  

Paper III combines certain achievements from Paper I and II. For the first time, the wavy 
pattern of the laser-induced boiling front from high speed imaging is converted via the 
greyscale to topology of the waves. Simultaneously, the mathematical model is applied to 
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calculate a smooth cavity, as the front geometry. Adding the topology on the front, a three-
dimensional wavy surface results that becomes very similar to the real conditions, enabling 
spatial and temporal analysis of the laser beam interaction across the front, termed post-
modelling.  

Paper IV presents a special study of the boiling front for a pulsed laser beam. By high speed 
imaging it was possible to observe that under certain conditions the melt is not ejected but 
instead can be positioned as a pending drop underneath the workpiece during the laser pulse. 
When switching the laser pulse off, the melt retreats to a semi-Catenoid-like shape. Apart 
from demonstration of this controllable phenomenon, fundamental findings on the melt 
dynamics covered melt hole drilling, melt bridge opening, front wave smoothening, melt 
pushing and dragging. 

Paper V combines the RFC-technique with additive manufacturing. A promising new 
technique is proposed by transferring drops via the laser-induced boiling front of a supply 
sheet to a substrate, generating a track. The drop jet becomes the deposition tool, which can 
be analyzed and optimized by the aid of high speed imaging. Instead of powder or wire, a 
metal sheet becomes the feeding material for the first time, which can even be a waste part, 
for efficient recycling.  

While the original combined technique in Paper V is based on generating the drop jet by 
cutting through a sheet, the cutting mode, a variant is proposed in Paper VI, namely to 
generate the drop jet from a laser-induced boiling front moving along the sheet edge, called 
the machining mode. These geometrical conditions also facilitate high speed imaging of the 
front. Clear evidence of different drop jet and deposition location was observed between the 
two modes, leading to different pros and cons. 
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Further publications: Conferences 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. Motivation for the Research
The motivation starts from industrial manufacturing processes for a metal product, like 
generating, forming, separating, joining, etc. Those processes are implemented either by 
conventional or by less established techniques. Laser materials processing belongs to the latter 
but nowadays contributes in a significant and growing manner. Research on contemporary 
techniques is motivated to explore the limits and liberate the potential in terms of several 
criteria, particularly performance, quality and environmental impact. Through its 
fundamental focus on physical mechanisms of the laser-induced boiling front, the thesis 
addresses mainly remote cutting and keyhole welding but also ablation, drilling and new 
processes like the combination with additive manufacturing. Mainly, the results of the thesis 
can be linked to laser remote fusion cutting, RFC. While gas-assisted laser cutting is the 
established laser technique in industry, advantages of RFC are to avoid a cutting nozzle and 
gas jet. Instead, improved understanding of the boiling front is needed to refine the RFC-
process. Examples of potential applications of RFC are contaminated areas of nuclear waste 
or 3D-geometrical part details that cannot be reached with a nozzle. 

The thesis work was not project driven, which enabled freedom for the choice of topics 
while accepting less support by resources.  

In particular, the successful PhD-study (2013) of Dr. Ingemar Eriksson was continued. 
Although his high speed images, HSI, of the laser-induced boiling front were for keyhole 
welding, particularly the cases of strong root spatter showed the transition to RFC. These 
videos were an efficient base for continued studies in Papers I-III. To obtain complementary 
information to the experimental HSI, a simplified mathematical model of the front during 
RFC was developed in Paper I, including an empirical melt flow equation derived from HSI. 
Description of the complex melt flow topology in HSI through categorization of its sub-
structures was a desirable aim, presented in Paper II. Among a dozen possible research 
approaches, a promising new method was favoured for Paper III, to convert 2D-HSI into 
3D-topology via the HSI-greyscale and the model from Paper I, followed by post-modelling 
analysis of the laser beam absorption across the front.  

While Papers I-III have basic relevance for RFC and keyhole welding, for Paper IV priority 
was given to carry out an even more fundamental study. While all our former studies, here 
and of I. Eriksson, have generated deep understanding of the front for continuous wave laser 
radiation, it was of complementary interest to gain knowledge on the melt flow dynamics 
when switching on and off a pulsed laser beam. For special RFC conditions of very low 
speed and moderate pulse power density, periodic movement of a large melt volume was 
enabled, which has led to HSI observation of several interesting phenomena, linked to Papers 
II,V,VI. In particular it was demonstrated that a large melt drop can be positioned under the 
sheet during pulse high, which can be used for new applications. 

From brainstorming, a promising concept for another completely new technique was 
invented by A. Kaplan and realized by R. Samarjy, namely to make use of the ejected drops 
from RFC to carry out additive manufacturing, which was chosen for Paper V that became 
the successful feasibility study. An important aspect is that a gas jet would disturb the 
deposition, therefore the simple RFC process has here its natural strength, particularly 
through the knowledge generated in Papers I-IV on the laser-induced boiling front and its 
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drop ejection. The technique can be easily applied and has potential for efficient recycling 
when cutting a waste sheet, termed CYCLAM (reCYCling by Laser to feed AM). From 
assessment of the potential and limits of the technique, one promising option was to carry 
out the drop ejection from the sheet edge, which enables to machine-off a whole sheet layer 
by layer but also facilitates high speed imaging of the front. This was successfully studied for 
Paper VI. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. Methodological Approach 
The laser-induced boiling front and its ejected drops are placed in the centre of the thesis, 
particularly with respect to remote fusion cutting, RFC. Initially, the state-of-the-art of laser 
remote cutting techniques was surveyed in Review Paper i, particularly with respect to 
mathematical process modelling.  

Previous investigations based on high speed imaging, HSI, of the boiling front were 
continued by developing a semi-analytical mathematical macro-model of the RFC-process in 
Paper I, to calculate complementary information on the process geometry and beam 
interaction.  Systematic study of the dynamic wavy structure of these images has led, in Paper 
II, to categorization of morphology details and their transient changes with time. The 
geometrical interaction between the laser beam and the wavy surface along with its 
absorption was studied in Paper III. This was enabled by converting the front morphology 
from high speed images through their greyscale into three dimensions, combined with the 
modelled smooth front cavity from Paper I. This new approach was termed post-modelling. 

In contrast to the above processes for a continuous wave laser beam in quasi-steady state 
conditions, in Paper IV HSI was also implemented in studying the transient melt flow of the 
boiling front for a pulsed laser beam, in the 10 ms-regime. Particular conditions were chosen 
that create a large melt environment for each laser pulse, to understand interesting 
fundamental phenomena of the transient melt behaviour when switching the laser beam on 
and off, respectively.  

Based on the knowledge on a laser-induced metallic boiling front from Papers I-IV, in 
Paper V the melt ejection downwards, when leaving the boiling front during RFC, was 
deposited on a substrate to enable a new additive manufacturing technique, even for 
recycling purposes, termed CYCLAM. HSI was suitable to observe this liquid drop jet and 
the drop incorporation into the generated track. The jet was well visualized and 
characterized by averaging sequences of HSI. To develop this technique further, instead of 
cutting through the sheet, in Paper VI the laser-induced boiling front was moved along the 
edge of the sheet. This has led to better HSI-observation and to different process trends. 

Summarizing, throughout the whole thesis the laser-induced boiling front was studied for 
various linked phenomena and purposes, particularly by HSI and other advanced methods 
like modelling. The investigations were accompanied by other methods like optical 
microscopy or statistical histogram analysis.  
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CHAPTER 4  
 4. Subject Description 

4.1 Laser principle  
A laser beam is a bundled high energy beam in the electromagnetic spectrum [1], see Fig. 1. 
 

 

Figure 1 The electromagnetic spectrum and wavelengths of relevant high power lasers. [2]  

According to its acronym "Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation" a LASER 
beam is generated by the principle of the stimulated emission process which was first proposed 
by Albert Einstein in 1917, who theorized that electrons could be stimulated to emit light of 
a particular wavelength [3]. Laser light differs from most tested light, either natural or 
artificial, by its own unique properties, see Fig. 2. These unique optical properties are: Light 
is monochromatic (narrow spectrum of emission), spatially and temporally coherent (fixed 
relationship between emitted waves, or two points on the same wave and same direction),  
polarized, and has low divergence, beside indirect merits of high beam power, good 
collimation, high focusability or high brightness (related to directionality); all of these 
properties make the laser an extraordinary tool, particularly with high potential to be applied 
in laser materials processing [1,4].  

 

Figure 2 Usual light (upper) vs. coherent, monochromatic, bundled laser light (lower).[2] 

The first laser, using a rod of synthetic ruby, was constructed in 1960 by Theodore Maiman 
[3], Fig. 3, which initiated a rapid development and substantial applications both in research 
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and industry. The wide fields of applications cover for example science, telecommunication, 
measuring devices, medical applications and manufacturing, the latter divided into macro- 
and micro-processing. 

                                  

Figure 3 Theodore H. Maiman and the first laser (HRL Laboratories LLC, USA, 1960).[3,5] 

A laser is constructed from three principal parts: an energy source (pump source), a lasing 
medium, and a laser cavity (optical resonator), see Fig. 4; each part fulfils an important 
requirement for stimulated emission. The type of pump source is matched to the type of lasing 
medium. The lasing (active) medium can be available in any state (solid, liquid, gas). 

       

Figure 4 (left, middle) Development of the laser radiation based on stimulated emission in the optical 
resonator as a function of time, (right) stimulated emission principle for the common four atomic level 

energy scheme of a laser.[6] 

There are many different types of lasers with a wide range of frequencies and features. The 
light produced by a laser can refer to many types of radiation, including: infrared light, visible 
light, ultraviolet light, x-rays, or even gamma rays of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Generating laser light needs three stages: (photon) energy absorption (by pumping), 
stimulated emission, and finally light amplification. Two types of emissions can be 
investigated during the process, the spontaneous and the stimulated emission. Spontaneous 
emission alone cannot generate laser light. Although it participates in the process, no 
amplification is achieved; spontaneous emission occurs when the instability of the excited 
electron at the upper level is forced to relax back to its ground level by emitting the photon, 
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random in its phase and direction. In contrast, laser light can be produced by stimulated 
emission, which happens when the already excited-state atom interacts with the electric field 
of a photon; the interaction may emit a second photon, identical to the stimulated photon, 
having the same energy, frequency, polarization, direction of propagation and being in phase with the 
first photon. This then means that the radiation from the different atoms is predominantly 
coherent. This stimulated emission needs also to fulfil the requirement of population inversion 
to achieve laser amplification, which states that the number of the excited atoms should 
exceeds those in the lower lasing level. That can be managed through the pumping action, 
which then requires two additional levels besides the upper and ground levels, see Fig. 4. 
One level is referred to as the pump level because energy is pumped into the system where 
the atom is stimulated to the pump level and subsequently reaches the upper level through 
the heat relief. The second level is the lower laser level that facilitates the implementation of 
population inversion in case of little population, e.g. by a mechanism of rapid transfer from it to 
another level. An optical resonator by two mirrors is applied on either end of the lasing 
medium to gain a positive feedback mechanism. One of the two mirrors is a partially 
transparent outcoupling window that allows a designed percentage of light to leave the system, 
the applicable laser beam, causing steady state radiation conditions inside the cavity (if not 
short-pulsed). The resonator consists typically of two flat or concave mirrors. The output of a 
laser may be a continuous constant-amplitude beam (known as continuous wave, cw), or pulsed 
output (pulsed wave, pw), by using e.g. the techniques of switching-off the pumping source, 
Q-switching, mode-locking, or gain-switching [7]. 

Two commercial high power laser types with infrared wavelengths are mainly used in cutting and 
welding; The CO2 gas laser (10.6 μm) and solid state lasers (fibre/disk/Nd:YAG lasers, about 
1.07 μm).[8] The new design of the laser active material, with modified pumping efficiency 
by using diode lasers, enables fibre and disk laser systems. Such systems allow for emitting 
radiation with a beam quality of typically less than 4 mm·mrad, for multi-mode fibre or disk 
lasers, and about 0.4 mm·mrad, near the diffraction limit, for single mode lasers. These beam 
qualities achieve focusing conditions far better than the fundamental mode of CO2-lasers, 
since its wavelength is 10 times longer (wavelength: 10.6 μm).[9,10-11] The economical 
aspects need also to be taken into consideration when choosing the appropriate laser beam 
source for the particular application, like wall plug efficiency (WPE), investment and 
operational costs, in addition to compact design and mobility. The WPE is the conversion of 
electrical current to monochromatic radiation [9]. 

The most relevant high power lasers for laser materials processing are described in more 
detail in Section 4.3 below. 
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4.2 Laser beam 
One of the two mirrors of the optical resonator of a laser is the outcoupling window that is 
partially transparent. The extracted laser beam is the tool that can be further applied, for 
example for materials processing. The laser beam can be characterized by a number of 
properties. It can be divided into laser beams operating as continuous wave (cw) or pulsed 
wave (pw). For macro-processing more common is the application of cw laser beams for 
which the beam power is an important property. The description of pw laser beams can be 
more complex if certain temporal pulse profiles are desired. Apart from the energetic level of 
a laser beam, the beam quality is of importance, expressing the focusing capabilities. The quality 
of the process, for example in welding or cutting, is affected by the laser beam quality and by 
the absorption of the radiation.  

One aspect of the beam quality is the beam mode. Beside other aspects, the mode of a laser 
beam describes the energy distribution through its cross section, also termed the beam 
profile. Thus for example the quality and maximum speed of laser cutting can strongly 
depend upon the mode of the laser beam. The ideal mode (fundamental mode, single mode), 
see Fig. 5(a), would be the Gaussian mode. This mode has a cross section with a single dense 
round spot of energy which increases towards the beam centre at the same rate as a Gaussian 
curve. In the TEMxy-nomenclature of theoretical beam modes of a resonator (Transverse 
Electromagnetic waves with two spatial parameters), see Fig. 5, the Gaussian mode is also 
designated as TEM00. A Gaussian mode provides a very small focused spot size with a very 
high power density of the laser beam. This is often favoured for cutting because it generates 
efficient material melting over a narrow width. However, in practice, high power lasers often 
deliver higher order modes which lead to a larger spot size, although their beam profile can 
resemble a Gaussian distribution. Multi-mode beams cover modes which have an energy 
distribution in a combination of Gaussian, doughnut and other more complex (or higher 
order) modes, see Fig. 5(b)-(d)[12]. 

The importance of laser beam quality is related to the focusing capability and beam divergence. 
In most laser applications the beam needs to be focused (and sometimes shaped) by lenses or 
mirrors. The optics converts the raw laser beam to a focused beam as the processing tool, which 
is characterized by properties like focal spot diameter, Rayleigh length (depth-of-focus), beam 
mode/profile, power density and focal plane position relative to the workpiece surface. The 
stability of the focused beam depends on mechanisms like focus shift by thermal lens heating 
[9]. The propagation of real-life high power laser beams is usually approximated in 
comparison to an ideal Gaussian beam (TEM00-mode, diffraction limit) by a beam quality 
factor, M2>1 [13]. Another common beam quality factor is K=1/M2<1.  

While these are relative factors, recently more established became the Beam Parameter Product, 
BPP. The BPP is an absolute value (unit: mm·mrad), including the wavelength , in contrast 
to M2 and K: =                                                                                                                                                (1)  

= 4 .4                                                                                                                         (2) 
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Figure 5 Different laser modes (schematically), showing the cross section profile (left, middle) of the 
spatial power density distribution and the top view (iso-curves, right). [12] 

Equation (1) explains the relationship between the BPP and the beam quality factor M2 
through the lowest theoretical physical value of / for the basic Gaussian 
TEM00 mode [9,14], while Equ. (2) introduces the relationship between the focusability of 
the laser beam with the BPP, where df  is the beam waist in the focus and  is the divergence 
angle [9,14]. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the smaller the value of the BPP, the better focusing 
for the given focal length f and fixed diameter of the laser beam on the focusing lens, D [9].  

 

Figure 6 Reduction of the focal diameter df (left) or enlargement of the Rayleigh length zr (right, by 
applying a longer focal length f) by increasing the beam quality, lower BPP (solid curves). [9] 

Also, a small BPP is essentially needed to focus the laser beam to a small focal spot size to 
achieve sufficiently high power intensity, necessary for processing of metals [12]. On the 
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other hand, smaller BPP enables larger distance between the optics and the processing zone 
for a given spot size df and fixed diameter of the beam on the focusing lens, D [9]. 

The depth-of-focus is twice the Rayleigh length zR, indicated in Fig. 6. zR is another important 
optical parameter that defines the effective distance from the beam waist until the beam area 
doubles. It can serve as an indicator for the thickness of sheets that can be processed, because 
of a sufficiently focused tool and power density I (averaged), for laser beam power P:  = 4 ×                                                                                                                              (3)  
or =                                                                                                                                               (4)  

and  =                                                                                                                                                    (5)  

Long Rayleigh length zR is desirable for good cut edge quality. For a given laser beam 
quality, Eq. (3) states that a longer focal length increases the depth-of-focus. Nevertheless, 
the focal spot diameter is also directly proportional to the focal length, see Eq. (2). Therefore, 
for a given BPP the focal length has often to be chosen such that a suitable compromise 
between the spot diameter and Rayleigh length can be achieved. The low BPP of high 
brightness fibre and disc laser beams nowadays allows better compromises, particularly longer 
focal lengths and therefore a long (remote !) working distance without much compromise on 
the focal spot size [14]. 

In addition to the enlarged Rayleigh length zR, the higher brightness (power density) of the 
beam can be considered as another aspect of high beam quality [9]. 

Beside the maximum output power (cw) and the quality/beam parameter product, the 
wavelength characterizes a laser type. Beside its proportional influence on the diffraction limit 
of the beam quality, the wavelength affects the absorption of the beam during interaction 
with matter. In particular, for the long wavelength (10.6 μm) of high power CO2-lasers no 
fibre optics exists (for commercially competitive costs), therefore the beam can only be guided 
by mirrors, while all other main high power lasers have sufficiently short wavelength to be 
guided by SiO2-based optical fibres, which is a big practical advantage in beam handling 
[9,14]. 
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4.3 High power lasers 

Fibre laser 
One of the recent developments of diode pumped solid-state lasers resulted in introducing 
the generation of double-clad high power fibre lasers [15], which now have become the 
most significant tool in laser material processing. They have the promise to dominate 
performance in the future over extensive markets. Fibre lasers cover a wide spectrum of 
material processing applications, demonstrating both process and cost advantages including 
metal cutting, welding, ceramic scribing, bending, additive manufacturing, surface 
modification, drilling and marking in many fields of the industry like automotive, computer, 
aerospace and medical devices [16]. The ytterbium fibre (or Yb:glass) lasers  with a 1070 nm 
wavelength actually can have output powers up to 100 kW that far exceed the laser powers 
that are available using Nd:YAG lasers, while also offering a superior beam quality [17]. Thus 
Yb:fibre lasers have been introduced as solid-state laser sources for processing thicker-section 
material cutting and welding that had previously been considered impractical for the 
traditional lamp-pumped solid-state Nd:YAG laser due to its limited beam quality at high 
output power [15-16,18]. 

The enabling of high output power with high brightness and beam quality of fibre lasers is 
realized nowadays based upon the improvement of the laser-active medium cooling because 
of high absorption of pump radiation. At a spectral range of 1,060-1,080 nm, Yb-ions are 
preferred as doping material for fibre laser operations, delivering several kilowatts output 
power that are suitable for material processing [19]. 

The structure of the high-power Yb:fibre laser consists of a core region of highest refractive 
index, where the laser-active Yb-ions are deposited, and is surrounded by two cladding 
regions of progressively decreasing refractive index that serve to confine the pump light 
within the core region, forming a step index fibre, see Fig. 7 [14]. 

 

Figure 7 Scheme illustrating the fibre laser concept and the pump light propagating in the double-clad 
fibre. [14] 

The pumped multimode high-power laser diode light is coupled to the active medium in the 
fibre core, focused and guided into the relatively large inactive inner cladding part (referred 
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to as pump cladding) of the pump core (diameter of 100 μm, Numerical Aperture, NA~ 0.4) 
[14-15]. 

During the propagation within the fibre core region, the confinement of pump light rays, 
which faces some losses through absorption or scattering, maintains the pump light 
propagating in the single mode active fibre of small core diameter of (3-10 μm) over a fibre 
length of several meters to ensure that the power density of the output beam is very high 
[14-15]. Pumped light rays, which are subsequently absorbed by the laser-active ytterbium 
ions in the core region of the fibre, result in the lasing action of the ytterbium ions. The 
generated stimulated emissions that are guided inside the fibre core region build up to high 
intensities before they finally emerge as a high-power laser beam at the near-infrared spectral 
range of l,060-1,080 nm. The contribution of cladding-pumping in the high-power 
ytterbium fibre laser defines the thermal issues (i.e., the variation of the refractive index with 
temperature) that affect the stability.[14] A general challenge of high power lasers is the 
cooling of the active medium of the laser source. 

Yb:fibre lasers have a wall plug efficiency of greater than 20%, which allows the device to be 
air-cooled [15]. The improved cooling mechanism in the ytterbium fibre laser is supported 
by the fibre geometry that exposes a large surface area per unit volume and enabled the solid-
state laser to achieve near diffraction limited beam quality at high output power [14]. The 
laser light exits the cavity through a single mode passive fibre that could be up to 50 meters 
long [17]. Coupling the extracted beam to the optical fibre depends on the power. The beam 
delivery fibre for a 1 kW system is typically 100 μm in core diameter and for a 10 kW system 
300 μm, which allows for longer working distances and more consistent processing than 
conventional Nd:YAG lasers with fibre delivery [17]. The design improvements in fibre 
lasers also enabled the scaling power of ytterbium (Yb3+)-doped fibre lasers to output 
powers beyond 1 kW in cw operation with near diffraction-limited beam quality. 
Additionally, combining of laser beams is also used for power scaling of the ytterbium fibre 
laser by incoherent bundling multiple single-mode fibre laser modules to provide up to 10 
kW multi-mode power output systems which have excellent beam properties equal to or 
better than conventional CO2-lasers [14-15]. As example, Fig. 8 shows the combined diode-
laser-pumped fibre laser modules of a 15 kW fibre laser, operated at Luleå University of 
Technology. 100 kW is the actual ‘customer limit’ for multi-mode lasers and 50 kW is the 
physical limit for single mode fibre lasers [20]. 
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Figure 8: A 15 kW Yb:fibre laser (IPG YLR-15000), installed (2008) at Luleå University of 
Technology (orange fibres from 27 fibre laser modules are combined into a 200 μm fibre, yellow) 

Disk laser  

The disk laser is a laser design for diode-pumped solid-state lasers; its concept is based on the 
use of a cooled disk medium with a large ratio of cooling surface area to active 
volume.[15,21-22] Shortening the gain medium from rod (Nd:YAG-laser) to disk came to 
introduce the disk laser as an efficient designing option to remove the heat losses that are 
generated during the pumping process and that propagate through the gain medium. 
[21,23-24] 

The cooling of the thin disk takes place through the high-reflection-coated back side of the 
crystal source (HR) with water, which makes the heat flux and the laser beam axis collinear 
to each other, drives a temperature gradient parallel to the laser propagation and effectively 
rationalizing the internal thermal lensing that otherwise (a weakness of Nd:YAG-laser rods) 
limits the achievable beam quality and output power [21-24]. 

Thin sections of the disk are ideal for heat dissipation and to maximize the output intensity, 
while having very low absorption [17]; therefore a gold-coated parabolic mirror and 
deflection system that is involved in designing the pump geometry enables sufficient 
absorption [21,23-24]. The selection of the suitable lasing medium is also of high importance 
related to absorption aspects. Ytterbium-doped Yttrium-Aluminium-Garnet (Yb:YAG), 
which emits a laser beam with a wavelength of 1070 nm, is currently found to be the 
preferred disk material because of its high absorption of the 940 nm pump light (from diode 
lasers) [17]. 

The optical arrangement of a typical cavity for laser systems with high average output is 
shown in Fig. 9. After partial absorption of the pump diode laser beam by the laser crystal 
host material (YAG) and the central active portion of the disk that is doped with Yb-ions 
[22], the remaining part of the beam is reflected by the rear side of the disk and strikes the 
parabolic mirror. This increases the net absorption path needed to reimage the pump light 
tenths of times through repeated deflections via the prisms (retro reflector) and multiple 
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reflections by the parabolic mirror [24]. The concept of “multi-pass-excitation” and high 
values for regenerative amplification in order to compensate for the small crystal volume [22] 
results in complete absorption of the pump light where the resonator is set up by both the 
reflective layer on the backside of the disk and an outcoupling mirror, situated in front of the 
parabolic reflector [17]. The high efficiency of pump light absorption results, for example, 
after a reported total of 20 absorption passes through the disk [24].  

The laser output beam is coupled into fibre optics, enabling flexible beam guidance [24]. The 
allowable size of the optical fibre needed to couple the emitted high quality beam is typically 
within 150-300 μm in core diameter and up to 100 m fibre length [17]. 

Thin disk laser configurations have a capacity for continuous wave (cw) output powers that 
exceed 1 kW per disk, and enable the generation of high average power through the scaling 
of the output powers that can be realized by either enlarging the optical pumped area 
(increasing the pump diameter on one disk, several millimeters in diameter) or by using 
several disks arranged along a folded resonator axis [15,23-24]. 

The demonstrated maximum laser cw-output power from one single disk so far is more than 
10 kW, with an optical-to-optical efficiency of more than 50 %, while more than 27 kW 
output power has been demonstrated with ten disks in one resonator, keeping good beam 
quality [25]. 

The multi-kW output power near the diffraction limit output power can be also 
demonstrated for new resonator designs [25]. With laser powers of up to 16 kW and beam 

 2 mm·mrad, Trumpf GmbH is building the world's most powerful fibre-guided 
disk lasers [26].  

The thin disk laser is characterized by a low BPP, compared to the conventional lamp-
pumped Nd:YAG solid-state lasers with rod systems that have much more limited focusing 
conditions. In contrast to these rod systems, scaling up of the disk laser output power is 
possible without loss in beam quality [17].  

Thin disk laser systems have been developed and also demonstrated for short pulse and ultra-
short-pulse technology (ns-, ps- and fs-pulse duration). All these systems show excellent 
beam quality and high efficiency [25]. 

 

Figure 9 Thin disc laser principle. [17] 
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CO2-laser 

CO2-lasers have been the workhorses for high power application for decades, with prime 
examples of the 8 kW CO2-laser available for cutting while even higher power outputs of up 
to 20 kW are the mainstays for welding and surface treatment applications [17].  

The infrared laser radiation of CO2-lasers is emitted with 10.6 μm wavelength and at 
approximately 10-13% overall wall plug efficiencies. The active medium in the CO2-laser 
consists of a mixture of three gases. CO2 is the main laser active molecule gas while N2 and 
He gases are added for supporting. The stimulation of the laser-active medium is generated 
by electrical discharge in this gas mixture. This is accomplished by either direct current or 
radio frequency stimulation [17]. Nitrogen molecules act as a catalyst during the stimulation 
process by facilitating the transfer of energy from the impact of the electron to the CO2-
molecules to the upper energy level. Helium gas atoms conversely collide with the CO2-
molecules to complete the de-excitation of the lower laser energy level to ground state [12]. 

Different designs of the CO2-lasers use different modes of gas flow and cooling, including: 
transverse flow (cross-flow) laser, fast-axial flow laser, diffusion-cooled slab laser and sealed-
off laser. They can be operated in either the cw mode or pulsed mode, enabling effective 
beam delivery over a wide range of output power [17]. 
 

Nd:YAG laser 

Until high power diodes as pumping sources for solid state lasers became commercially 
applicable in the late 90's, for many years the lamp-pumped Nd:YAG-laser was the only high 
power option to the CO2-laser. The Nd:YAG laser is a solid-state laser that emits infrared 
laser radiation with a wavelength of 1.064 μm. The laser active medium is the synthetic single 
crystal host of yttrium-aluminum- garnet (YAG) for the neodymium ion (Nd3+ ion), the 
element where lasing action is developed. The crystal is fabricated into a rod and the volume 
of a given rod determines its average power capability. The excitation of the active medium 
is accomplished by several ways: either by broadband optical radiation - from flash lamps 
(pulsed) or an intense arc lamp (continuous wave mode, cw) or implied from laser diode 
'pumping' light. Due to the high temperature at the centre of the crystal during the lasing 
process, cooling water is used in contact only with the outer surface of the YAG crystal [27]. 

Again similar to other solid state lasers like fibre and disk lasers that emerged later, the shorter 
wavelength (1 μm-lasers) of the Nd:YAG laser enables the beam to be more easily absorbed 
by metal surfaces as compared to the CO2-laser wavelength, making the 1 μm-lasers more 
suitable for processing metals that have a high reflectivity such as aluminium and copper; 1 
μm laser light also has lower sensitivity against laser-induced plasmas. These properties are 
one reason that Nd:YAG lasers have often been found in high precision or micro-processing 
applications [28]. Nd:YAG lasers suffer from poor beam quality and low plug efficiency [15] .  
 

Diode laser 

Diode (or semiconductor) high power lasers have experienced a strong development during 
the last two decades and still have high potential for improvements in terms of beam quality 
(for high power), lower costs, higher overall efficiency and tailored beam properties. Diode 
lasers can be applied as free-running laser beams but are usually also transmitted via an optical 
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fibre. The wavelength can be widely designed, including multi-wavelength concepts to scale 
up the beam power, typically in the range 800-1100 nm. Diode lasers have been the enabler 
for pumping the high power fibre and disk laser. The latter two are still superior in terms of 
brilliance to carry out processes with a laser-induced boiling front, but diode lasers rapidly 
develop further and started entering even applications like keyhole welding or cutting. 
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4.4 Absorption at a laser-induced boiling front 
Absorption is the interaction mechanism of (laser) light with matter during which part of the 
propagating optical energy is converted to (usually thermal) energy in the matter. Absorptivity 
is the percentage of optical energy that is locally converted, while absorptance is the 
percentage when taking more complex surface conditions over a wider area into account, 
e.g. roughness causing multiple reflection. The absorption depth in metals is very short, of 
the order of 10-100 nm, and can be regarded as surface absorption (e.g. for calculations). 
When propagating through a gas or plasma, the interaction is described by an absorption 
coefficient, usually for exponential decay per unit length (Beer's law). 

The laser wavelength has an important effect on the material surface absorptivity. The 
absorptivity as a function of wavelength is shown in Fig. 10 for several metals. A strong 
absorptivity dependency of metals can be seen, decreasing for longer wavelengths. Lasers 
with about 1 μm wavelength, for example fibre lasers, offer higher absorptivity on metals in 
comparison to 10.6 μm of the CO2-laser. The former are also less prone to laser-induced 
plasma formation (inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption coefficient, increasing quadratic with the 
wavelength) [5,8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Absorptivity [1.00=100%] (here denoted absorption) of laser light as a function of the 
wavelength, for different metals. [2] 

The optical interaction mechanism on solid or liquid matter (interface air-material) as a 
function of the angle of incidence  can be described by wave theory, which in turn can be 
expressed by the Fresnel formulas. A simplified version of Fresnel’s formulas is: = 4 ( )( + ) ( ) + 2 ( ) + 1                                                                                    (6) 

= 4 ( )+ + 2 ( ) + ( )                                                                                          (7) 
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and for circular (or random) polarization (which is common for laser beams in industry) 

= +2                                                                                                                                          (8) 

where Ap and As the absorptivity for parallel and perpendicular orientation of the electric 
field vector relative to the plane of incidence. n and k are the optical constants, refractive index 
and extinction coefficient, being the material properties as a function of temperature and 
wavelength [4,29]. The material itself depends on alloying and impurities. The above 
equations are already simplified expressions, valid when n2 + k2 >> 1, which is usually the 
case for metals at a wavelength   0.5 μm [30]. The angle-dependency A( ) has an 
absorptivity maximum at the Brewster angle, often for glancing incidence. 

Electromagnetic waves only interact with charged matter (electrons inside the metal or the 
alloy). As energy is transferred to the metal, it will heat up. For increasing temperature the 
optical constants n,k and in turn the amount of absorbed light may change [4,29-31]. The 
optical constants can be calculated by Drude’s theory, which depends on the electrical 
conductivity and electrical permittivity of the material, again temperature dependent [4]. The 
absorptivity also depends on several laser beam parameters, namely the laser wavelength, the 
angle of incidence  (the angle with which the beam impinges on the metal surface, defined 
to be zero at normal incidence, see Fig. 11 and on the beam polarization, which is related to 
how the electric field in the light wave is oriented [4,29-30]. Instead, the beam power has no 
direct influence (except in case of nonlinear optical effects). 

 

Figure 11 Schematic representation of the incidence angle  (applicable in the Fresnel equations) between 
a laser ray and the surface normal, here for a location at a calculated laser cutting front 

While the absorptivity describes (via the Fresnel equations) the plain local material property 
for the percentage of optical energy converted to heat, during laser materials processing the 
spatial interaction between the laser beam and the developed processing front becomes very 
complex. In particular, the interaction of a laser beam with a developed laser-induced boiling 
front experiences manifold interaction angles, further modulated by the formation of surface 
waves along with temperature variations, possible oxide formation and multiple beam 
reflections or scattering.  
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The main source that yields the heat needed to continuously melt the cut front surface in 
laser cutting (and even for laser keyhole welding and laser drilling, generally speaking) is 
supplied through the direct absorption mechanism of the incident laser beam when it 
interacts with the melt film of the strongly inclined front, as for example in Fig. 11. The 
electromagnetic energy of the laser light is transformed into thermal energy in the metal, 
heating the surface [4,30-29]. 

While the absorptivity description by the Fresnel formulas is applicable for the ideal smooth 
surface at room temperature [29], several previous papers widely used this formula also in 
laser cutting [32-33]. Hirano 2012 [29] verified experimentally its applicability and supported 
its validity for laser cutting with 1 μm wavelength laser beams, confirming the applicability 
for both solid and liquid surfaces.  

Fig. 12 plots numerical values (calculated via the Fresnel-equations) for the absorptivity as a 
function of the angle of incidence for iron and aluminium at two different laser wavelengths, 
for both ambient and melting temperature. 

 

Figure 12  Absorptivity as a function of the angle of incidence (90° is parallel to the surface) for two 
laser wavelengths, two metals, and at ambient temperature Ta and melting temperature Tm [4] 

A clear maximum absorptivity at the Brewster-angle appears at highly inclined (glancing) 
incidence. At a laser cutting front the angle  of the incident laser beam (with respect to the 
normal vector of the cut surface) is large (typically  = 75-89°) and therefore in the regime 
around Brewster’s angle, see Fig. 12. Particularly for CO2-laser radiation, the absorptivity is 
then enhanced to about 30-40 % during laser cutting compared to a rather small absorptivity 
at normal incidence [4]. The angular dependency of the absorptivity, especially for low front 
inclination angle , see Fig. 11, was confirmed for pure iron with 1.03 μm disk laser 
wavelength by Hirano 2012 [29]. The results show that the absorptivity for both p- and s-
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polarization exhibits an increase with the increase of front inclination, much higher for p- 
than s-polarization [29]. 

The maximum absorptivity at the Brewster angle appears distinct for CO2 laser radiation, in 
the range of  = 87-89° corresponding to an inclination of the cutting front of  = 1-3°. In 
contrast, Nd:YAG laser radiation has a less pronounced angle-dependency of the 
absorptivity, with a weak maximum at a smaller Brewster angle. 

The absorptivity of Nd:YAG laser radiation also shows only a small dependency on 
temperature [4], similarly for the disk laser wavelength up to the boiling point Tv [29]. In the 
case of CO2-laser radiation the absorptivity increases significantly with temperature, due to 
the dependency of the electrical conductivity upon the temperature [4]. In keyhole laser 
welding, the absorption can even be enhanced when the laser beam interacts with the vapour 
column and resulting plasma formation, particularly for the long CO2-laser wavelength [34]. 

The surface conditions also strongly influence the absorption behaviour. Most technical 
surfaces have certain degrees of roughness, which will impact their optical behaviour. Peaks 
and valleys as seen in Fig. 13(b) may, for instance, contribute in trapping some of the light 
and thereby enhance the absorptance [30]. Paper III of this thesis describes the waviness of 
the molten front surface, Figs. 13(a),14(a), which tends  to generate a large share of shadow 
regimes Figs. 13(a),14; most of the illuminated front regions tend to keep the absorptivity 
within a range of 35–43%, for the Fresnel-characteristics of 1 μm-wavelength lasers and steel, 
while only small domains adjacent to the shadow regimes experience the highly sensitive 
Fresnel regime of lower absorptivity (glancing incidence), see Fig. 14(b). 

    
(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 13 (a) Reconstructed 3D surface waviness of the cutting front, generated from HSI [Paper III]; 
(b) morphology of a technical wavy surface and sketch of enhanced absorptance of a laser ray.[30] 
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(a)            (b)                                                   

Figure 14 (a) Wavy topology of a boiling front reconstructed from HSI (first step, for a plane base). 
(b) contour map of corresponding calculated modulation of the Fresnel absorptivity A across the wavy 3D 

front cavity (1.6 mm thick stainless steel, fibre laser, 10 kW, velocity 6.6 m/min, see Paper III). 

Metals also naturally have a layer (or several layers) of oxide on the surface. These oxide 
layers are non-metallic in nature. Their optical constant values are smaller in comparison to 
the basic metal and typically show low attenuation of the beam (corresponding to a small 
extinction coefficient) which causes multiple reflections of the rays in the oxide layer 
between the gas-oxide and oxide-metal interfaces, enhancing the absorptance at the oxide-
metal interface [4,30]. 

The cutting front could be heated up from a secondary heat source through scattering of the 
laser beam in a more homogenous manner than the direct absorption, under the specific 
circumstance of higher laser beam power density. This might be important when comparing 
the differences of cut surface quality between fibre/disk lasers and CO2-lasers.   

The absorption in keyhole laser welding is even more complex, involving several 
contributions [35] like absorption at the top surface of the work piece [36], direct absorption 
of the laser beam at the keyhole front wall, absorption during multiple scattering and 
absorption in the generated metal plasma, described by inverse Bremsstrahlung and 
developed by ionization of the metal vapour (plasma) [5,36].  

The contribution of generated plasma (more likely for CO2-laser radiation) at the workpiece 
surface during laser material processing on the one hand can be utilized to increase the 
energy coupling for optimum conditions but on the other hand it can shield the specimen 
and prohibit the laser energy from accessing the work piece surface [37]. 

The attenuation of the laser beam passing through the plasma cloud in laser welding is a kind 
of Rayleigh scattering where the power loss of this kind depends on the light wavelength 
and medium particle numbers which are smaller in size than the incident light wavelength 
[5]. 

Scattering is more important for a 1 μm laser beam than a 10 μm CO2-laser beam, since the 
scattering intensity increases with decreasing laser wavelength [38]. Scattering the laser light 
by the plasma is due to the ejected material clusters from the melt surface or those that are 
generated through condensation within the vapour [37]. In conventional laser gas assist 
cutting, however, the density of metallic particles above the cut front is expected to be too 
small to generate applicable scattering because of lower temperature Ts < Tv and because the 
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gas jet blows out any particles (Ts surface temperature of the melt layer, Tv vaporization 
temperature) [29]. 

The attenuation coefficient for inverse Bremsstrahlung increases with 2 (  is the 
wavelength). It is negligible for a 1 μm-laser beam [39], but may be accounted for with a 10 
μm CO2-laser beam, especially for higher power densities in laser cutting. Exceptionally, the 
heat transfer by the laser-induced plasma can dominate over the direct surface absorption of 
the laser beam. It was reported that an explosive evaporation of molten material was 
observed almost simultaneously with plasma formation. The molten material was scattered 
diffusively and independently of the direction of the assist-gas jet [29]. Subsequently it is 
blown downwards by the cutting gas jet [40]. The expanding plume during the pulse 
operation is due to strong evaporation which can take place at a high peak intensity causing 
strong absorption [41] of the beam in the plasma (particularly for CO2-laser radiation) and 
therefore attenuation or even shielding of the beam, which lowers the effective absorption at 
the cutting front [4]. Plasma formation generally degrades the surface quality in laser cutting 
but can be avoided for moderate laser beam power density [29]. 
 

4.5 Gas-assisted laser cutting 
The major part of the thesis is particularly relevant for laser remote fusion cutting, which will be 
described in Section 4.7 below and in Review Paper i. Accordingly, an introduction to the 
much more established technique of gas-assisted laser cutting is appropriate, as a reference 
frame. 

Laser beam cutting is a thermal cutting technique. Based on CNC- or robotic programming 
it follows a contour for shaping or separating mechanical sheets with high edge quality and 
minimum material waste. Laser beam cutting can be classified as a particular technique under 
the main wide umbrella of industrial manufacturing technologies, Fig. 15. In an equivalent 
manner, it can be classified as a technique of laser material processing [4], Fig. 16. Laser 
cutting is a thermal technique. As the process is non-contact, strong clamping fixtures are not 
needed. Therefore thinner sections or even foil sheets can be cut without mechanical damage 
[12,42]. 
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Figure 15 Classification of manufacturing technologies according to DIN-standard 8580.[4] 

 

Figure 16 Classification of laser materials processing technologies.[4] 

Laser cutting was realized for the first time in 1967 using a CO2-laser and oxygen process gas. 
Since then it has been introduced as the most applied technique of high power lasers in 
industry, well established nowadays. When competing with traditional cutting processes 
(plasma arc cutting, flame cutting, punching, sawing), laser cutting shows advantages in terms 
of contour precision, contour flexibility, cutting speed, cut edge quality, reliability, 
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automation and environmental aspects [4]. In addition to CO2-lasers, solid state fibre or disk 
lasers are most commonly used in laser cutting. Although the fibre laser seems to be more 
efficient than the CO2-laser when cutting mild steel, it cannot compete yet with CO2-lasers 
in terms of quality when cutting thicker sections [8]. Laser cutting applications are expanded 
to cover almost all materials, metals and non-metals like polymers, carbon fibre reinforced 
plastics, glasses, ceramics, and even wood based products [4,12]. Despite that the technique is 
fast and precise, it still suffers from several disadvantages; the main drawbacks are high 
investment costs of the laser system, limitations with respect to the material thickness and the 
demand for highly skilled operators [4]. Fig. 17 illustrates the classical gas-assisted laser cutting 
technique. 

Figure 17 Illustration of gas-assisted laser cutting. [14] 

The principle of the process is simple. Three fundamental techniques can be distinguished, as 
illustrated in Fig. 18: 

 Laser inert gas cutting  
 Laser oxygen cutting 
 Laser vaporization (sublimation/ degradation) cutting 
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Figure 18 Schematic illustration of the fundamental laser cutting techniques. (a) inert gas cutting, 
(b) oxygen gas cutting, (c) vaporization cutting.[4] 

While these are the established laser cutting techniques it should be noted that remote cutting, 
which the thesis mainly addresses, basically belongs to vaporization cutting. However, in 
contrast to pure removal of all cut kerf material by vaporization, instead during remote 
cutting the boiling action ejects molten metal and only a minor portion vaporizes. Remote 
cutting will be described in the separate Section 4.7 below, and in Review Paper i. 

While all the three techniques share the formation of a quasi-steady state moving cut front 
along the line or contour to be cut, they are different in their mechanisms. 

During laser inert gas cutting Fig. 18(a) (also called melt shearing, fusion cutting or nitrogen 
cutting) the laser beam supplies the required heat input to melt the material to establish a 
melt film. Simultaneously, a shear force drags the molten material downward through a high 
pressure inert gas jet (N2 or Ar); the gas jet, which is directed concentric to the laser beam, 
passes through a nozzle that is located close to the sample to be cut. The drops formed at the 
cut front bottom are either ejected downwards or attach at the bottom edge in form of dross, 
if the used gas pressure is not sufficiently high. With the technique of inert gas cutting a 
shiny high quality cut edge, free of oxides, is formed, making it applicable to all metals, 
especially stainless steels and other highly alloyed steels, aluminium and titanium alloys. 
However, the cutting speeds are relatively low in comparison to oxygen gas cutting [4,17]. 

Based upon the same mechanism of melt ejection, laser oxygen cutting Fig. 18(b) uses 
oxygen as the process gas, which is reactive. During oxidation of the metallic melt film 
exothermic energy is supplied, supporting the absorption of the laser beam energy and 
contributing in heating and melting the material. This additional energy source arises from 
the chemical oxidation reaction of the hot material (iron) with oxygen, driven by diffusion. 
The oxidation provides additional heat input in the cutting zone, resulting into rising up the 
maximum cutting speeds. Laser oxygen cutting is applicable to mild steel and low-alloyed 
steel. The formation of the oxide layer on the cutting front strongly influences the process 
behaviour by enhancing the absorption of the laser radiation compared to absorption of a 
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pure metallic melt. The oxides reduce the viscosity and surface tension of the melt and 
thereby simplify melt ejection, but in turn they affect the cut quality resulting in oxidized cut 
edges [4,17]. In contrast to low alloy steel where the oxide remains in the favourable liquid 
state, for stainless steel and aluminium solid oxides form, disturbing the melt film. 

In the third mechanism, laser vaporization cutting, Fig. 18(c), frequently called sublimation 
cutting, the laser needs to vaporize the material to be removed from the cutting zone by the 
expansion of vapour flow. It therefore does not require an assisting gas jet for melt ejection, 
but the gas jet is often applied for protection of the focusing lens and nozzle from pollution, 
avoiding oxidation of the material, and to prevent condensation of hot gaseous emissions on 
the cut kerf. The transformation from solid to vapour state is obtained either by melting and 
then vaporization (e.g. acrylic glass, PMMA) or for a few materials (e.g. graphite) by 
sublimation, but for most materials (e.g. thermoset polymers, wood based products) by 
chemical degradation (chemical decomposition). Compared to inert gas cutting and oxygen 
cutting, vaporization cutting requires higher intensity levels (e.g. by superpulsing of the 
beam) for balancing the latent heat of vaporization [4]. 

The concept of ejecting molten metal through the ablation (recoil) pressure from partial 
boiling is the main topic of this thesis study, addressing the remote cutting technique  

The physical mechanisms involved in laser cutting can be divided into 

 Optical mechanisms: absorption 

 Thermodynamic mechanisms: comprise generation of heat (absorption, oxidation), heat 
conduction, convective heat transfer and phase transformations like melting, 
vaporization, metallurgy or chemical decomposition. 

 Fluid mechanic mechanisms with respect to gas flow are the evolution of the cutting gas 
jet and material evaporation, accompanied by compressible flow, transition to sonic 
and supersonic state, formation of shock and expansion waves, turbulent flow, shear 
forces with the melt film and mixing with the ambient air. In addition, fluid 
mechanical effects concern the flow of the melt film, surface tension effects like 
thermocapillary flow, drop formation, drop ejection and oscillations of the melt. 

 Chemical mechanisms: oxidation, as a diffusion driven chemical reaction, and chemical 
degradation are chemical effects that are of importance for laser oxygen cutting and 
for laser vaporization cutting, respectively [4]. 

 

Laser cutting parameters 
The physical mechanisms with the desired cut edge quality involved in laser cutting are 
influenced by several laser cutting parameters like the laser beam and gas jet characteristics, 
the cutting speed, the composition and thickness of the material to be cut and its properties 
(thermal diffusivity, melting temperature, latent heat of melting and vaporization, etc.) [4]. 

The beam parameters characterize the properties of the laser beam and include the 
wavelength, power and power density distribution, beam quality and polarization [17]. The 
proportion of reflected, scattered and absorbed parts of the incident laser beam is determined 
by the beam wavelength, the state of the beam polarization, the angle of incidence and the 
optical constants of the surface [17]. 
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The influence of beam polarization during cutting is basically related to the inclination of the 
cut kerf, resulting from the relationship between the polarization plane and the cutting 
direction. The polarization influence becomes of higher concern at normal incidence of 
highly reflective materials, or when the cut thickness increases. CO2-lasers are initially 
linearly polarized, while 1 μm-lasers are randomly polarized. The perfect, circularly polarized 
light achieves nearly uniform cut kerfs in every direction but the linearly or elliptically 
polarized light produces a variation on the inclination of the cut kerf. When cutting is to be 
performed in more than one direction, circular or random beam polarization is favourable in 
order to get a uniform cut of high quality [17]. 

Cutting speed is the most significant parameter of the laser cutting process as it later 
determines the process behaviour. The initiation of the cutting process needs to exceed the 
melting threshold power density at the top surface of the sample to be cut and to establish 
the cutting front as a crucial condition. This power density is directly dependent upon the 
surface absorption, thermal diffusivity, melting temperature, latent heat, and cutting speed 
[4]. 

Dynamic processing in standard flatbed laser cutting machines is limited in speed when 
cutting contours because of the inertia (weight) of the cutting head. The acceleration remains 
limited, which can be remedied by remote technology (e.g. quick galvo mirror rotations) 
with a high brightness laser beam to attain higher cutting speeds, especially when cutting thin 
sheets, which enter competitive productivity regimes [10-11,43-47]. Figure 19 shows a 
typical graph for the maximum processing speed as a function of the sheet thickness, for gas-
assisted laser cutting. An additional speed limit is here shown, arising from cutting of 
complex contours. 

 

Figure 19 The maximum cutting speed as a function of the sheet thickness (for different lasers) 
achievable by inert gas laser cutting of stainless steel, and the limit when cutting complex contours. [10] 

An energy balance for laser cutting states that the absorbed energy supplied to the cutting 
zone is consumed partly to generate the cut by melting the removed volume of material, plus 
heat conduction losses from the cut zone, mainly into the sheet [17]: 
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 vwkd cp Tm-Ta +Hmmelting heat + cp Tv-Tm + Hvvaporization heat + Phcconduction losses                                              (9) 

 
with:  Fresnel absorption, g relative interaction cross section, v cutting speed, wk kerf 
width,  reaction efficiency, PL laser power,  specific density, d work piece thickness, Hr 
reaction energy due to oxidation, Hm and Hv latent heat of melting and vaporization,  is the 
portion of material vaporized and has a value between 0 and 1, cp specific heat capacity, Ta, 
Tm, Tv ambient, melting and vaporization temperature and Phc heat conduction losses.  
 
The heat conduction losses are proportional to the cutting speed. At higher speed the 
convective losses become more dominate over the conductive losses in contrast to the low 
speed regime where the convective losses can be ignored [4]. 
  
The cutting speed also determines the cutting front inclination which plays as a regulation 
mechanism to balance (by geometrical interaction) the input energy from the absorbed 
intensity of the laser beam and the output heat losses at the front. The cutting front angle 
increases with increasing speed in order to balance the larger amount of heat losses. Fig. 20 
illustrates the established processing front geometry and angle for three different cutting 
speeds. 

 
Figure 20 Side view illustration of the melt film front inclination and thickness at three laser cutting 

speeds: (a) low speed, (b) medium speed,(c) high speed.[4] 

The cutting front angle increases for higher speed until, for maximum cutting speed, the 
whole beam hits the cutting front but can no longer balance the heat losses. In this case the 
bottom region of the material will not be melted and the material is ejected from the top of 
the kerf, in a kind of grooving operation [4]. 

The cutting speed also influences the kerf width, which decreases with increasing speed due 
to the increasing melting threshold. This dependency is shared by both top and bottom kerf 
widths [4]. 

In laser cutting, important quality criteria involve to achieve narrow kerf width, minimum 
dross attachment, low surface roughness and perpendicular cut edges, to avoid large tolerance 
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variations. Dross formation can occur depending on the material and laser type. Pocorni et al. 
(2013) [48] explained that the dross can be problematic from a safety point of view (sharp 
edges), or an engineering point of view (fit-up of parts).[49]  Fig. 21 shows two examples 
given, with dross attachment in Fig. 21(a) and without dross in Fig. 21(b), for CO2-laser 
cutting of aluminium (different cutting parameters and thickness). 

 

     (a)                                                               (b)  

Figure 21 Aluminium cut edge obtained by CO2-laser cutting with nitrogen assist gas (a) 15 mm thick, 
with dross attachment at the bottom (6 kW, 0.75 m/min, 12 bar).[48] (b) 3 mm, without dross 

(5.4 kW, 5.4 m/min, 9 bar). 

   
As the cutting speed increases, striations on the cut edge become more prominent, while 
dross is more likely to remain. Too low cutting speeds when cutting mild steel with oxygen 
gas result in excessive burning that degrades the edge quality and increases the width of the 
heat affected zone (HAZ) [17]. In explaining the “striation free effect,” Powell et. al. 
2011[32] describe that the intermediate cutting speeds can produce very low edge roughness 
when mild steel thin sections are cut by fibre lasers, in contrast to low and high speeds. At 
lower speed, the roughness was higher because the viscosity of the melt is relatively high. At 
higher speed the cut edge was rougher because the mass flow down the cut front is larger 
and the melt is thicker. 

 

4.6 Keyhole laser welding 
Apart from laser remote fusion cutting, a substantial part of the research results of the thesis is 
also relevant for keyhole laser welding, which is therefore briefly described below. Even the 
transition between keyhole welding and RFC is discussed, particularly in Review Paper i. 

Laser welding is one of the most important laser materials processing techniques applied in 
industry. The laser as the energy source heats, melts and to some extent even evaporates the 
material. Two fundamental modes of (autonomous) laser welding can be distinguished; 
conduction-limited laser welding and deep penetration (or keyhole) laser welding [34,50-53]. In 
contrast to the conduction mode, in the deep penetration mode the laser drills a keyhole into 
the melt pool, allowing the laser beam to distribute its energy efficiently over depth [50]. 

The concept of the deep penetration welding technique, which is also referred as keyhole 
laser welding, is based upon focusing a high power beam to the threshold intensity of about 
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106 W/cm2 [34,36,51-52,54]. Boiling is achieved and the resulting vapour- (ablation-, or 
recoil-) pressure pushes away the molten metal, drilling a concave structure in the melt that 
concentrates the laser radiation towards the centre and subsequently builds up higher pressure 
after short time (~ 1 ms) to drill and establish a vapour capillary usually referred to as the 
keyhole [36,51]. 

The continuous welding process is guided by moving the laser beam over the workpiece, 
following the path to be welded. The keyhole, being of similar diameter as the laser beam, is 
kept open to the top (and can either fully penetrate the sheet or be a blind keyhole), when it 
traverses through the material, by the vapour pressure [2,34,36,51-52] from continuous 
evaporation from its wall. The generated ablation pressure acts against the impact of surface 
tension pressure forces, which tend to shrink and close the hole, and against momentum 
from the welding speed [36]. 

The keyhole and melt pool formation, with their interactive behaviour, are very complicated 
processes that are strongly parameter dependent (intensity changes, welding speed effects) and 
influenced by the interactions between many complex physical mechanisms (absorption, fluid 
mechanics, thermodynamics, and resulting defect mechanisms like pores or spatter ejection) 
that are involved [36,53]. 

In equilibrium, a balance is established between the pressure from inertia of the melt 
(hydrostatic, stagnation pressure from the processing speed), convection-induced pressure 
(due to fluid flow, particularly Marangoni convection), against the ambient pressure, surface 
tension, ablation pressure at the keyhole wall and vapour/plasma pressure; this balance 
prevents the collapse of the keyhole [34,52]. However, keyhole laser welding experiences 
perturbation to the system, like intermittent closures of the keyhole that can result in 
porosity [50]. 

One of several trends that might contribute to keyhole instability is related to moving humps 
at the keyhole front which create intense evaporation spots that cause fluctuations in the 
process [55].These locally heated humps were recently observed (by I. Eriksson, PhD 2013) 
by high speed imaging, moving downward along the front surface, for stainless steel samples 
welded with a fibre laser [56-57]. 

A large number of different research approaches have been presented in the past and still 
continue, to observe the geometry of the keyhole in order to understand its behaviour. 
Berger et al. [58] studied the keyhole dynamics and the mechanisms of pore formation by 
simulating laser welding in ice, observed by a high speed camera. They discovered that the 
oscillations along the keyhole depth are partly caused by the generated humps on the front 
wall of the keyhole. This higher contribution of a hump can prevent a particular part of the 
beam travelling deeper into the keyhole depth but instead increases the absorption locally, 
creating a momentary absorption peak at the hump that increases the local ablation pressure 
[58].  

Other instabilities are the rapid fluctuations in fluid flow around the keyhole, which are 
driven by surface tension variations and intermittent boiling within the keyhole. [5]. 

Ejection of drops (spatter) occurs during keyhole laser welding when a local volume of melt 
attains enough momentum perpendicular to the melt surface to leave the main body of the 
melt. The vertical component of the flow close to the (top or bottom) surface exceeds a 
certain escape threshold which is mainly determined by the surface tension forces and local 
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melt surface curvature (Young-Laplace equation) [59]. The momentum of spatter spray 
usually originates from the ablation pressure of the boiling keyhole when being very active 
[5,59]. During partial penetration welding, the spatter ejected from the keyhole inlet is 
affected mainly by the upward melt flow above the keyhole, melt displacement around the 
keyhole and the strong shear flow of the upwardly directed vapour jet [59]. The onset of 
strong root spatter driven by humps moving down the keyhole front corresponds to a 
transition from keyhole welding to RFC, for which drop ejection becomes desirable. 

Beside mathematical modelling and high speed imaging of the process, the most sophisticated 
method for analysis of the keyhole geometry and dynamics is x-ray videography, which was 
conducted extensively mainly by Osaka University in Japan [61-65] and recently by Stuttgart 
University in Germany [58,60]. 

The geometry of the established melt pool is defined by the keyhole (the liquid-vapour 
interface as the laser-induced boiling front), its melting and resolidification front (the solid-
liquid interface) as well as its free surface (the top and bottom liquid-gas interface), mainly as 
a result of heat conduction; this is accompanied by convection, induced by the welding 
speed around the keyhole but also by various other melt flow phenomena. Mechanisms like 
the melt flow around the keyhole are driven by the recoil pressure, while Marangoni flow is 
driven by surface tension gradients. Detailed explanations about other flows, see Fig. 22, like 
drop ejection, humping due to downstream flow, eddies driven by downstream flow, and 
others can be found in [36]. 

 

 

Figure 22 Different melt flow mechanism that can take place during keyhole laser welding in cw mode; 
(A) melt passing around the keyhole, (B) Marangoni flow, (C) drop ejection (spatter), (D) humping, 

(E) rear flow stagnation, (F) inner eddies, (G) root drop-out.[36] 

In front of the keyhole the material is completely molten. The molten material flows around 
or underneath this vapour channel, recombining behind the keyhole to form a long molten 
pool that later solidifies, to create a continuous weld seam, [2,34] see Figs. 22,23.  
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Figure 23 Schematic illustration of the developing flow currents establish during keyhole laser welding. 
Current (1), the circulation around the vapour capillary, and current (2), the downstreaming flow at the 

irradiated surface, are essential for RFC.[66] 

Concerning the current topic of the thesis, the laser-induced boiling front of the keyhole 
resembles the front during RFC. However, RFC participates with only two of the four flow 
currents in Fig. 22 to develop the processing zone that surrounds the beam to expel the 
molten material. Schäfer 2010 [66] stated that the first current is the horizontal, radial 
circulation of the vapour capillaries that takes place as a result of the pressure differences in 
front and behind the capillaries, while the second one is the vertical downward flow at the 
irradiated surface in front of the vapour capillary. The vertically downstreaming flow has 
developed from the repulsive vaporization forces acting in beam direction on the molten 
material [66], see Fig. 23. Eventually, the main difference between keyhole welding and 
RFC is whether the vertical momentum at the laser-induced boiling front becomes strong 
enough to eject most of the melt at the bottom or whether weaker momentum leads to 
recombination of the melt behind the beam, forming a keyhole. High speed imaging 
experiments have shown that excessive root spatter in keyhole welding is the transition to 
RFC. 
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4.7 Remote laser technology 
Remote laser welding, marking or even cutting recently became an attractive industrial 
technique option, operating with long focal distances of e.g. 0.5-1.5 m, enabled by high 
brilliance fibre and disk lasers that have emerged during the last decade.  

The high travelling speed, flexibility and working with longer focal lengths as well as the 
high intensity required with short time exposure is offered through the use of a 2D scanner 
optics unit which now extends remote technology through the forming and guiding of the 
active beam to position the focus freely within the scan field [9-10,46]. Hence, time-
consuming acceleration and deceleration phases are omitted [45]. Basically the system consists 
of one or two rotating mirrors, that have little mass to allow high dynamic positioning of the 
laser beam when they are tilting, moved by galvo drives, see Fig. 24(a) and Fig. 25(a), to 
realize the displacement in the xy-plane where the beam can deflect into the processing zone 
of the scanner [9,11,43-44,67-68]. These optics systems are rather complex and more 
expensive compared to conventional passive laser optics. There are two different concepts in 
sequence during the forming and guidance of the beam distinguished with pre-and post-
objective scanners which can be accomplished with either F-Theta lenses or shifting the focusing 
lens to keep the focal length constant within the working area, see Fig. 24(b) [9,43-44]. 

   
(a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 24 (a) Scanner optics, (b) the two concepts of beam forming and deflecting by the scanner optics 
[43] 

Another quite different approach to carry out remote technology is called RoboScan, where 
the beam forming and beam deflection tasks are separated into different system technologies. 
They consist of a six-axes industrial robot for guidance of the beam and conventional long 
focal length passive optics attached to the robot, giving a system called the Scanner-less solution, 
see Fig. 25 [9]. 
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(a)                                                               (b)                 

Figure 25 Two methods of remote scanner technology: (a) scanner based remote technology, (b) scanner-
less solution technology.[9] 

Optic manipulation based either on a Scanner-less solution or scanner-based application is not the 
only interesting manner. For example, extension of the static scanner optic limitations, 
especially when processing a huge work piece in automotive industrial production can be 
achieved through coupling to additional industrial robots or linear drives [9,68]. The desired 
power density limits the spot size which in turn limits focal length and working area of the 
scanner [67]. To increase the working area, two possibilities can be utilized; (i) patching, 
which is characterized by scanning in an unmoving working field, where the contours, that 
have a greater working field than of the scanner, are needed to be manufactured by 
assembling, with interruptions of the cutting process. This takes place through multiple steps 
which occur when moving the part and scanner respectively [67]. (ii) On-the-fly processing, a 
more complex, though time efficient approach which needs complex programming. Both, the 
robot and scanner are moving simultaneously, hence no interruptions of the process occur by 
the necessary movements. Cutting strategies as well as path planning are required in order to 
achieve this approach [9,67]. A workable industry concept that realizes “on the fly“ 
processing in two dimensions has been developed by Fraunhofer IWS Dresden. It allows the 
remote technology to implement a laser cutting process on any cutting contour and material 
width, in which one or several scanners can work on the fabric webs. Then, the achievable 
material handling speeds of up to 25 m/min can be performed [69]. To reiterate, high 
velocities are a concern with the attachment of heavy equipment to robots due to problems 
with acceleration and deceleration, though they are necessary to obtain high quality cuts, 
apart from other concerns. 

The consequences of  high velocities achieved on the workpiece by realization of spot 
displacement with scanners or scanner-less approaches result in minimized non-productive 
times, having little laser-off times, since the jumping movement between one processing 
zone and the next is completed in milliseconds. These high jump velocities hold the 
possibility to optimize the part quality either in remote welding or cutting [9]. 
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Besides systems for 2-D applications, nowadays optics scanning in 3D-space is available. Both 
concepts mentioned earlier of pre-and post-objective scan systems are capable to move the 
focal plane in Z-direction, to switch from planar to spatial processing [43]. 

Remote techniques can be divided into Remote Laser Welding, RLW, and with respect to Remote 
Laser Cutting, RLC, into Remote Fusion Cutting, RFC, by a single pass and Remote Ablation 
Cutting, RAC, by multiple passes. 

Most of the available scanning systems are designed for marking, texturing, drilling and 
welding, with no special scanners available for remote cutting technology. Therefore the 
existing scanner devices need to fulfil high requirements, particularly to perform Remote 
Ablation Cutting, RAC. The scanners should first satisfy substantial stability of the focus 
position to avoid the focal shift that results from the heating up of the optical system 
components (lenses, cover glasses, mirrors) due to the partial absorption of the laser power 
within these systems [43]. Second, they need to compensate this fractional loss of power in 
the processing zone when setting the power parameter at laser control [43]. Third, the 
relative motion between the robot and the scanner needs to be considered, to ensure 
scanning with the desired speed of the spot velocity [43,68]. Fourth, the size and the mass of 
the mirrors must be reduced as much as possible to avoid significant inertia and torques for 
the drives during RAC at complex contours, to achieve the desired accuracy [43].  

Scanners have primarily been developed for welding applications [43]. The remote systems 
are more versatile when combining both processes, remote laser welding and remote laser 
cutting into a single optics. Switching between the two processes is controlled by software 
that can be integrated into automated path planning, which supports production time 
reduction. Path planning faces difficulties and challenges that need to be overcome, mainly 
regarding the precise focusing of the laser beam needed in RLC. New generations of 
scanners can handle both processes to enact quickly changes between welding and cutting 
[68]. Petring et al. [70] presented the feedback of such a system that handles both processes, 
providing more flexible process chains and savings in handling, positioning and clamping 
operations.  

In laser materials processing, one substantial motivation to switch from conventional gas-
assisted laser cutting to laser remote cutting technology is the constricted accessibility to the 
processing zone in highly polluted areas, like what is found in dismantling of nuclear 
reactors.[9] Such requires dramatic elongation of the larger focal lengths in the range of 300-
1600 mm without the need to manage large lenses. On the other hand, the requirements to 
achieve higher processing speed and more flexibility in production is needed to reduce the 
process time and increase the productivity [9]. Conventional laser cutting succeeded to 
maintain higher processing speeds that come from the contribution of reactive cutting gas 
(O2), that assist in melt ejection. These speeds cannot be obtained as the process faces the 
challenge of acceleration and deceleration when cutting the parts. This is also due to the 
close proximity of the gas nozzle in relation to the cutting zone which increases the risk of 
collisions between the cutting head and the work piece [71]. 

Supplying the assistant gas pressure heavily impedes the ability to track and is not applicable 
with higher working distances due to the handling inertia of the gas nozzle, which can for 
RLC be abandoned; afterwards, the working distance does not depend anymore upon the 
distance between the nozzle and the work piece. The lost momentum that was offered by 
the gas supply should now be compensated by partial vaporization of the material in a scale 
of 20-40% [43-44] to create the desirable ablation pressure necessary to eject the molten 
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metal outside the processing zone to achieve the cut kerf [9-11,43-45,67]. Further 
investigations on the amount of vaporization are desirable. Also the absence of the external 
assisting cutting gas supply, like nitrogen and oxygen, is an interesting positive advantage 
according to operational running costs in production environment [43]. A full vaporization 
process requires about sevenfold amount of specific energy (latent heat of vaporization) in 
comparison to a conventional laser cutting process based on melting [10,46]. High intensities 
are required in the focal plane, of the order of 107-1010 W/cm2, even at small spot sizes with 
larger working distances in cw mode. This can be achieved by fibre or disk lasers, for remote 
cutting [10-11,20,43,67]. To reach the necessary intensity, the request for laser sources of 
high power and high beam quality along with precise focusing is in high demand. 

Between year 2000 and 2005 high brilliance diffracted limited solid state laser beam sources 
with high beam power and quality (instead of a trade-off in the past) became available on the 
market as single mode fibre or disk lasers: They opened the window for remote technology, 
[9,11,67,68] apart from advancement of other laser techniques.  

For Remote Ablation Cutting, RAC, with multiple passes, see Fig. 26, successful material 
removal at higher cutting rate (even when cutting complex contours by remote technology) 
was demonstrated when focusing a single mode laser beam of several kW power to a small 
spot size of 30-80 μm [43,68]. The molten material was accelerated by the generated vapour 
pressure, first radially, then upwards towards the cutting kerf aperture [67]. What is evident is 
a relatively high decrease of cutting speed against sheet thickness, due to multiple scanning 
steps of the cutting kerf. Several investigations show that the typical depth for a single scan 
were in the range of 30-100 μm for steel processing [43]. Therefore, the material thickness 
will define the number of scans, and the kerf will be ablated layer by layer until the whole 
thickness is cut, defining the technique, RAC [11,44-46,67-68]. RAC has demonstrated 
cutting contour speeds exceeding 100 m/min for metal [10-20,67-68]. Depending on several 
laser parameters as well as material properties, the cutting  speed of several hundreds of 
meters per minute on contours are feasible, supported with increasing laser power  
[11,44-45,67-68]. Cutting speeds close to 1000 m/min were reported [44,11], or 3000 
m/min for 5 kW laser beam power [68]. The reason to attain these higher speed ranges in 
remote ablation is that vaporization dominates over the melting process, which makes the 
scanner the only option to carry out the cutting movement [46]. 

 

Figure 26 Multi-scan cross section of steel, cut by RAC (3 kW, 540 m/min, number of passes n) [43] 

However, the principle of RAC works only in a certain range of material thickness, typically 
up to 1 mm. The thicker the sheet, the more inefficient the process becomes. Despite 
accelerating the molten material adequately to reach the work piece surface, it may be unable 
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to detach from the melt or groove [11,43]. Resolidification can cause closure of the 
generated cutting kerf, although the laser beam has the potential to completely penetrate the 
entire thickness. The basic limits for the material thickness of RAC need to be further 
explored [44,67]. 

For thicker sheets, Remote Fusion Cutting, RFC, is a more promising option. The technique 
is sometimes called melt pressure cutting, [72] or vapour pressure fusion cutting. [66] RFC 
has the same system characteristics as RAC with respect to the absence of cutting gas and a 
long working distance, but it differs from RAC in the way that the cut is executed, in one 
step of low speed instead of fast multi-scan repetitions. A series of RFC results were 
presented by [9]. The results were conducted with 4-8 kW laser power. These results show 
that processing speeds ranging from 4-12 m/min for sheets with thicknesses between 0.75 
mm and 4 mm could be obtained.  

During RFC, see Fig. 27, material is ejected from the sheet bottom, depending on the 
vapour pressure [46,67]. Gravity can be neglected, except for very special conditions [47]. 
The driving force is the ablation (recoil) pressure from the laser-induced boiling front. 
Humps are running down the front, see Fig. 28, as was recently observed by HSI for keyhole 
welding, including its transition to cutting, through massive root spatter ejection. [51,56,73]. 
Experimentally,[74-75] RFC demonstrated two modes of ejection depending on the cutting 
speed: the pushing mode that takes place at low cutting speed, where the droplets are ejected 
in the cutting direction, and the dragging mode which occurs at higher values of cutting speed, 
where the droplets are ejected in the reverse direction, see Fig. 29 [74].  

 

(a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 27 Remote fusion cutting: (a) schematic illustration of the cutting front from the side. [9]                     
(b) RFC in operation. [72] 
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Figure 28 High speed image of waves running down a laser-induced boiling front (0.02 m/min, average 
beam power 2 kW, pulsed, duty cycle 33.3%, pulse frequency 33.3Hz, df=300 μm) [Paper IV]. 

 

Figure 29 Melt ejection during RFC: (a) pushing mode with ejection in the cutting direction v, at slower 
speed, (b) dragging mode, ejecting opposite to the cutting direction, at higher speed.[74] 

The RFC-process requires a power density above the threshold for boiling. In contrast to 
RAC, RFC enables the use of lower beam quality, with less focused multimode fibre or disk 
lasers [9,46,67]. Although the accomplished cutting speeds for both techniques, RAC and 
RFC, are quite different, every process has its own applications [67]. The consequence of 
large focal diameter and of the resulting larger Rayleigh length with RFC is that the 
obtained cut kerf width becomes much wider, see Figs. 30,31, e.g. more than 600 μm for 
S234 steel. This entails that much material is lost when cutting [46], and the cutting contours 
are expected to be very coarse; thus RFC would be more appropriate for thicker sheets [67] 
up to 4 mm [72], and can be used advantageously for 3D applications. Conversely to RFC, 
RAC offers a great benefit when cutting many small features where a lot of positioning is 
required [67]. 

  

Figure 30 Top and bottom appearances of the cut kerf from RFC, for two different parameter settings. 
[72] 
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Figure 31 The typical convex distribution of the solidified material and the burr-free edge of the cut kerf 
cross-section, resulting from RFC of a 2 mm thick steel sheet.[66] 

The RFC process is sometimes described as unstable for certain materials and parameters, 
resulting in a partially cut kerf as the melt does not get ejected from the bottom, instead 
remaining on the kerf walls as drops [46]. Recently stability investigations of RFC were 
made by using Diffractive Optical Elements, DOE, customized for a single mode laser beam. 
Parameter effects from travel speed, focal plane position and angle of incidence were studied. 
High cutting stability was achieved for a large range of angles of incidence, though for much 
lower cutting speed (only 20% of the maximum speed) than RFC without DOE [76]. The 
quality of the cut involves desirable criteria like cut surface roughness, perpendicular walls, 
kerf width, contour precision or burr height, to be compared to the quality standards for 
thermal cutting [46].  

RAC results in a very narrow kerf width as a consequence of a small beam size along with 
fast scanning speed, for single-mode fibre laser beams [46]. The system needs very high 
accuracy, as every scan needs to enter the cut kerf, which is less than 100 μm in width [47]. 
One advantage of this narrow kerf is the low amount of wasted material during the cutting 
process, while cuts become more prone to lack of separation. The formation of burr on the 
top surface of the sheet is characteristic for RAC, being proportional in height to the cut 
thickness. A burr height of 90 μm was reported for 1 mm thick steel, type 235 [46]. In 
contrast, RFC creates a wider kerf, is often burr free and has a significantly larger heat 
effected zone [46,72]. 

The above description laser remote cutting indicates that RAC can be competitive to 
traditional gas-assisted laser cutting when considering the cutting speed for thin metals sheets 
but quickly fails when the thickness increases. RFC is capable to exceed the thickness limit 
of RAC but reduces the speed as a result and yields a large HAZ, along with poor quality. So 
far, both processes are quite inefficient when they are compared to the traditional one. 
Increasing the efficiency of remote cutting systems might need to consider beam 
modifications to control the melt ejection principles further which has potential to increase 
both the quality of the cut and the processing speed. This was achieved by shaping the beam 
profile, [47,54,77] as demonstrated by the ROBOCUT technology with a DOE to increase 
the efficiency in both remote and traditional laser cutting. The beam, shown in Fig. 32, was 
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divided into three parts: a melt beam that melts and evaporates the material, a barrier beam 
that directs the melt out of the cutting kerf and a lid beam that uniformly generates an 
ablation pressure to expel the melt.  

 
(a)                                                                               (b)   

Figure 32 ROBOCUT technology. (a) The material flow when integrated this technique with RFC. 
(b) The conceptual illustration of a ROBOCUT beam intensity profile. [47] 

The present thesis aims at improved understanding of the laser-induced boiling front. From 
the gained knowledge it is expected that all processes based on such front can be improved 
and further developed, particularly RFC. 
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4.8 Additive manufacturing     
The reason why Additive Manufacturing, AM, is here briefly described is that the new 
technique presented in Papers V and VI combines a laser-induced boiling front (RFC in 
Paper V, a process called machining in Paper VI) with AM. The drops ejected from the 
boiling front are directly deposited as AM. 

Additive manufacturing, also found in many nomenclatures as 3D-printing, or applied as rapid 
prototyping, is an advanced manufacturing technique that exhibits extensive application 
prospects, based on a novel material incremental manufacturing philosophy. Laser-based AM 
implies layer by layer shaping and consolidation of feed stock powder materials to fabricate 
almost arbitrary 3D geometrical configurations of complex-shaped functional (here: metallic) 
components that cannot be easily produce by traditional manufacturing processes. Materials 
such as metals, alloys, and metal matrix composites (MMCs) are the printing medium where 
a computer controlled laser provides an energy source for joining and a computer aided 
design, CAD, model with thin sliced layers of the part to be built, describing the selected 
area to be melted. This technique can be used to meet the demanding requirements from 
aerospace, automotive and biomedical industries through net shaped components, with 
tailored properties that reduce the amount of post-processing. AM is driving the industry 
forward because of its flexibility, high automation and design options while not requiring the 
use of complex tooling or special fixtures [78-80]. Fig. 33 shows two schemes to 
systematically describe different laser techniques for AM. In particular, Fig. 33(b) involves the 
new routes for AM through the new techniques presented in Papers V,VI and their potential 
extensions.  

(a)  
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                    (b)    

Figure 33 (a) Classification of laser AM processes based on different mechanisms of laser-material 
interaction [78]; (b) conventional (grey) and new (yellow, Papers V,VI) routes for AM of metal products 

Selective Laser Melting, SLM, also termed Powder Bed Fusion, PBF, see Fig. 34, is an AM 
technique where powder is preplaced on the work area before laser scanning. In contrast, 
Laser Metal Deposition, LMD, or Direct Energy Deposition, DED, see Fig. 35, is the coaxial or 
off-axial feeding of powder (or wire) through a nozzle, with synchronous laser irradiation, 
directly deposited to the scanning track. These are the most versatile laser-based additive 
manufacturing techniques, where different mechanisms of the laser-powder interaction are 
possible. Also various metallurgical mechanisms in terms of partial melting or complete 
melting could be involved, resembling sintering. The prevailing AM technology for the 
fabrication of metallic components typically has three basic processes; laser sintering (LS), laser 
melting (LM), and laser metal deposition (LMD) [78-79]. 

    
(a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 34 Selective Laser Melting, SLM: (a) schematics of a system and its principle [81], (b) part 
produced by SLM, partially still in the powder bed. [82] 
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(a)                                                                                                 (b) 

Figure 35 Laser Metal Deposition, LMD: (a) Schematic description of an LMD-system and process, 
[83] (b) LMD of a spiral wall on an extruder tube. [84] 

According to ASTM F2792 standards, seven families are classified as AM. In the family of 
Direct Energy Deposition, DED, which is the alternative designation of LMD, or Direct Metal 
Deposition, DMD, the material feed to the surface is either powder or wire [85]. The process 
is very versatile to manufacture new components, repair and rebuild worn or damaged parts, 
and to prepare wear-and corrosion-resistant coatings [78]. 

Metal micro-droplet deposition, is another novel AM technique related to DMD, when the 
material starts in a liquid state. Functional three-dimensional complex metal components are 
built by sequentially depositing a stream of micro droplets on substrate layer by layer. [79,86]. 
In such Drop-on-Demand techniques, DOD, the droplet is squeezed out of a nozzle orifice by 
a mechanical pulse, only when it is demanded, and it is directly deposited onto a movable 
substrate [87-88].  

In this thesis, Papers V and VI present a new variant of DOD, see the scheme in Fig. 36(a) as 
well as the principle and a high speed image in Fig. 36(b). The feasibility of this novel 
technique for additive manufacturing, termed CYCLAM (reCYCling by Laser to feed AM), is 
based upon the deposition of molten droplets in form of a jet during laser RFC of a sheet. 
This sheet can be metallic waste material, for highly efficient recycling. The melt is ejected 
from the laser-induced boiling front of the processed sheet, first as liquid column that within 
1-4 mm breaks into sequential relatively large droplets, a liquid jet as the deposition tool. 
The drops fly downwards and are deposited at a substrate, located a few millimeters 
underneath, to generate a continuous track. A sequence of high speed images of the melt 
transfer is shown in Fig. 37. Here already an interesting technique option is shown: When 
the distance between the waste sheet to be cut and the substrate for deposition became less 
than 4 mm, direct flow of the melt took place, as a liquid bridge, though interrupted by fluid 
instabilities. Hence instead of discrete drop transfer even direct continuous flow of melt from 
a waste part to a new part of different design can be possible. One important aspect for AM 
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here is profound understanding of the laser-induced boiling front and its melt ejection, 
which is the central subject of the thesis.   

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 36 New CYCLAM-technique: (a) schematic presentation, (b) corresponding HSI of the process, 
observed from the side [Papers V,VI] 
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Figure 37 High speed imaging sequence of bridging events; (a) front view (steel substrate), (b) side view 
(Al-substrate) (time steps: 250 μs / 4000 fps; steel waste sheet, 6 kW, 3 m/min). [Paper V] 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. Summary of the Papers 
 
Review Paper i  Modelling the cutting geometry for laser remote fusion cutting of 

metals 
 
Abstract  
The high brilliance fibre and disc lasers that were developed during the last decade provide 
long range focusing that enables remote laser techniques without assist gas, including remote 
laser welding and cutting. In combination with industrial robots these lasers offer industry a 
highly flexible production solution, including quick positioning with scanner optics across a 
workpiece. The paper presents the state of the art in the field of remote metal cutting with 
the focus on analytical models and the physical process analyses. Several remote cutting 
techniques can be distinguished, in particular remote ablation cutting, remote fusion cutting 
and remote gravity cutting. The three-dimensional cutting process and kerf geometry is 
concluded to an extensive impact on the melted metal flow and the cutting process 
performance. A semi-analytical mathematical model has been developed that enables to 
calculate and analyse the cutting front with respect to absorption, heat conduction, recoil 
pressure and melt film flow. Beside analysing the remote laser fusion cutting process, the 
regimes and their transitions from remote fusion cutting to keyhole laser welding, to 

 to laser remote gravity cutting are discussed. 

Conclusions 
 Three main techniques of remote laser cutting are distinguished: remote fusion 

cutting, remote ablation cutting, remote gravity cutting. 
 A survey table on the state-of-the-art in remote laser cutting was established. 
 Remote cutting is not much explored yet; in particular, mathematical models were 

mainly developed and applied for RAC and RGC, less for RFC. 
 For RFC, a model approach has been initiated in this study, based on calculation of 

the cutting front including its melt film and comparing smooth to wavy front 
topography. 

 The transition regimes limiting RFC are under investigation, particularly the 
transition to keyhole laser welding and to possible spatter ejection. 

 First preliminary results by a simple model version on the cutting front and melt film 
indicate some trends; a more sophisticated model is under development. 
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Paper I Analysis of laser remote fusion cutting based on a mathematical model 
 
Abstract 
Laser remote fusion cutting is analysed by the aid of a semi-analytical mathematical model of 
the processing front. By local calculation of the energy balance between the absorbed laser 
beam and the heat losses, the three-dimensional vaporization front can be calculated. Based 
on an empirical model for the melt flow field, from a mass balance, the melt film and the 
melting front can be derived, however only in a simplified manner and for quasi-steady state 
conditions. Front waviness and multiple reflections are not modelled. The model enables to 
compare the similarities, differences, and limits between laser remote fusion cutting, laser 
remote ablation cutting, and even laser keyhole welding. In contrast to the upper part of the 
vaporization front, the major part only slightly varies with respect to heat flux, laser power 
density, absorptivity, and angle of front inclination. Statistical analysis shows that for high 
cutting speed, the domains of high laser power density contribute much more to the 
formation of the front than for low speed. The semi-analytical modelling approach offers 
flexibility to simplify part of the process physics while, for example, sophisticated modelling 
of the complex focused fibre-guided laser beam is taken into account to enable deeper 
analysis of the beam interaction. Mechanisms like recast layer generation, absorptivity at a 
wavy processing front, and melt film formation are studied too.  

Conclusions  
 A mathematical model of laser remote fusion cutting was developed that enables to 

analyse the interaction of the laser beam across the processing front and the 
corresponding energetic process behaviour and limits; the model simplifies or neglects 
several mechanisms like melt flow, boiling, surface waves, or transient effects but its 
flexible structure serves as a base for further refinement to enable selective deeper and 
more accurate analysis. 

 For thick enough workpieces, the processing front closes at the bottom, either from 
the centre or from the sides and instead of RFC a grooving process takes place, not 
cutting through. 

 While at the central axis, the laser beam power governs the maximum depth, by 
different laser beam shaping and focusing the sideward conditions of the cutting front 
can be influenced in a manner that shifts the lateral limit of the maximum cutting 
depth. 

 The lateral melt film thickness can cause a usually thin recast layer that can grow 
thicker for higher cutting speed and thicker workpieces. 

 The differences in absorptance and in maximum cutting speed between assuming a 
very smooth and a very wavy surface were marginal. 

 Spectral analysis of the energy conditions at the processing front by histograms 
provided a better understanding on the variation of the heat flux across the cutting 
front, causing a corresponding variation of the responding local front inclinations. 

 For higher cutting speed, this has led to a shift from domains of lower to higher 
power density contributions by the laser beam; the focusing characteristics of fibre 
guided laser beams with their rather constant power density into depth causes 
favourable insensitive conditions at the lower part of the front. 
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Paper II Analysis of moving surface structures at a laser-induced boiling front 
 
Abstract  
Recently ultra-high speed imaging enabled to observe moving wave patterns on metal melts 
that experience laser-induced boiling. In laser materials processing a vertical laser-induced 
boiling front governs processes like keyhole laser welding, laser remote fusion cutting, laser 
drilling or laser ablation. The observed waves originate from temperature variations that are 
closely related to the melt topology. For improved understanding of the essential front 
mechanisms and of the front topology, for the first time a deeper systematic analysis of the 
wave patterns was carried out. Seven geometrical shapes of bright or dark domains were 
distinguished and categorized, in particular bright peaks of three kinds and dark valleys, often 
inclined. Two categories describe special flow patterns at the top and bottom of the front. 
Dynamic and statistical analysis has revealed that the shapes often combine or separate from 
one category to another when streaming down the front. The brightness of wave peaks 
typically fluctuates during 20–50 μs. This variety of thermal wave observations is interpreted 
with respect to the accompanying surface topology of the melt and in turn for governing 
local mechanisms like absorption, shadowing, boiling, ablation pressure and melt 
acceleration. The findings can be of importance for understanding the key process 
mechanisms and for optimizing laser materials processing. 

Conclusions  
 The bright (top, or hot shoulder) and dark (valley) wave shape scan be grouped into 

circular-like peaks, elongated wavefronts and less regular islands. 
 Although the waves appear as collective movement down-wards, many of the peaks 

stay only for a fluctuation time of typically 20–50 μs; the peaks can separate and 
combine; the pattern becomes coarser to the bottom. 

 Diagonal, ca. 45° inclined dark wavefronts (valleys) in both directions were found that 
generate a downward moving interference pattern; the wavefront speed is relatively 
homogeneous. 

 At the top, being a very special domain with the front development and downstream 
starting conditions, less waves are seen; the waves start radially and then change to the 
abovementioned interference pattern; sudden interruption event scan be found at the 
top. 

 Because the observed shapes disappear with time instead of a continuous movement, 
correspondingly the temperature and the boiling will locally also show a pulsating 
behaviour, although the collective movement downwards is very homogeneous in 
average. 
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Paper III Post-modelling of images from a laser-induced wavy boiling front 
 
Abstract  
Processes like laser keyhole welding, remote fusion laser cutting or laser drilling are governed 
by a highly dynamic wavy boiling front that was recently recorded by ultra-high speed 
imaging. A new approach has now been established by post-modelling of the high speed 
images. Based on the image greyscale and on a cavity model the three-dimensional front 
topology is reconstructed. As a second step the Fresnel absorptivity modulation across the 
wavy front is calculated, combined with the local projection of the laser beam. Frequency 
polygons enable additional analysis of the statistical variations of the properties across the 
front. Trends like shadow formation and time dependency can be studied, locally and for the 
whole front. Despite strong topology modulation in space and time, for lasers with 1 μm 
wavelength and steel the absorptivity is bounded to a narrow range of 35–43%, owing to its 
Fresnel characteristics. 

Conclusions 
 For a laser-induced boiling front like in remote fusion cutting, waviness in 

combination with the cavity characteristics tends to generate a large share of shadow 
regimes. 

 For higher roughness the cavity geometry has less influence on the absorption. 
 Most of the illuminated front regions tend to keep the absorptivity within a range of 

35–43%, for the Fresnel-characteristics of 1 μm-wavelength lasers and steel, while 
only small domains adjacent to the shadow regimes experience the highly sensitive 
Fresnel regime of lower absorptivity. 

 Although the wave topology strongly fluctuates in a complex manner, the average 
absorption level in space and time remains unaffected. 

 While the Fresnel-absorptivity remains rather constant across the illuminated domains 
of the front, the absorption and its induced temperature gradient strongly varies 
because of the varying surface angles and beam projection. 

 Post-modelling of high speed images, here to reconstruct the wavy front and to 
calculate the spatial and temporal statistical variations of the topology and absorption, 
turned out to be a powerful method; the degree of uncertainty remains low. 
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Paper IV Transient interaction of a boiling melt with a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser 
 
Abstract 
The boiling front induced by a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser at very slow translation speed was 
studied. The purpose is to understand fundamental melt movement mechanisms. The melt 
was observed by high speed imaging, with and without illumination. When switching on the 
laser beam a hole is drilled through a bulk of melt. The hole expands and the boiling pressure 
gradually opens the melt bridge, instead developing an interaction front similar to cutting. 
These conditions remain in quasi-steady state during the pulse. The ablation pressure from 
boiling shears waves down the front and keeps the melt downwards in a stable position. 
When switching off, the waves smoothen and in absence of boiling the surface tension drags 
the melt back upwards, to semi-torus-like Catenoid shape. Evidence on the large melt pool 
and its shape was achieved by three-dimensional reconstruction from cross section 
macrographs. The basic findings how melt can move with and without ablation pressure can 
enable controlled melt dynamics for various laser processing techniques, like remote cutting, 
ablation, keyhole welding or drilling. 

Conclusions 
A special interaction situation between a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser and  a boiling melt was 
studied, based on high speed imaging observation. 

 This specific situation of slow speed cutting facilitated to observe for the first time the 
dynamic melt flow of a laser-
off. 

 When switching-on, drilling of a hole into a large bulk of melt has expanded such 
that eventually the outer melt bridge broke up, within tens of μs, instead developing a 
cutting front. 

 The pulse duration of 10 ms was long enough to establish steady state conditions 
during which the boiling pressure kept a large pending drop in its position, 
demonstrating that a laser beam can position a volume of melt in a controlled manner, 
where the ablation pressure balances the surface tension retraction attempts. 

 When switching-off, in the absence of ablation pressure the wavy front smoothened 
and the pending drop was pulled upwards by surface tension forces, to an equilibrium 
shape of a semi-torus-like Catenoid. 
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Paper V Using laser cutting as a source of molten droplets for additive 
manufacturing: A new recycling technique. 

 
Abstract  
A new variant of additive manufacturing is proposed which involves transferring molten 
droplets via a laser beam to a substrate. The droplets are generated by laser remote fusion 
cutting of a supply sheet that could be a waste material, for recycling purposes. The laser-
induced ablation pressure at the cutting fr
the supply sheet in the form of a liquid column. Droplets separate from the column and 
solidify as a track on a substrate below. The droplets, surrounded by vapour, had in this case 
an average diameter of 500 μm and a speed of 2 m/s, with deviations up to 50%. Sound clad 
tracks were generated on steel and aluminium substrates. In the case of a copper substrate 
discontinuous clad tracks were produced as a result of poor wetting. The droplet jet had a 
small divergence of about 5°, which is suitable for controlled deposition. The transmitted 
part of the laser beam interacted with the clad track but did not affect the process result. 
High speed imaging was found to be a suitable tool for qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
the technique. 

Conclusions  
A new technique has been presented, combining the processes of laser remote fusion cutting 
and additive manufacturing. The generation of a continuous track on a substrate was 
successfully demonstrated. From the spray of steel droplets ejected during cutting, a 
continuous tracks have been was generated. This was most successful for steel droplets on a 
steel substrate, followed by Al. On a Cu-
interrupted because of droplet repulsion, poor wetting and different melt flow behaviour. A 
low line energy (close to the cutting limit) was found to be favourable, to operate in the 
pushing mode and to minimize the transmitted portion of the laser beam and thus minimize 
clad track boiling. Just beneath the supply sheet the melt film flows down as a liquid column 
about 2 mm in length that subsequently separates into droplets with (in this case) diameters 
of approximately 500 μm and a speed of 2 m/s, both deviating up to ± 50%. Despite melt 
column oscillations the divergence of the drop jet remained very small. Using waste material 
as the supply sheet would allow for a very short, simple value chain for recycling. 
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Paper VI Laser-induced boiling and melt transfer from a metal edge 
 
Abstract 
A new technique for additive manufacturing was recently presented, by depositing droplets 
as a continuous track on a substrate, where the droplets were ejected from laser remote 
fusion cutting of a metal sheet. For the here presented approach, the droplets are instead 
ejected from the sheet edge, termed the machining mode, which is compared to cutting. 
Here the transmitted part of the laser beam does not hit and interact with the deposited track 
because of lateral dislocation. High speed imaging has shown that laser-induced boiling, 
which drives the melt downwards, causes asymmetric conditions in the machining mode by 
lateral pushing of the generated drop jet under the sheet, where the melt even can attach. 
Compared to machining, the cutting mode keeps less deviation of the drop trajectories, 
higher precision and a smoother surface finish. It was demonstrated that the edge conditions 
after machining are sufficient to repeat the process. This enables additional technique 
opportunities, including recycling of a whole sheet of waste metal. By the aid of high speed 
imaging from two different perspectives, the melt flow behaviour, the drop jet precision as 
well as process trends with respect to parameters, drop ejection and deposition were studied. 

Conclusions 
(i) Controlled droplet ejection from a metal sheet edge, driven by laser-induced boiling, 

was studied for the first time. 
(ii) The purpose of the above machining mode is focused droplet deposition to a 

substrate for additive manufacturing and even waste recycling. 
(iii) The machining mode was compared to a recently proposed cutting mode, i.e. 

processing through the sheet, technique.  
(iv) Deposition of machining mode continuous tracks lead to a wider and hence less 

precise drop jet than cutting mode. 
(v) Distinct lateral displacement of deposited tracks to transmitted laser beam is 

advantageous of the machining mode, as it avoids disturbances from interference, 
with higher laser beam power preference for clear track separation and continuous 
track deposition. 

(vi) High speed imaging has revealed that cutting causes laterally symmetric drop ejection 
in pushing conditions, while during machining, the boiling pressure instead pushes 
the drops under the workpiece, laterally tilting the liquid jet. 

(vii) The laterally inclined jet can attach melt underneath the sheet, which causes dross 
and disturbances of the drop ejection jet. 

(viii) The morphology of the sheet edge becomes coarser after machining compared to 
cutting, though sufficient for a repeated run, which generated a similar liquid jet and 
deposited track; enabling the machining-off an entire sheet, layer-by-layer, which is 
impossible by cutting. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6. General Conclusions  
Experimental observations and theoretical analysis of interaction mechanisms of a laser-
induced boiling front and of its melt ejection have contributed to enhance the current 
knowledge. This knowledge supports the improvement of related manufacturing techniques, 
particularly laser remote fusion cutting, RFC. Understanding of the melt ejection was 
applied as a new additive manufacturing approach, particularly to enable efficient recycling. 
Major conclusions can be summarized as follows: 

(i) A simple semi-analytical mathematical model enables the prediction and analysis of the 
interaction of the laser beam across the processing front, including the geometrical and 
energetic process conditions and limits. 

(ii) Post-modelling of high speed images of the laser-induced boiling front reveals that the 
front waviness has a tendency to generate large shadow regimes; the absorptivity is 
limited in a range of 35-43% for the Fresnel-characteristics of 1 μm laser wavelength 
and steel. 

(iii) When studying the dynamic melt flow of a laser-induced boiling front under special 
conditions, like slow speed and a pulsed beam of relatively low power density, a drop 
can be positioned below the sheet in a controlled manner; a balance between ablation 
pressure and surface tension forces is achieved; after the pulse is switched-off, this 
suspended melt is dragged upwards by surface tension to a Catenoid-like topology, 
while the front waves smoothen.  

(iv) The melt ejection from the bottom of the laser-induced boiling front in RFC shows a 
liquid column 1-4 mm in length, then breaking into relatively large discrete drops; the 
drops have rather small deviations in direction, size and velocity; this supports their 
application as a new tool and technique, as a liquid jet for deposition in additive 
manufacturing; the strategy of RFC was compared to boiling along the sheet edge, the 
machining mode, which has shown a different front and ejection characteristics 

The theoretical and experimental understanding of the laser-induced boiling front supports 
to apply and optimize the resulting melt flow, via the laser beam and the induced ablation 
pressure, for various existing (cutting, welding, ablation, drilling) and future applications.
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CHAPTER 7 

7. Future Outlook 
Below are suggestions for the continuation of this research; 

For RFC: 

 The semi-analytical model of RFC that was presented at the stage of Paper I and 
Paper III needs to be developed further, considering the several mechanisms that were 
excluded; This includes the calculation of the boiling mechanism (ablation pressure) 
and of the melt flow field by modelling the momentum equations, surface tension 
phenomena, the convective heat transfer terms and surface heat losses. Also other 
mechanisms could be studied in more detail, e.g. quality aspects like drop attachment 
at the bottom edge, or absorption by multiple reflections  

 Instead of slow speed and ms-pulses in Paper IV, which has caused a large pending 
drop, for pulsed RFC a laser of a higher power range and shorter pulse duration can 
be applied, to investigate the dynamic melt movement for pulsed RFC; after 
switching-off the laser pulse the wave behaviour of the front surface can be observed 
during the cooling period, similarly acceleration of the melt when pulse switching-on.  

 The HSI observations can be enhanced for the melt movement when creating a large 
pending droplet during the period of “laser on” in Paper IV. More sophisticated 
theoretical analysis by modelling needs to consider the influence of the recoil pressure 
and surface tension forces, to study the pending drop in comparison to experimental 
results.  
  

For the CYCLAM technique, Papers V,VI, combining RFC (or: machining mode) with AM: 
 Integration of RFC with AM was tested for deposition of straight tracks. However, to 

achieve the concept of 3D-printing it is recommended to contribute this novel 
integration technique to fabricate a vertical rod or cylinder, with high aspect ratio, or 
more complex geometries, which can again be studied by the aid of HSI. 

 Mapping a large combination of parameters is needed, to investigate and achieve the 
main goal of producing applicable deposition, particularly for recycling purposes. 

 It is desirable to map the optical, process and material parameters for recycling 
purposes during the integration of RFC with AM, also far from the actually applied 
process limit as well as for the dragging mode of RFC. 

 Exploring the spatial resolution of the generated track (by recycling the droplets of 
RFC) for different combinations of laser power and cutting speed; using different 
substrate speed and direction than the waste sheet. 

 The efficiency of the recycling techniques based upon the track resolution and the 
process speed also needs to be studied and compared with other types of AM 
methods; a life cycle assessment study, LCA for recycling of scarce metals is desirable. 

 Comprehensive metallurgical investigations and analyses regarding the mechanical and 
chemical properties like composition, microstructure, strength or defects of the 
individual deposited tracks and of produced components, to control the product 
quality.  

 Study the melt transfer and its stability limits for short distances between the sheets, for 
which liquid bridging instead of drop separation takes place, as a technique option. 
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Abstract  
 
     The high brilliance fibre and disc lasers that were developed during the last decade provide long 
range focusing that enables remote laser techniques without assist gas, including remote laser 
welding and cutting. In combination with industrial robots these lasers offer industry a highly 
flexible production solution, including quick positioning with scanner optics across a workpiece. 
The paper presents the state of the art in the field of remote metal cutting with the focus on 
analytical models and the physical process analyses. Several remote cutting techniques can be 
distinguished, in particular remote ablation cutting, remote fusion cutting and remote gravity 
cutting. The three-dimensional cutting process and kerf geometry is concluded to an extensive 
impact on the melted metal flow and the cutting process performance. A semi-analytical 
mathematical model has been developed that enables to calculate and analyse the cutting front with 
respect to absorption, heat conduction, recoil pressure and melt film flow. Beside analysing the 
remote laser fusion cutting process, the regimes and their transitions from remote fusion cutting to 
keyhole laser welding, to gas-assisted laser cutting and to laser remote gravity cutting are discussed. 
 
Keywords: remote, laser cutting, fusion cutting, hump, model, front, drop ejection 
The 14th Nordic Laser Materials Processing conference 

1. Introduction 

     Recently remote laser cutting was developed, which differs from the usual gas-assisted laser 
cutting.[1] The usual way to separate materials by laser beams is through either laser inert gas 
cutting, Fig. l(a), or laser oxygen cutting, Fig. l(b). For both techniques the incident laser beam is 
absorbed at the cutting front, causing local heating of the workpiece accompanied by melting. An 
assist gas jet employed concentric to the laser beam ejects the molten material downwards by a 
shearing mechanism. While during inert gas laser cutting N2, Ar or another non-reactive gas is used 
just for the required momentum, during oxygen gas laser cutting in addition the oxygen reacts with 
the metal, generating additional heat and different material properties. The permanently ejected melt 
forms a cutting front in form of a melt film flowing downwards where the surface absorbs part of 
the laser beam. The melt film forms drops at the bottom of the workpiece which either are ejected 
or attach as dross. A cut kerf forms. 
 
     In contrast to these established gas-assisted laser cutting techniques, remote fusion laser cutting, 
called RFC, see Fig. l(c), does not use an external gas jet but ejects the melt from recoil (or 
ablation) pressure from boiling at the cutting front. Another remote laser cutting technique is remote 
ablation cutting, RAC, where the same recoil pressure mechanism is used in a grooving process, i.e. 
many scans are repeated to cut deeper into the material and finally through it. A third remote 
technique is remote gravity cutting, RGC, where the melt drops out due to gravity. 
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Fig. 1: Laser cutting techniques: (a) inert gas assisted laser cutting, (b) oxygen gas assisted laser 
cutting [1], (c) remote fusion laser cutting 
 
     As a major part of this paper the next section surveys the literature of these three remote cutting 
techniques and modelling approaches for them. The main research objective is to develop an 
analytical model of remote fusion cutting which so far was not explored very much [2,3]. The 
model development is in an early stage. Here first concepts, approaches and results are presented. 
 
2. State-of-the-Art 
 
     There is usually a high difference between the theoretical speeds for conventional fbre and CO2 
laser cutting and what actually are achieved due to limitation of the dynamic behaviour of the 
cutting machine mechanics. This is especially true for narrow complex paths where cutting 
reduction up to factor 10 can be expected. Conventional laser cutting methods is also rather 
inflexible due to dependency of the specific narrow distance between the nozzle and the workpiece 
[7]. These limitations are a window of opportunity for the remote cutting technology, realizing a 
higher velocity at the surface of the work piece to be cut. The motion of the focused laser beam is 
achieved using a flexible scanning system of mirrors that deflects the high quality limited 
diffraction beam between the laser and work piece surface. The focus spot is capable of vaporizing 
the desired volume completely or partially without cutting gas and cutting nozzle [4,6,7,8,9]. 
 
     The references included in this study and their respective area of research within remote cutting 
is summarized in table 1. The table also gives a brief overview of the magnitude of research 
activities in different areas. 
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Table 1: Survey and categorization of the literature (ref. nos.) on remote laser cutting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Remote Ablation Cutting (RAC) 
 
     In the remote ablation cutting process, also called vapour pressure cutting [10], material is 
removed by vaporizing and melting. A single mode fibre or disc laser in cw mode with a high 
quality beam is used [2,3,6], related to beam parameter product (BPP) as low as 0.5 mm·mrad or 
better, with high power of several kilowatts. This provides a very good focusability and a high 
intensity in the range of 107-1010 W/cm2 [5,12] needed to carried out the vaporization. To achieve 
remote cutting in steel the scanning velocity of the spot is between 360-720 m/min. The cutting 
depth per exposure is limited to 50-100 μm and several exposures/scans have to be carried out for 
higher thicknesses [3]. An equivalent velocity vp can be calculated that is equal to scanning velocity 
divided by the number of scan. These multi-exposures also reduce the quality of the cut [14]. 
 
     The molten material is removed from the top surface of the kerf by the vapour pressure 
generated from the evaporated material that expands in gas state condition. When the high intensity 
beam evaporates the material partly, the built up strong recoil pressure squeezes and accelerates 
radially the fused material from the centre to the kerf walls. The melt flows upwards towards the 
cutting kerf aperture and blows out or ejects. A large amount of droplets leaves the workpiece as 
spatter with the velocity of 20-40 m/s, see Fig. 2. Most references state that a focused beam must be 
cable of vaporizing the volume to be removed completely or partly. They also proved that 
vaporizing of material is only a fraction of the removed material; the rest is assumed to be melted 
and ejected by action of recoil pressure [4,5].The necessary increase in the enthalpy per unit volume 
is between the need of energy for fusion and vaporization cutting (sevenfold amount of specific 
energy in comparison to conventional fusion one) [5]. Therefore the disadvantage of remote cutting 
is mainly the higher energy requirement due to nonexistence of the gas flow [7]. Another 
disadvantage is the formation of burr on the laser access side of the cutting edge [3]. The kerf width 
is very narrow compared to traditional laser cut kerfs [12]. 
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Fig. 2: Remote ablation cutting (RAC), sketch of the kerf [3]. 
 
 
2.2 Modelling of RAC 
 
     Musiol [2,9] presented a RAC model that explains the melt ejection mechanism driven by recoil 
pressure. The model includes the absorption of the laser beam at the cutting front surface, the 
acceleration of the melt along the pressure gradient and the material ejection. The front wall 
geometry used in the model, based on high speed imaging results, shows that the shape of the 
absorption front remains as a step wall and is a slightly forward inclined cubic function, see Fig. 3. 
A Gaussian distribution was used which implies that the highest intensity and therefore the highest 
irradiated power is located at the root of the front wall. It is assumed that the highest temperature, 
consequently the highest vaporization rate and the highest pressure on the melt due to the recoil 
pressure of the exiting gas occurs there. Besides the minor ejection in cutting direction (forward), a 
major amount of the material ascends along the side wall to the edge of the kerf and leaves the part 
as spatters in sideward and reverse direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3: Remote ablation model: (a) Model of the front wall, shaped with a cubic function, based on 
experimental data, (b) ejection direction of molten material [9]. 
      
Otto [13] created a framework of modules within open FOAM software package that involving 
different physical phenomena coupled together, which simulate thermal and fluid dynamic effects 
for gas-free remote cutting. 
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2.3 Remote Fusion Cutting (RFC) 
 
     This process also called vapour pressure fusion cutting [14] or melting pressure cutting [10].The 
RFC process was developed by Trumpf AG and it is applicable for sheet thickness up to 4 mm. It 
can be used in the same equipment as for remote welding. This is an advantage for RFC. In RFC the 
material is vaporized, which creates a recoil pressure on the molten material and ejects the material 
from processing zone in the opposite direction of the laser beam irradiation. The force needed for 
this ejection is created inside the kerf, without any assistant cutting gas, and the kerf is formed by 
one scan. The resulting intensity on the work piece is around 106 W/cm2, which is within the scale 
of keyhole welding. RFC required lower processing speed around 4-12 m/min depending on 
thickness and applied power, and spot size of about 600 μm [3,11,14]. 
 
     There are approaches to describe the melt expulsion with the process models from remote 
keyhole welding [3,13]. A combination of low scanning speed with high laser power will lead to a 
high amout of energy to be deposed in the keyhole. This energy is absorbed at the front keyhole 
wall in the weld direction, causing melting and some evaporation of the material. In the process the 
keyhole opens up at the bottom, forms a continuous gas capillary and clears the way for the material 
to leave the processing zone. The vapour generates a recoil pressure on the melt layer which is 
resulting in a stream away from the irradiated zone. Due to the melt flow around the keyhole and 
the instability in the keyhole front wall, that is typical for deep penetration welding, humps will be 
created in the keyhole front wall when the propagation velocity of the melt-layer exceeds the laser 
spot translation speed. The keyhole melt runs away from the laser beam and produces humps that 
move down the keyhole wall [3]. At certain machining parameters the momentum of these humps is 
high enough to exceed the forces due to surface tension at the outlet of the keyhole. Thus droplets 
can detach from the workpiece at the bottom end [13]. Due to humps that occur during the process, 
parts of the cutting front are shadowed from the direct exposure to the laser beam which generates 
varying vapour pressure along the cutting kerf [11,16]. 
 
     Schäfer [14] comments that vapour pressure fusion cutting uses only two material flows that are 
developed in the processing zone around the keyhole at deep penetration welding. The first one is 
horizontal, radial circulation of vapour capillaries as a result of the pressure differences in front of 
and behind the capillaies resulting from the feeding process. The second is a vertical down-flow at 
the irradiated surface in front of the vapour capillary. It develops from the repulsive forces acting in 
the beam direction that the vaporizing metal applied on the molten material, see Fig.4(a). 
 
  Schäfer [14] added concerning the mechanism of ejection that the adopted irradiated surface is an 
inclined plane whose surface is evenly vaporized though it in fact forms a wave shaped surface 
structure, see Fig. 4(b). Due to this structure the beam interacts with the surface in different angles 
of incidence and that affects the absorbed power and results in varying levels of vaporization. The 
repulsive force distorts the conceived ideal surface into a type of wave shape stairs. This effect 
depends on the type of laser used. For solid-state lasers on the wave's top side at an irradiated angle 
near zero degrees exceeds by three times the absorbed intensity on the wave flank at an irradiated 
angle between 70-80 degrees. The pressure differences on the irradiated surface resulting from this 
trigger a kind of moving humps that effect the strength of the vertical current flow. 
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Fig.4: Remote fusion cutting (RFC), (a) Circulation of the vapour capillaries (current 1 and 
current 2) that are essential for vapour pressure fusion cutting[l4], (b),(c) comparison of ideal and 
real irradiated surface [14]. 
 
2.4 Modelling of RFC 
 
     Otto [13] created a framework of modules within open FOAM that involves different physical 
phenomena coupled together which simulate thermal and fluid dynamic effects for vapour pressure 
fusion cutting, see Fig. 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5: 

 [l  
 
 
2.5 Remote Gravity Cutting (RGC) 
 
    This technique is based on powerful CO2 or fibre lasers for performing dismantling in 
contaminating equipment or area where those surfaces are difficult or impossible to reach by the 
operator or robot [8,17,18]. Since the cutting is done without gas jet and with radiation intensities 
that are insufficient for evaporation of the surface, the outflow of the molten material is driven by 
gravity, thermocapillary forces and oxidation reactions. Some of its unique characters are: a cut 
width that substantially exceeds the size of the focusing spot by factor of 2-10; an oscillating 
process (one can see that the interaction zone is heated, the melt flows out and then cools down and 
the process is repeated); and that the loss of the specimen mass is small compared to the mass of the 
remelted material [18]. 
 

(a)
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2.6 Modelling of RGC 
 
    Antonova [17] suggested a two-dimensional thermal model for RGC based on the assumption of 
instantaneous removal of melt when the melt zone size reaches its critical value. The calculated 
stable cutting region is dependent on the cutting speed, laser power and thickness of specimens. The 
shape of the melt zone will be determined by the solution of the equation of transfer of heat 
supplied from the laser. The cut width noticeably exceeds the thickness of the plates. 
 
2.7 Transitions between different remote regimes and remote welding 
 
     A transition from remote laser cutting to remote laser welding can be obtained by mainly 
changing the processing speed or the beam power. Lütke [8] investigated two transitions by several 
sets of experiments, from a process similar to RGC, to small transition of welding, and from 
welding to RFC by increasing the speed, see Fig. 6(a). Both cut shapes are round due to incomplete 
melt ejection that leads to re-solidification of remaining melt within the process zone. Musiol [2] 
demonstrated that when the welding velocity is increased beyond 30 m/min, the regime gradually 
changes to remote ablation cutting. The keyhole rear wall becomes unstable and disappears 
irregularly, leading to an alternation between ablated and welded areas along the laser path until a 
permanent kerf is formed. 
 
    Schober [11] studied the cutting front during remote fusion cutting experimentally, using a high 
speed camera. He found that the cutting front angle strongly depends on the cutting velocity and 
laser power. The thickness influences the minimum and maximum values. The explanation is 
according to Schober that the laser beam exposure of the cutting front decreases with increasing 
thickness. He pointed out two possible mechanisms; first when the velocity of the laser is reduced, 
the energy input per unit length rises and thus more material will be molten. Therefore the material 
around the laser spot will increase.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

    (a) (b) 
 
Fig.6: Transition between remote laser cutting regimes and remote welding, (a) typical process 
regimes from RGC to 

 
 
The vapour pressure in the process area will not change significantly and a constant amount of 
material will be ejected. If the rise of molten material around the spot reaches a critical value 
corresponding to lower speed, the process will stop because the vapour pressure cannot drive all 
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molten material out. Second when the cutting velocity increased, less material will melt per unit 
length. The narrow melt pool will induce a velocity around the laser spot. The vapour pressure will 
remain unchanged and the velocity reaches a point where more material is delivered to the back of 
the laser spot than can be ejected. The process will end and a weld seam will remain [11], see     
Fig. 6(b), for a stable cutting area (2-b), and to increase or decrease the cutting speed results in an 
unstable process (welding, corresponding to 1-b and 3-b area). 

 
3     Approach for modelling remote fusion cutting 
 
     For Remote Fusion Cutting, RFC, the development of a mathematical model has been initiated. 
Aim of the model is to describe, in a simplified manner, the main mechanisms of the cutting front in 
RFC, including the transitions across limiting regimes. The quasi-steady state process will be 
basically described by a simplified model of the melt film. 
 
     Different fundamental regimes can be distinguished with respect to the melt film flow, as 
illustrated in Fig. 7 by a horizontal cross section of the melt film, bounded by the absorbing front (at 
boiling temperature) and by the solid-liquid interface (at melting temperature). As a regular RFC-
process, mainly vertical flow of the melt film can be expected, see Fig. 7(a), driving the melt 
downwards for ejection. The melt film becomes thinner to the sides. For certain conditions, e.g. for 
high cutting speed, a lateral flow component of the melt film becomes significant, see Fig. 7(b). If 
this lateral flow component is of the order of magnitude of the vertical flow component, part of the 
melt will flow around the laser beam backwards and resolidify as a recast layer at the cut surface, 
see Fig. 7(c). 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7: Cutting front melt film section viewed from the top - different regimes: (a) smooth cutting 
front, flowing downwards, (b) partial sideward flow, (c) strong resolidifying side flow, (d) wary 
cutting front, flowing downwards, (e) partial side flow, (f) strong side flow 
 
The other extreme to vertical flow is completely horizontal flow, which is one way of carrying out 
deep penetration laser welding, where the melt recombines behind the laser beam (and then 
keyhole) and resolidifies to a weld. So far, a smooth processing front was assumed for  
Figs. 7(a)-(c). 
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     High speed imaging gave evidence that at least under certain conditions the keyhole in laser 
welding, and similarly the front in laser cutting, forms waves or humps, see Figs. 7(d)-(f), with 
otherwise three regimes comparable to Figs.7(a)-(c). A wavy processing front differs from a smooth 
front with respect to its absorption and its momentum transfer. The absorption of wavy (inclined) 
processing fronts was comprehensively studied [16,23]. A smooth front keeps the (direct, so far 
disregarding multiple reflections) absorptivity rather homogeneous across the surface, mainly 
governed by the operating angle in the Fresnel absorption curve. In contrast, waves strongly 
modulate the absorptivity and even easily cause shadow domains. The strong, more and more 
stochastic spectrum of angles and in tum of absorptivity, according to Fresnel, contributing tends to 
an angle-averaged absorptivity. Moreover, a wavy surface that was generated by local strong beam 
absorption and boiling will cause a recoil pressure that generates a preferred vertical melt film flow 
component, while the smooth surface basically should equally "squeeze" the melt film into the 
lateral and both vertical directions, i.e. also upwards, in contradiction to the experience of drop flow 
downwards. 
 
     As a first step the mathematical model has been developed to calculate the x-location of the) 
cutting front, xfv(z), and the melting front, xm(z), in the centreline of the cut, by vertical 
discretization zi in z-direction, see Fig. 8(a). So far only a smooth surface at boiling temperature is 
assumed, the broken line in Fig. 8(b), while waves or humps (the solid curve) will be introduced 
later. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8: Cutting front viewed from the side: (a) model for the melt film, discretized into depth z 
(L ... laser beam, M ... melt film, v ... cutting speed), (b) detailed view of smooth (broken line) vs. 
wavy cutting front (solid line) 
 
    Vertically downwards from the top surface an energy balance is solved, between the incident 
power density of the laser beam, Eqs. (1)-(5), and the heat required to achieve boiling temperature, 
Eq. (6). The energy balance calculates the angle of inclination w of a vertical element zi, see Eq. 
(7). This inherently considers the angle-dependent Fresnel absorption a( w). Multiple reflections are 
not yet taken into account. 
 =                                                                                                                                        (1) =                                                                                                                                        (2) = ±2                                                                                                                  (3) 

( ) = [1 +  ] /                                                                                            (4) 
 ( , , ) = ( , ) = ( ) exp ( )                                                                      (5) 
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( , ) = (  ) (cos + ( ))                                                                      (6) tan( ) = ( )( , ) = ( , )                                                                                           (7) 
 
From the angle per vertical element zi the boiling front Xfv(zi) is calculated. As a second step the melt 
film thickness is calculated, assuming vertical flow downwards, as in Fig.8(a), by a momentum and 
mass balance, Eqs.(8),(9). The driving force is the recoil pressure from boiling, pr, so far assumed 
constant across the front, see Eq.(10),(11) [21,22]. The thickness of the melt film (in the central 
plane) is S=xm-xfv. 
 + + = 0                                                                                           (8) = ( )                                                                                           (9) = ( ) = ( ) = / exp                                                                     (10) = /( )                                                                                                               (11) 
 
where: numerical coefficient A=0.55 depending on the environmental process, vaporization 
constant B0=3.9·1012 [kg m-1s-2], Ts: surface temperature in [K], atomic mass for iron Ma=55.845 
[g/mol], latent heat of vaporization Lv=6088 [J/g], Avogadro number Na=6.022·1023 [mo1-1], 
Boltzmann constant Kb=l.387·10-23 [kg m-3  
[N m-1], vz average downward velocity [m s-1

L: applied laser beam 
power [W], : circularly polarized light absorptivity[-],  is the angle of incidence (defined to be 
zero at normal incidence), F: the focusing number of the focusing optics, rf0: focal radius, rf(z): 
beam radius, I0: peak power density, S: melt film thickness, M2: beam quality, pr: recoil pressure, μ: 
dynamic viscosity.  
 
     For first calculations a Gaussian beam profile was used, Eqs. (1)-(5), which will be extended to 
the profile for focused fibre-guided laser beams. A wavelength of 1070 nm was used, for 6 mm 
thick low carbon steel. 
 
 4    First results from modelling 
 
     First cutting front geometries were gained from the model, including the vaporization front 
location rfv(z) and the solid-liquid interface location rfm(z) along the depth z, in the centreline of the 
process, as shown in Fig.9(a),(c) for a cutting speed v of 5 m/min and 15 m/min, respectively. The 
calculations were carried out for 6 mm thick low carbon steel. A laser power of 8 kW (cw) was 
applied, wavelength 1070 nm, focusing to a spot diameter of 137 μm and a Rayleigh length of 
30.76 mm. For sake of simplicity so far a Gaussian beam was applied, which will be changed to real 
focused fibre-guided beam, i.e. a top-hat like profile in the focus, changing to a Gaussian-like 
profile in the far field. The focal plane position is at the top surface, z0=0. 
 
    The calculated (average) downward melt film velocity along depth, v(z), is shown in Fig. 
9(b),(d), for the two cutting speeds studied. For this simple model the melt film starts at high 
velocity (which is uncertain and needs improved modelling) and reduces into depth while the melt 
film becomes thicker, maintaining the mass balance. The mass flow increases downwards, hence 
the melt film grows stronger than the velocity decays. 
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Fig. 9: Results calculated from a simple model: (a) cutting front and melt film as a function of 
depth rfv(z), rfm

  
 
5   Summary 
 

 Three main techniques of remote laser cutting are distinguished: remote fusion cutting, 
remote ablation cutting, remote gravity cutting. 

 A survey table on the state-of-the-art in remote laser cutting was established. 
 Remote cutting is not much explored yet; in particular, mathematical models were mainly 

developed and applied for RAC and RGC, less for RFC. 
 For RFC, a model approach has been initiated in this study, based on calculation of the 

cutting front including its melt film and comparing smooth to wavy front topography. 
 The transition regimes limiting RFC are under investigation, particularly the transition to 

keyhole laser welding and to possible spatter ejection. 
 First preliminary results by a simple model version on the cutting front and melt film 

indicate some trends; a more sophisticated model is under development. 
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Abstract 
 
Laser remote fusion cutting is analyzed by the aid of a semi-analytical mathematical model of the 
processing front. By local calculation of the energy balance between the absorbed laser beam and 
the heat losses, the three-dimensional vaporization front can be calculated. Based on an empirical 
model for the melt flow field, from a mass balance, the melt film and the melting front can be 
derived, however only in a simplified manner and for quasi-steady state conditions. Front waviness 
and multiple reflections are not modelled. The model enables to compare the similarities, 
differences, and limits between laser remote fusion cutting, laser remote ablation cutting, and even 
laser keyhole welding. In contrast to the upper part of the vaporization front, the major part only 
slightly varies with respect to heat flux, laser power density, absorptivity, and angle of front 
inclination. Statistical analysis shows that for high cutting speed, the domains of high laser power 
density contribute much more to the formation of the front than for low speed. The semi-analytical 
modelling approach offers flexibility to simplify part of the process physics while, for example, 
sophisticated modelling of the complex focused fibre-guided laser beam is taken into account to 
enable deeper analysis of the beam interaction. Mechanisms like recast layer generation, 
absorptivity at a wavy processing front, and melt film formation are studied too. 

. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4849895] 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
    Remote laser cutting, schematically illustrated in Fig.1(a), was recently developed as an 
alternative technique to conventional gas assisted laser cutting, particularly when processing thin 
metal sheets.1,2 While gas-assisted laser cutting requires a gas nozzle close to the workpiece,3–5 
remote laser cutting ejects the molten metal through the recoil pressure generated by boiling at the 
cutting front.3,4,6 This enables to relinquish the conventional cutting head and to choose optics with 
a long focal length to rapidly scan the laser beam via mirrors (and optionally with additional robot 
movement) across the workpiece, particularly reducing the positioning time between cuts. The 
drastic improvement of the beam quality for continuous wave (cw) high power lasers during the last 
decade, particularly Yb:fibre lasers and Yb:YAG-disk lasers, has enabled such suitable focusing by 
achieving despite a long Rayleigh length a sufficiently small focal spot size and a high power 
density. This makes remote cutting basically an attractive option, although cut quality issues still 
limit the method today.  
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Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of remote laser fusion laser cutting, 
RFC, viewing the melt film and drop ejection 
trajectories from the side, (b) surface waves flowing 
down the processing front during RFC (fibre laser 

 

Multi-kilowatt power lasers close to the 
diffraction limit (single mode) are 
nowadays applicable,2,7 related to a 
beam parameter product (BPP) as low 
as 0.5 mm·mrad or better             
(diffraction limit: 0.34 mm·mrad). This 
provides a very good focusability and a 
high power density in the range of 107–
1010 W/cm2,6 clearly beyond the 
boiling threshold of 106 W/cm2. It can 
be distinguished between remote fusion 
cutting, RFC,  see Fig. 1(a), and remote 
ablation cutting, RAC, where partial 
penetration (grooving) requires 
multiple scans of the contour to cut 
through. A third remote technique is 
remote gravity cutting, RGC, where the 
melt drops out due to gravity, which 
takes place for very low speed where a 
wide molten zone is formed. Note the 
close relation and direct transitions 
between laser remote cutting and laser 
keyhole welding, for full and partial 
penetration, while gas-assisted cutting 
is more different due to the additional 
employment of an assist gas jet. 

 
     In general, the maximum thickness 
that can be laser cut is limited by the 
laser beam power. The maximum 
cutting speed for separation is mainly 
determined by the thermodynamic 
conditions. An additional limitation is 
the inertia of the linear drive handling 
systems when cutting narrow complex 
2D-paths, where a maximum speed of 
the order of 20–30 m/min was reported 
for fibre laser cutting.1,4 For remote 
cutting, additional conditions have to 
be taken into account. A single scan in 
RAC is carried out at very high speed, 
for limited depth per scan. Remote 
cutting inherently requires boiling. 
Although entire evaporation of the cut 
kerf material is possible, ejection of 
melt by partial boiling is much more 
energy efficient1–4,8 because the latent 
heat of boiling used to be one order of 
magnitude higher than the heat 
consumed for melting. 
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     The recoil or ablation pressure from boiling accelerates and ejects the melt at the cutting front. 
Boiling at a metal surface takes place through non-equilibrium, called the Knudsen-layer. For given 
downstream conditions of the metal vapour, it can be well described by discontinuity equations 9 or 
by one-dimensional gas kinetics with the BGK-model (Bhatnagar, Gross, Krook). 
 
     For RAC, the strong built-up recoil pressure squeezes and radially accelerates the molten metal 
from the centre to the kerf walls. The melt flows upwards towards the cutting kerf aperture where it 
is ejected as spatter shower, at a velocity of typically 20–40 m/s.7 In RAC, the scanning speed is 
high (several 100 m/min; close to 1000 m/min reported) but the depth of one scan is limited to 30–
50 μm.2–5,7 The multiple scans ultimately reduce the quality of the cutting edge because of dross 
formation that even can reclose the generated cutting kerf.2,5 This makes RAC inefficient for 
thicknesses above 1 mm.3,4 The characteristic range of focal diameters is 25–100 μm and 107–1010 
W/cm2 for the beam power density. A basic disadvantage of remote cutting is the higher energy 
requirement due to the absence of a gas flow, particularly for exothermic oxygen.3 Moreover, the 
risk of burr formation is high.7 The kerf width in RAC is very narrow compared to gas-assisted laser 
cutting.6 
 
     RFC, also called vapour pressure fusion cutting5 or melt pressure cutting, is today applicable for 
sheet thickness up to 4mm. In RFC, the ablation pressure at the boiling front accelerates and ejects 
the melt downwards5,6,10,11 during a single scan, for correspondingly lower speed of typically 4–12 
m/min.4 The maximum speed achievable is about half the typical speed for laser welding. Same as 
for keyhole laser welding, a cw power density of the order of 106 W/cm2 is applied, typical to 
achieve surface boiling. Compared to RAC, for RFC, a larger focal length is usually applied, 
shaping a wider spot diameter of typically 300–600 μm and in turn enabling a longer Rayleigh 
length.5,7,10 
 
     Initial theoretical descriptions of the melt flow in remote fusion cutting have originated from 
keyhole laser welding, including remote welding, and its transition to RFC.5,7,10,11 Due to the melt 
flow around the keyhole and instabilities at the keyhole front wall, being typical for deep 
penetration welding with lasers of 1 μm wavelength, surface waves or humps will be generated that 
flow down the keyhole front.5,7,11 This was recently clearly observed by high speed imaging.12,13 For 
full penetration and sufficient momentum, the humps exceed the surface tension forces at the outlet 
of the keyhole bottom and are ejected as spatter, Fig. 1(b). Hence, an RFC-process takes place. This 
transition from keyhole welding to RFC was observed for low speed and high power.12 A smaller 
focus has accelerated the downstreaming melt. A wavy processing front alters the angle dependent 
Fresnel-absorption and easily generates shadow domains, in turn modulating the vapour pressure 
across the processing front.10,11,14,15 
 
      Otto11 created a framework of modules for a numerical code, programmed in Open FOAM, that 
combines the different thermodynamic and fluidmechanic phenomena of keyhole laser welding. 
When choosing corresponding process parameters, instead RAC was simulated with the same code. 
Musiol8 presented a RAC-model that explains the melt ejection mechanism driven by recoil 
pressure. The model includes the absorption of the laser beam at the cutting front surface, the 
acceleration of the melt along the pressure gradient and the material ejection. The front wall 
geometry used in the model is based on high speed imaging results. Antonova16 suggested a two-
dimensional thermal model for RGC based on the assumption of instantaneous removal of melt 
when the melt zone size exceeds a critical size.  
 
     Since the processing front in RFC is governed by boiling, similarities on the thermodynamics 
and fluidmechanics can be found in keyhole welding models of different level of 
sophistication.11,14,17–19 In contrast, the complex interaction of the assist gas jet with the processing 
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front in ordinary laser cutting that was modelled20–22 is less comparable to RFC, except certain melt 
film flow sub-mechanisms. 
 
     The main objective of the present study is to develop a simplified semi-analytical model of 
remote fusion cutting, which has so far hardly been explored theoretically. Results of the first model 
stage are presented and discussed, which includes three-dimensional front formation, beam 
focusing, direct absorption, heat conduction and continuity of mass but neglects front waviness, 
multiple reflections, transient phenomena (like drop ejection/dross and surface roughness 
resolidification), the momentum equations, surface waves, boiling, and the vapour flow 
 
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 
     A mathematical model of RFC was developed to calculate the main interaction phenomena in a 
simplified manner, extendable according to the needs. For a first analysis of RFC, the objective was 
to predict in a fast, simple manner roughly the geometrical conditions of the processing front and 
the energetic conditions, in particular the spatially distributed interaction of the laser beam with the 
processing front, including angle-relations and absorptivity. The model aims to support 
optimization of the laser beam focusing and shaping with respect to cut kerf shaping and the cutting 
speed limit. For this need, several aspects can be simplified while others, like the beam power 
density distribution need to be considered more accurately. In addition, the model shall be open to 
refine the equations and algorithm and to incorporate further phenomena, for more advanced 
analysis. 
 
    The semi-analytical model of RFC at this stage (to be developed further) is based on a number of 
simplifications: 

 The boiling mechanism, its metal vapour flow, and recoil pressure are not calculated; 
instead, the cutting front is assumed to maintain boiling temperature Tv. 

 The shape of the vaporization and melting front are assumed to be sufficiently approximated 
by interpolation of semi-circles. 

 The melt flow field is based on an empirical equation instead of modelling the momentum 
equations; convective heat transfer by the melt flow as well as surface losses are not 
considered, assuming that they are low owing to the small dimensions. 

 Quasi-steady state conditions are assumed for the main (macro) mechanisms; (micro) 
mechanisms determining various quality properties are not modelled yet, in particular, 
the drop detachment mechanism at the bottom edge. 

 Absorption by multiple reflections is neglected, expecting dominance of the first, direct 
absorption; however, an estimation can be easily added. 

 Although a wavy processing front can be expected for lasers with about 1 μm wavelength, 
the model calculates a smooth surface; nonetheless, the waviness can be considered by 
applying the angle-averaged absorptivity; the calculated melt flow is directed downwards 
because of supposed waviness and corresponding recoil pressure directed downwards. 

 The analytical model requires temperature independent material properties; adequate mean 
values have proven earlier to be suitable. 

 
     These simplifications can be applied because the above mentioned need of the model at this 
stage is reduced to the analysis of the direct interaction of the laser beam with the front surface, 
where melt and vapour flow and transient mechanisms are of less importance than the main front 
geometry and the corresponding geometrical and absorption relations. Moreover, any waviness and 
transient mechanisms of a quasi-steady-state process are based on mean values that describe the 
macro-process mechanisms, usually in a linear averaging manner. The model is based on 
knowledge from publications like the ones here referred to and on a few own experiments so far. As 
for most other laser processes, many mechanisms cannot be easily verified by experiments. 
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However, the first comparisons on the maximum cutting speed and on the cut kerf cross section 
show either a promising level of coincidence or confirm the logical trend expectations from model 
simplifications, e.g., that the calculated lower part of the cut kerf is too narrow because multiple 
reflections and melt film convection are not considered. 
 
    The basic approach is a development from a laser keyhole welding model.14,18 The model is 
based on solving along the cutting front a local energy balance between the absorbed incident laser 
beam IL and the heat losses qv for keeping at boiling temperature Tv. The vaporization front is 
described by horizontal circles of radius rv (zi), see Fig. 2(b), along a vertical discretization zi zi of 
the workpiece into depth z, see Fig. 2(a). The energy balance is solved along z in the central plane y 

°. 
                                                                                        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 2. Geometrical properties of the mathematical model: (a) centerline side view of the melt film 
as a function of z and (b) top view of a melt film cross section that is described by the vaporization 
and melting circles at each depth zi. 
 
    The calculation is carried out incrementally from the top, z = 0, starting with a threshold circle at 
the top surface where boiling starts for the prescribed laser beam. Bearing in mind that laser cutting 
usually can be regarded as a downstream process, starting from the top surface, the threshold circle 
represents the beginning of the cutting front where the solid top surface material that moves towards 
the laser beam starts to melt, in quasi-steady-state conditions. This requires a separate algorithm 
before the calculation of each layer zi > 0 starts. The continuous transition from the horizontal top 
surface to the almost vertical front would require very high resolution. Therefore, instead a 
representative threshold angle is applied from which the front starts, which has proven for welding 
and cutting process models to be valid and was here compared for different angles and z-
resolutions, to ensure accurate front initiation geometry. Threshold angles between 10° and 20° led 
to the same front initiation and evolution, hence the vertical front threshold angle was set for  = 
75° relative to the z-axis. 
       
    Laser beams can be described with a Gaussian beam (beam power PL, beam radius w0, Rayleigh 
length zR, and focal plane position z0) by the beam radius along the optical axis 
 ( ) = 1 +                                                                                            (1)  

and the corresponding power density distribution 
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( , ) =                                                                                                                   (2) 

via the axial peak power density I0 ( ) = ( )                                                                                                                  (3) 

In the focal plane z = z0, the maximum power density is =                                                                                                                                        (4) 

Here, alternatingly Cartesian, x,y,z and cylindrical r(z) coordinate systems are applied, see Fig. 2, 
with the origin at the intersection of the optical axis with the workpiece surface. 
 
    However, in contrast to CO2-laser beams, for the here studied fibre-guided Yb:fibre laser or 
Yb:YAG-disk laser beams (wavelength 1030–1070 nm), the beam profile flattens around the 
focus.23 A beam profile described by subtraction of a second, weaker Gaussian beam (index 2) from 
a main beam (index 1) has turned out to be suitable and accurate, particularly for approximating a 
15 kW Yb:fibre laser beam that has a beam parameter product of BPP = 10.4 mm·mrad23 ( , ) = ( , ) ( , )                                                                                                    (5) 

( , ) = 2   (1 + (( ) ) ) × exp 2(1 + (( ) ) )  

   ( (( ) ) ) × exp ( (( ) ) )                                                                       (6) 

Each semi-circle of the vaporization front is determined by its radius rv(zi) and centre position 
xv0(zi) relative to the laser beam axis, taken as the origin x = 0. The heat flux at the processing front, 
assumed to flow in horizontal planes, is estimated by the following equation (extended from 
Schulz24): = ( ) [( 2 ) . + 1 + cos( )] + cos( ) + cos( )     (7) 

(cutting speed v, ambient temperature Ta, specific mass density , specific heat capacity cp, thermal 
heat of melting Lm, and latent heat of vaporization Lv). 

     To consider latent heat of fusion, consumed proportional to the cutting speed v in x-direction, the 
term cos( ) takes into account the orientation of the respective azimuthal front circle location , 
where the energy balance is applied, e.g., at = 75°. Latent heat of vaporization can be taken into 
account similarly, depending on the percentage v of molten metal vaporized. As known from 
keyhole welding, only a small amount of vaporization is sufficient to generate enough recoil 
pressure to redirect the melt. Similarly to the keyhole welding model,14,18 from the local energy 
balance the local vertical angle of inclination  of the processing front is calculated = ( ) tan                                                                                                                  (8) 

The angle-dependency of the local absorptivity, A( ), is taken into account through the Fresnel-
equations that also depend on the optical constants of the material (here for steel at boiling 
temperature and circular polarization). Optionally, the absorptivity can be calculated in detail for a 
wavy front by superimposing an assumed front waviness;15 but with this assumption, the model 
would then not be self-consistent. Another alternative is to apply the constant angle-averaged 
Fresnel-absorptivity (Aav 

15 Comparisons have shown for the here 
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studied parameter regimes that the angle-averaged absorptivity leads to merely slightly different 
results. Hence, the inherent absorptivity-calculation is recommended. During each vertical step zi, 

.tan( ) the next centreline point 
of the vaporization front, xv(zi+1). Then, the energy balance is =75° 
to calculate the corresponding front location in the next layer, which in turn geometrically 
determines the front semi-circle radius and centre of the next layer, rv(zi+1), xv0(zi+1). The 
calculations are repeated stepwise into depth z until the workpiece thickness d is reached (RFC-the 
remaining part of the laser beam is transmitted) or until the front closes (corresponding to grooving 
instead of cutting through). The calculated semi-circles over depth define the vaporization front. For 

accurate.  

     From the vaporization front instead of simultaneously for each layer zi, a mass balance is solved. 
For sake of simplicity, no momentum equation is applied but the melt film flow is approximated 
empirically according to the experimental measurements of the melt film velocity distribution by 
Eriksson.12,13 Below 5 kW laser beam power, the following equation for the vertical melt film 
velocity (surface speed, assumed to linearly decrease through the melt film thickness) is applied, 
assuming a z1/2-function (scaled to d = 2.4 mm steel thickness from the reference experiments) but 
no azimuthal dependency 

= . × .
,                                                                                                                            (9) 

while above 5 kW the observed emphasis of the central melt film flow is considered to increase 
linearly to the beam power, (PL-5000  = 7 + ( )( ) . × .

 .                                                                          (10) 

For lasers with about 1 μm wavelength (as in this study applied), a wavy processing front flowing 
downwards is expected due to broad experimental observations (although for keyhole welding).12 
The wavy surface is generated by local strong beam absorption and local boiling that will cause a 
recoil pressure and mainly a vertical melt film flow component. In contrast, a smooth surface 
basically would equally drive (squeeze) the melt film into the lateral and both vertical directions, 
i.e., also upwards, in contradiction to the experience of drop flow downwards. Therefore, the above 
empirical equation only considers a vertical flow downwards.  

 = /2                                                                                                               (11) 

° °, the local melt film thickness: 

= 2   ( )
                                                                                                                          (12) 

where the subscript (i-1) refers to the upstream layer. From the semi-circle of the vaporization front 
and the melt film thickness, the circle describing the solid-liquid interface at layer zi is calculated 
via the geometrical relations, determined by its radius rm(zi) and centre position xm0(zi). A recast 
layer of thickness ( ) =                                                                                                                (13) 

can form, depending on the strength of the melt film shear forces. The intersection location of the 
melt film circle at the vaporization front or at the cutting wall is denominated xc(zi), see Fig. 2(b). 
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The vaporization and melting front semi-circles, rv,rm and the melt velocity field vz determine as a 
function of z the melt film model for RFC and hence the process conditions, suitable for deeper 
analysis. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Processing front geometry 

     In the following, two calculated cases of remote fusion cutting are analysed. For a laser power of 
PL = 5 kW and a workpiece thickness of d = 2 mm, the cutting speeds of v = 3 m/min and v = 6 
m/min are compared. Low C-steel is studied, applying adequate thermophysical material properties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIG. 3. 3D-view on the cutting front calculated for three speeds v: (a)   

 

The focused laser beam is described according the six parameter approximation,23 Eq. (6), where a 
15 kW Yb:fibre laser (wavelength 1070 nm, output fibre diameter 200 μm, beam parameter product 
10.4 mm·mrad) was measured and modelled, for a focal length of 300 mm and a magnification of  
2:1 (collimator 150 mm, hence focal diameter 2w0 = 400 μm). The focal plane was positioned at the 
top surface, z0 = 0. For these conditions, a maximum cutting speed of 7.1 m/min was calculated, 
beyond which the front bottom gets closed. 
 
In Fig. 3(a), the calculated cutting front for v = 3 m/min is visualized. While here a significant part 
of the beam is transmitted through the workpiece, for 6 m/min, see Fig. 3(b), the lower end of the 
front becomes much smaller because close to the cutting limit most of the beam needs to interact. 
For comparison, also the case of 9 m/min is shown in Fig. 3(c) where the material is no more cut 
through, becoming a grooving process (here down to z =1.62 mm). 

 
    Quantitative details of the cutting fronts for 3 and 6 m/min can be seen in Fig. 4(a) when viewing 
from the side onto the longitudinal xz-section at y = 0. Beside the boiling front surface, the melting 
front and correspondingly the melt film thickness is also shown. For higher speed, the front 
becomes less steep and the melt film thickness increases. The curve xc(z) where the melt film ends 
(as transition to the final cut kerf) is also shown, see also Fig. 2(b). Figure 4(b) shows (note the 
correct aspect ratio, in contrast to Fig. 4(a)) the cut kerf cross section y = ±rv(z) that becomes more 
narrow downwards and for higher speed. The melting width rm(z) is also added but hardly differs, 
corresponding to a very thin possible recast layer Sr(z). In Fig. 4(b), an experimental cross section 
from literature5 is shown, too, in comparison to a corresponding model calculation.  
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As can be seen, quite good agreement 
can be found in the upper region where 
the cut kerf is mainly governed by the 
direct laser beam absorption and the 
energy balance. The lower part is wider 
in the experiments, probably owing to 
absorption from multiple beam 
scattering and convective heat transfer 
from the melt, plus perhaps surface 
tension effects (due to a thicker recast 
layer). Extra bottom heating is also 
known from gas-assisted laser cutting.  
 
The horizontal cross sections of the melt 
film at the top, middle, and bottom of the 
2 mm thick workpiece are shown in 
Fig. 5 for both cutting speeds. It can be 
well seen how the front becomes smaller 
towards the bottom and for higher speed. 
The melt film is very thin and hardly any 
recast layer can form. The possible 
recast layer (depending also on the 
ejection through melt film dynamics, not 
calculated here) becomes thicker for 
higher cutting speed and deeper into the 
material. 

 
 

 

 
B. Mass balance 
 
      The main contributions to the mass balance, Eq. (11), are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of depth 

 
 
The downstream velocity of the melt film surface, vz, increases with depth according to the 
empirical Eqs. (9) and (10); while for the here applied laser power of 5 kW, it has no azimuthal 
dependence. The melt film thickness S also increases with depth by z1/2, however becoming thinner 
azimuthally towards the sides, see also Fig. 5. Correspondingly, the balance m of the mass flow, 
multiplying the film velocity and thickness, increases linearly width depth. The mass flow m is 
lower at the sides, mL r also grows with depth z.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FIG. 4. Geometry of the cutting front for two speeds: 
(a) side view of the melt film xv m
melt film end curve xc(y=rv,z), (b) cut kerf cross section 
±rv(x=x ,z); one experimental cross section (circles) 
from literature  L

are also inserted (pink). 
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FIG. 5. 

 at the workpiece top (z =   middle (z =1 mm), and bottom  
(z =2 mm). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 6.  
(index L); melt film surface velocity vz 

-1s-1] m, possible recast layer thickness Sr  
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C. Energy balance 
 

      For the energy balance, Eq. (8), 
important properties as a function of 
depth z are plotted in Fig. 7(a) for the 
two cutting speeds v = 3 m/min and v = 
6 m/min (in °) and in 
Fig. 7(b) for the two azimuthal positions 

° ° (for v = 6 m/min).  
 
The front inclination changes down to a 
depth of z = 0.5-0.7 mm from horizontal 
to strongly inclined orientation, see also 
Fig. 3. Accordingly, the absorptivity 
changes in the top domain of the front 
rapidly from normal incidence 
absorptivity to the Brewster maximum 
and then decreases somewhat until the 
absorptivity reaches for very grazing 
incidence along the front a stable 
operating window of A = 30% - 40 %  
here. The absorptivity increases with 
cutting speed and decreases towards the 
side of the cutting front. The heat flux qv 
moderately decreases with z but strongly 
increases with speed. The spatial 
variation of the heat flux across the 
cuttin
distorted) as contour lines in the left half 
of Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) for the two speeds, 
respectively. In the right half of the 
figures, the contour lines of the incident 
laser beam power density across the 
front are shown. For lower cutting speed, 
v = 3 m/min, starting from the top, the 
front is first built by weak laser power 
density, increasing strongly into depth. 
Deeper than z = 1.2-1.4 mm, domains of 
rather constant power density of the laser 
beam are entered.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG. 7. 
° ° °  

L 2], heat flux qv 
[unit: 1 2], front inclination tan ( ) [th; unit: 1]. 
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 These domains are entered much 
earlier (higher up at z = 0.5-0.7 mm) at 
higher cutting speed, v = 6 m/min. As 
studied earlier,14,23 around the focus 
fibre guided laser beams generate a 
domain of rather constant power 
density into depth (beside the radial 
flat-top trend that however rapidly 
changes into depth), e.g., compared to 
Gaussian-like beams. This can be 
interpreted as an advantage for robust, 
stable conditions.  
 
In Fig. 9, the statistical distribution of 
qv, IL 
front is shown by histograms, for the 
two speeds. The heat flux, see Fig. 
9(a), becomes higher for higher cutting 
speed but also widens in its spectrum, 
demanding a corresponding response 
from the absorbing front through its 
inclination. For higher cutting speed, 
the portion of high power density 
captured from the laser beam by the 
front increases strongly, see Fig. 9(b). 
For low cutting speed, the front is 
mainly generated through weaker beam 
domains while part of the highly 
focused beam is transmitted; see also 
Fig. 5(a). The according processing 
front, determined by its angles of 
inclination and absorptivity across the 
front, responds as shown in Fig. 9(c). 
 

 
 
    Mainly, the angles of inclination become less steep, to catch a larger portion of the beam for 
higher speed in order to balance the higher heat losses. The altered absorptivity has then a minor 
role compared to the geometrical response. Analysis of the statistical distributions, in particular in 
lateral direction, can be applied to propose improved shaping of the laser beam to optimize the 
process, e.g. for narrowing the cut kerf, for achieving higher cutting speed or for guiding the lateral 
melt flow in a desirable direction, e.g., to avoid a recast layer or dross at the edges.  
 
An optimization strategy by using the model can be as follows: (1) localize, quantify, and 
understand the essential mechanisms to be optimized (e.g. the lateral energy balance limits the 
cutting depth), (2) postulate a hypothesis for improvement (e.g. a twin-spot beam, arranged as 
tandem), (3) compare different parameter situations (e.g. single beam compared to a tandem beam 
with various beam distances; make speed/thickness/power-graphs), (4) extract, analyse, and explain 
the lateral condition details on how the process develops itself (e.g. local histograms), and (5) find 
an optimum plus an explanation and verify it experimentally. 
 
 

 

FIG. 8. Heat flux qv 

L z) (right half) at the cutting 
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FIG. 9. 
(a) heat flux at the front, qv L, (c) laser beam absorption and 
projection A.tan( ). 
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D. Cutting limit 
 
     The calculated maximum achievable cutting speed v is plotted in Fig. 10 as a function of the 
sheet thickness d. Figure 10(a) compares the calculated limits with experimentally applied 
parameters of RFC from literature,7 for laser powers PL of 4, 6, and 8 kW, a beam diameter of 2w0 
= 600 μm and mild steel. Larger beam spot size causes a lower maximum cutting speed, due to 
higher heat conduction losses, Eq. (7). While for PL = 4 kW, good coincidence between  

modeling and experiments is  obtained, 
for higher laser beam power the 
experimentally achieved maximum 
cutting speeds are slightly higher than 
the calculated ones, for same beam 
diameter. One explanation can be that 
multiple reflections were neglected in 
the model. It could be noted that RFC 
depends only on very few parameters. 
In particular, in RFC, the Rayleigh 
length is usually long enough for thin 
sheets and accordingly also the focal 
plane position is less critical. Despite 
its numerous simplifications, the model 
describes the cutting limits in a 
reasonable order of uncertainty.  

 
Figure 10(b) shows the calculated 
cutting limits for a laser power PL of 2, 
5, 10, and 15 kW. For PL = 5 kW, the 
power used in the above case studies, 
the calculation of the absorption at a 
smooth vaporization front is compared 
to the other extreme when the 
vaporization front is very wavy and 
irregular. Then, the angle-averaged 
Fresnel absorption can be applied, 
being Aav = 32.8 % for steel and 1 μm 
laser wavelength. 15 As can be seen, the 
difference remains small. For thin 
workpieces, a smooth surface causes 
higher absorption, see also Fig. 7; 
while for thick materials and higher 
speed, the absorption decreases, owing 
to the Fresnel curve characteristics and 
can become lower for the here 
presented model than the angle-
averaged absorptivity. 
 
 

 
As mentioned earlier, a wavy surface is very likely, but the operating range of the Fresnel curve 
remains still relevant, as was shown in local absorption studies.14,15 The cutting limit curve for  
PL v = 0.1, 
while evaporation losses were neglected for the other calculations. The curve is somewhat shifted to 

 

 FIG. 10. Calculated maximum cutting speed as a 
function of the workpiece thickness for different laser 

L; (a) comparison (beam spot diameter 2w  = 

from literature (2w   (b) 
compari L -
averaged absorptivity Aav of a very wavy front as well as 

v 
L   
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lower speeds, as can be expected due to the high value of latent heat of boiling, Lv, but the impact 
v =1.0, would cause a 

much more significant lowering of the cutting performance, but is unlikely to take place. 
 
 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
 

 A mathematical model of laser remote fusion cutting was developed that enables to 
analyse the interaction of the laser beam across the processing front and the 
corresponding energetic process behaviour and limits; the model simplifies or neglects 
several mechanisms like melt flow, boiling, surface waves, or transient effects but its 
flexible structure serves as a base for further refinement to enable selective deeper and 
more accurate analysis. 

 For thick enough workpieces, the processing front closes at the bottom, either from the 
centre or from the sides and instead of RFC a grooving process takes place, not cutting 
through. 

 While at the central axis, the laser beam power governs the maximum depth, by different 
laser beam shaping and focusing the sideward conditions of the cutting front can be 
influenced in a manner that shifts the lateral limit of the maximum cutting depth. 

 The lateral melt film thickness can cause a usually thin recast layer that can grow thicker 
for higher cutting speed and thicker workpieces. 

 The differences in absorptance and in maximum cutting speed between assuming a very 
smooth and a very wavy surface were marginal. 

 Spectral analysis of the energy conditions at the processing front by histograms provided 
a better understanding on the variation of the heat flux across the cutting front, causing a 
corresponding variation of the responding local front inclinations. 

 For higher cutting speed, this has led to a shift from domains of lower to higher power 
density contributions by the laser beam; the focusing characteristics of fibre guided laser 
beams with their rather constant power density into depth causes favourable insensitive 
conditions at the lower part of the front. 
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Abstract 
 
Recently ultra-high speed imaging enabled to observe moving wave patterns on metal melts that 
experience laser-induced boiling. In laser materials processing a vertical laser-induced boiling front 
governs processes like keyhole laser welding, laser remote fusion cutting, laser drilling or laser 
ablation. The observed waves originate from temperature variations that are closely related to the 
melt topology. For improved understanding of the essential front mechanisms and of the front 
topology, for the first time a deeper systematic analysis of the wave patterns was carried out. Seven 
geometrical shapes of bright or dark domains were distinguished and categorized, in particular 
bright peaks of three kinds and dark valleys, often inclined. Two categories describe special flow 
patterns at the top and bottom of the front. Dynamic and statistical analysis has revealed that the 
shapes often combine or separate from one category to another when streaming down the front. The 
brightness of wave peaks typically fluctuates during 20–50 μs. This variety of thermal wave 
observations is interpreted with respect to the accompanying surface topology of the melt and in 
turn for governing local mechanisms like absorption, shadowing, boiling, ablation pressure and melt 
acceleration. The findings can be of importance for understanding the key process mechanisms and 
for optimizing laser materials processing.  

 
-  

 
Keywords: Wave structure, Pattern, Image analysis, Shape, Topology, Molten melt  
 

1. Introduction      
 

        For certain techniques of laser materials processing, the molten metal develops to a quasi-
steady boiling front that interacts with the laser beam. Despite the complex combination of dynamic 
mechanisms like heat conduction, absorption, boiling, ablation(recoil) pressure and melt film flow, 
which are only partially understood, fairly well operating techniques like laser drilling, keyhole 
laser welding [1,2] and laser remote fusion cutting [3,4] have been established. These techniques 
rely on the self-regulating boiling front [5,6] that typically is formed at a threshold power density of 
the laser beam of the order of 106 W/cm2. Laser-induced boiling action and the accompanied 
ablation or recoil pressure accelerating the melt were calculated either by kinetic gas dynamics, 
solving the Boltzmann equation, or by introducing discontinuity equations for the so-called 
Knudsen layer [7]. High speed imaging is frequently applied to observe many valuable phenomena 
of the process [1,8], usually at frame rates between 1000 and 20 000 fps, and by filtering the 
backscattered radiation from an illumination laser. A complementary technique, available only at 
two research groups, is X-ray transmission imaging, where tracer particles or a contrast liquid in the 
melt can be observed from the side, however, at lower resolution in space and time [1,9]. 
 
        However, only recently [10] it became possible by ultra-high speed imaging to observe a wavy 
capillary surface at the keyhole front, which shows a complex structure (or pattern), see 
Fig.1(b),that moves downwards and indicates sub-surface turbulences. The images were recorded at 
180 000 fps with a shutter time of 1 μs but no illumination laser, hence merely observing the 
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thermal emissions, see Fig. 1(a). Eriksson et al. [2] postulate that bright areas observed correspond 
to local temperature peaks resulting from hot wave shoulders where high absorption and a strong 
evaporation has taken place, while dark areas show less hot domains, probably in shadow. Although 
the observed waves do not directly correspond to the melt surface topology, they are strongly 
related to it. Many observations for a wide range of energy parameters (however only for the 
Yb:fibre laser wavelength, hence not for CO2-lasers yet) have been carried out which agree that the 
boiling front surface is not smooth but shows topography of wavy oscillations (humps). The 
observations aid to improve the understanding of the fundamental physical mechanisms involved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. High speed imaging of the surface waves at the keyhole front: (a) camera employment 
observing the thermal emissions from a wavy melt film front and (b) recorded image of front waves. 
     
Zhang et al. [11,12] observed liquid shelves (humps) on the front of the keyhole in laser welding, 
with typical Gauffer structures. For laser interaction with ice, Berger et al. [13] identified humps 
(shoulders) that are accompanied by the generation of larger pockets at the rear capillary wall, 
associated with strong evaporation taking place at the shoulder. Instabilities of hump formations at 
the front were identified numerically for the condition that the horizontal component of the melt 
front/keyhole wall velocity propagates opposite to the welding direction [14]. Under certain 
processing parameters the momentum of the oscillations at the keyhole humps is strong enough to 
vertically eject spatter, finally changing the process from keyhole welding to remote fusion cutting 
[5]. For low processing speed, the melt ejection at the bottom is pushed in forward direction while 
for high speed the melt is dragged and ejected in backward direction [3]. The velocity distribution 
of the melt film flow observed by Eriksson et al. [15] was expanded into an empirical equation to 
model the front geometry and absorption conditions for laser remote fusion cutting [4]. Numerical 
simulation of the fluid flow in laser materials processing, including the boiling action and ablation 
pressure, has confirmed that the induction of downstreaming waves at the keyhole front are likely to 
take place [5,6]. 
 
    To estimate the consequences, the Fresnel absorption at a wavy processing front was 
systematically calculated [16–18], for glancing incidence of the laser beam. Strong local Fresnel-
absorptivity modulation was predicted across a growingly wavy metal front, accompanied by 
increasing shadowing. Owing to very different Brewster angles, CO2-lasers show a very different 
behaviour compared to 1 μm wavelength lasers. The absorbed laser power density distribution on 
humps in a keyhole was calculated in dependency of the laser wavelength, beam quality and 
polarization [13]. The power contributions of the thermal emission from the keyhole, melt pool and 
solid surface domains during laser welding were calculated in comparison with high speed imaging 
and photodiode sensor signals. The results demonstrated that the combination of a large and hot 
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melt pool dominates the detected radiation intensity [8] while the time dependency is governed by 
scattering via the fluctuating vapour plume [19]. 
 
     The quantitative measurement of the vertical fluid flow and its direction from top to bottom of 
the keyhole developed by streak photography visualize time-dependent events [2]. In many cases a 
nearly vertical downward flow was observed. In particular, evidence was found that the waviness is 
not merely phase but mass flow. For high line energy, i.e. high power and low welding speed the 
downward thrust is so strong that laser remote fusion cutting takes place, as an ultimate trend from 
increasing root spatter in full penetration welding. Another observation was ejected micro-droplets 
dwelling to the rear of the keyhole, causing vapour burst [11,12]. The melt ejection velocity 
distribution shows sharp maxima in the hump areas and the hump formation frequency is directly 
proportional to the translation speed [14]. 
 
Table 1
transition, remote fusion cutting).

     
Case P [kW] v [m/min] Line energy [J/mm] Process 

I 10 12 50 PPW 

II 10 6.6 90 TRA 

III 13 6 130 RFC 

IV 15 3 300 RFC 

V 15 6 150 RFC 

  
    The appearance of humps is not limited to keyhole laser welding but can also take place in laser 
cutting. At low speed, during gas assisted laser cutting of thick steel sheets the entire kerf front can 
be discontinuous. Humps appear at the central part that can disturb the downward movement of 
melt accumulations on the side [20]. High brightness from a melt film of non-uniform thickness 
during fusion laser cutting of thin sheets with a CO2-laser was observed, regarding the excess 
temperature in this region. The front then exhibits a longer curvature [21]. Observing the flow in 
inert gas laser cutting [22], views of the melt removal, both, in form of droplets and a film or rivulet 
sliding down the walls of the kerf were recorded. Two sequences of photos represented how 
stalactites grow at a certain distance from the cutting front, accompanied by attachment of the 
droplet. Two types of ripples were distinguished for the sliding action.  
 
    The present study aims at deeper analysis of the recorded images by characterizing the typical 
shape, size, velocity and movement direction of the patterns observed at the front, by categorizing, 
denominating and formulating main trends. Motivation is to better understand the fundamental front 
behaviour, in particular to derive surface topology models for calculating the impact on absorptivity 
and the boiling action as the driving force. 
 
2. Methodology 
 
     The present study is based on deeper analysis of 48 recently recorded high speed imaging videos 
of keyhole laser welding, for a wide range of energy parameters (laser power, processing speed), for 
an Yb:fibre laser (wavelength 1070 nm) and bead-on-plate welding of 2.4 mm thick stainless steel 
[2]. The laser beam was defocused to laterally enlarge the keyhole and in turn the field-of-view of 
the front, observed from the rear, see Fig. 1(a). Seven of the videos showed a transition to laser 
remote fusion cutting owing to heavy ejection of spatter from the root. The parameters varied for 
the five cases I–V selected for the present study are listed in Table 1, namely the laser power  and 
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the processing speed v, also expressed as line energy . Note that cases III–V are on remote 
fusion cutting (RFC), case II is a transition for partial cutting (TRA) and case I is a partial 
penetration welding situation (PPW) (generating humping, which vertically enlarged the field-of-
view). The cases were chosen such as in first order to support research on laser remote fusion 
cutting and in second order to demonstrate the findings for a wide field of parameters. For the 
statistical measurement analysis 20 of the videos were applied, for probability statistics all 48 
videos. 
 
    The experiments were performed with a 15 kW Yb:fibre laser(manufacturer IPG Laser AG, 
Germany, type: YLR-15000) from a delivery fibre with a core diameter of 200 μm. A focusing lens 
with a focal length of 300 mm was applied, along with a 150 mm collimation lens, causing a 
magnification of M = 2:1 and a focal spot diameter of 400 μm, with an according Rayleigh length 
of ±4 mm. The focal plane was positioned 9 mm below the top surface of work piece, to enlarge the 
keyhole for better observation. The workpiece was 2.4 mm thick stainless steel AISI 304, with a 
cross jet employed to reduce the impact from the fluctuating vapour plume above the worpkpiece 
that can scatter or absorb part of the laser beam. 
 
     Recording was done by a high speed camera (type Photron SAI) equipped with a 200 mm lens 
(micro-Nikkon) to observe the front of keyhole at an angle of 45° from the rear. The image of area 
3 mm × 4.2 mm was adjusted from a distance of 400 mm by reducing the resolution to 128 × 128 
pixels. A very high frame rate of 180 000 fps was applied with an exposure time of 1 μs, generating 
about 4000 frames or 22 ms for each video, as part of a 200 mm long weld. No external 
illumination was applied (usually laser illumination with a band pass filter) and the fibre-laser 
wavelength was blocked. Hence the camera was solely irradiated by thermal emissions from the 
front that apparently varied across the surface. 
 
     The Photron FASTCAM viewer was used to convert the raw files to an image format. Fiji 
Image J and MatLab software were applied for image analysis of various kinds. Basically the 
methodology comprises qualitative, categorizing, quantitative and statistical analysis. Four domains 
of the processing front were distinguished: (i) the top region that initiates the flow and shows 
circular wave interferences, (ii) the bottom region, if visible, that used to show high brightness and 
in some full penetration cases drop ejection, (iii) the sides where the angle of view is more glancing 
and which transit the flow partially aside, and (iv) the central region that mainly governs the process 
and is in the focus of this study.  
 
     While case V is applied to show the development of surface shapes over a sequence, for cases 
I-IV a single frame is selected for categorization, representative for most of the videos, in particular 
to define categories of different shapes and consecutive frames are studied for the temporal 
evolution of the shapes. The patterns of the images can differ in size, location, orientation and 
greyscale level. Different image analysis methods, see Fig. 2, were compared and partially applied, 
like brightness and contrast optimization, see Fig. 2(b), (c) compared to the original greyscale, Fig. 
2(a), edge-finding, Fig. 2(d), or edge-finding with sharpening, Fig. 2(e), to facilitate the clear 
identification and measurement of shapes. The dynamic range was 8 bit, hence 256 greyscale levels, 
for which saturation hardly took place. Even for black–white contrast, for sharp definition of shapes 
a common contrast threshold was not possible due to overall variations of the greyscale levels of the 
images, also as a function of time, particularly from radiation scattering by the fluctuating metal 
vapour, which was studied earlier [19]. Also Particle Image Velocimetry, PIV was tested, see Fig. 
2(g), but owing to compromises in the tracking definition individual image-by-image tracking was 
preferred for time dependencies and speeds. Eriksson et al. [2,10] also applied a streak technique by                    
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Fig. 2.  methods: 
(b) two levels of contrast and brightness enhancement, (c) black–white threshold,(d) edge-finding, 
(e) edge-finding and sharpening, (f) 3D-  
 
extracting the centerline of the images as a function of time, while here a variant is applied, 
visualizing a sequence of a surface detail. Note that the 3D-visualization of the greyscale, Fig. 2(f), 
does not represent the melt surface topology, although it is probably closely connected to it, as will 
be discussed later. 
 
     While high speed images are usually studied qualitatively with respect to the observed 
phenomena and partially quantitatively by measuring specific sizes or speeds, we try here for the 
first time to describe and categorize shapes, and could not find similar approaches for
wavy metal melt surfaces in literature yet. We hope that the categorization facilitates descriptions, 
systematics and communication of the complex phenomena observed. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
     Fig. 3(a)-(d) shows typical images for the four parameter cases I–IV investigated, according to 
Table 1. Examples of the variety of shapes that appear at these images are highlighted in Fig. 
3(e)-(h). The shapes are classified into seven categories A–G, see Table 2, representative for most 
of the 48 videos recorded. 
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Table 2: Categories A-G of the shapes observed in high speed imaging of the laser generated 
processing front 
 

Category Type of shape 

A Bright almost circular islands 

B Bright elongated shapes, inclined or horizontally 

C Bright irregular shapes 

D Dark elongated valleys, inclined, even crossing, or horizontally 

E Dark wide irregular domains 

F Top region with circular fringe interaction pattern 

G Bottom region with bright areas and occasionally ejection 

       
Table 3 -   
 

Shape category Observed Not clear Not observed 

D: Dark valley 78% 18% 4% 

E: Dark wide domain 33% 2% 65% 

F: Top fringes 72% 14% 14% 

G: Bright bottom 12% 10% 78% 

    
 
    The four cases of different parameter settings show different front structure appearance in Fig. 3, 
despite sharing some shapes. Shape category A, that comprises bright peaks (greyscale, not 
topology peaks) with almost circular symmetry, can be found quite frequently for all four cases, 
Fig. 3(e)–(h). Category B describes elongated bright shapes that can be oriented either horizontally, 
as in Fig. 3(g),(h), or about 45° inclined, as in Fig. 3(e). Closer observation of category B shows that 
the brightness can vary along the elongated shape which might correspond to a chain of peaks. 
 
    Bright irregular shapes are denominated C. Although they can also appear in the central domain 
of the front, for remote fusion cutting, see Fig. 3(f)–(h), bright and large C-shapes were observed in 
the lower part G where melt is ejected. Micro-explosions were observed in region G where the melt 
is driven to the sides, separated and partially ejected as drops. This was directly connected with very 
bright C-shapes, indicating local superheating and boiling of the melt along with recoil pressure 
action. Because of these special mechanisms the bottom region is given an own category, G, which 
can also involve different mechanisms for welding. In some cases region G is hidden behind the 
melt pool, as for partial penetration welding in Fig. 3(e).  
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Fig. 3. 

 
(e)–(h) corresponding highlighting of typical shapes at these images, and categorizing A–G. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of the 
article.) 
 
    Elongated dark areas, often inclined, are denominated D, see Fig. 3(e)–(h). They were very 
frequently observed for most of the videos. Inclined D-areas often cross each other from both sides, 
creating a mesh-pattern as in Fig. 3(f), which needs to be accompanied by bright peaks, particularly 
of A-type. The D-patterns can vary between regular, Fig. 3(e), (f), or more randomized, Fig. 
3(g),(h), as well as fine or coarse structures. An average inclination of 36.3 ± 14.1°(relative to 
horizontal) was measured for 20 representative D-valleys (including also horizontal valleys), and 
33.4 ± 17.8°for elongated B-peaks. It is not clear yet why the processing front favours to evolve as 
inclined structures. 
 
    Occasionally larger dark areas, category E, appear, as in Fig. 3(h), probably being domains in the 
shadow of the laser beam. Same as the bottom region G, the top region shows a special behaviour, 
almost always in form of interference of two circular waves starting from the top and propagating 
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downwards as fringe patterns, F, that then transform to the main patterns, like D along with A. The 
present paper analyzes particularly the main central region of the front, which governs the process, 
hence not the special regions F and G. The four cases in Fig. 3 demonstrate the variety of possible 
patterns that can be observed at the front surface, composed of the elements A–E. Table 3 shows the 
percentage of the 48 videos in which the shapes D–G were observed (for some images no clear 
judgment was possible), while the peaks A–C basically appear in all cases. In Table 4 the typical 
average length and width of the shapes A-E are given, measured for 20 representative cases.
 
Table 4: Measured average width and length of shapes A-
standard deviation. 
 

Shape category Length [μm] Width [μm] Aspect ratio 

A: Circular island 193 ± 51  167 ± 55  1.16 

B: Elongated shapes 574 ± 196  159 ± 105  3.61 

C: Bright irregular shapes 700 ± 211  446 ± 248  1.57 

D: Dark elongated valleys 684 ± 196  126 ± 49  5.43 

E: Dark wide domains 699 ± 171 602 ± 115  1.16 

 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. High speed images with motion and development of highlighted shapes for four consecutive 

 
   
    After the identification of the shape categories A–G, in the following, the dynamic behaviour of 
the surface pattern is investigated. Fig. 4 highlights the motion and development of selected shapes 
at the front of case V for four consecutive time steps. It can be seen that the shapes not only move 
downwards but that some of the bright shapes also combine, separate or shrink as a function of 
time. Moreover, the greyscale level is altered. 
  
     The dynamic behaviour of selected shapes of categories A, B and D is shown in Fig. 5. An 
elongated dark valley, inclined, from the top of case I, see Fig. 3(a), (e) is shown in Fig. 5(a) to have 
a rather uniform motion in terms of shape and speed, mainly down streaming. The elongated bright 
shape, inclined, from the bottom of case I, see Fig. 3(a), (e) is shown in consecutive motion in 
Fig. 5(b), separating into smaller shapes and combining again, with rather constant motion. 
    
    The downward motion of two circular peaks A from middle of the right side of Fig. 3(b), (f) is 
shown in Fig. 5(c) with pink colour. From the image sequence it can be seen that the peaks flow 
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down at rather constant speed but their brightness can vary, here within four frames or 22 μs from 
brightest to darkest. An average down streaming velocity of 14.1 ± 5.5 m/s was measured for 20 
representative A-peaks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. 

); (d) category A, three bright circular 

reader is referred to the web version of the article.) 
 
    The downward movement of a group of three adjacent peaks A can be recognized in Fig. 5(d). 
The pink shapes at 5.5 μs correspond to the central position to the left side of Fig. 3(c), (g). Again 
the peaks vary in brightness over time and partially combine. Note that the chains of peaks in 
Fig. 5(c),(d) also contribute to shape the accompanying inclined valleys D above and below them. 
For quantitative comparison of the peak and valley motion and greyscale modulation, for five time 
steps the greyscale level along one vertical array of image pixels is shown in Fig. 6, according to the 
right highlighted peak in Fig. 5(c). A regular advancement of the bright peak with a contrast of 
about 40% can be well seen, finally getting darker, while the dark valley remains at the same 
greyscale level. 
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Fig. 6. Greyscale level along a vertical pixel array across a bright A-

 
 
    The differences between various views on a modelled surface topology in Fig.7(a)–(c) and 
corresponding views on accompanying thermal emissions in Fig.7 (d)–(f) demonstrate that imaging 
of thermal emissions, Fig.7(e), does not exactly correspond to topology but is closely related to it. 
Instead of peaks and valleys, the shoulders irradiated by the laser beam become exposed, while at 
the opposite side the shoulders are in the shadow.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Different views (a)–(c) on a modelled surface topology and (d)–(f) corresponding 
observation (as the camera would record) of thermal emissions from the wave shoulders  
(here: laser irradiation at glazing incidence from the bottom, for better visualization), also 
explaining domains in shadow and (f) schematically the action of boiling and ablation pressure on 
a wave shoulder. 
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As indicated in Fig.7(f), the strongly absorbing shoulders can be expected to induce temperature 
peaks and occasionally local boiling accompanied by an ablation pressure that accelerates the melt 
(note that in the other figures the direction of irradiation and flow is from top to bottom, but here for 
visualization purposes opposite). An algorithm that derives the topology from thermal images 
would be desirable. In principle, also self-interference patterns could be generated from the 
scattered laser beam that might also be recorded by the camera.  
 
     Assuming that the recorded moving brightness peaks correspond to temperature peaks, their 
movement is likely but not necessarily associated with mass flow. As shown earlier [2,10,15], at the 
bottom, region G, mass flow was confirmed by tracking ejected drops back to the waves, 
particularly for remote fusion cutting cases as in Fig. 3(b),(d) and in Fig.4. When shapes C become 
very bright in region G, subsequently the melt experiences acceleration and micro-explosions that 
tear the melt apart. This corresponds to intense local boiling and ablation pressure that applies 
forces to the melt.  
    
     In case of mass flow, temperature peaks will be transported further. This is not the case for phase 
flow where, however, moving shoulders also would shift subsequent absorption and temperature 
peaks downwards. Nonetheless, then heating and cooling delays would be observed. The detection 
of thermal emission involves, apart from the thermal radiation according to Planck’s law, also the 
emissivity factor and projection of the respective inclined surface element relative to the camera. 
The consequences of observed waves on the absorption were comprehensively studied and 
discussed elsewhere [16–18].  
 
     It was interesting to observe that for higher processing speed the patterns became finer. The 
wave patterns become coarser from top to bottom. The largest brightness events can be observed in 
the G-region, at the bottom, as described above. The C-shape in the G-region then apparently 
experiences strong absorption and induces a strong boiling action. This is favourable for ejecting 
the melt in case of laser remote fusion cutting but unwanted spatter in laser welding.  
     One surprising observation was the variation, fluctuation and even disappearance of shapes 
during their downward movement, although the collective wave movement is perceived quasi-
continuous when watching the videos. This gives evidence that humps are not propelled downwards 
the whole way from top to bottom. They instead contribute for a while via shear forces to the 
overall downward momentum of the melt film but then at other locations shoulders emerge that 
cause local boiling and acceleration, in total leading to a collective but alternating downward thrust 
of the waves and in turn of the melt film. 
  
     The observed structures provide evidence on mechanisms that are closely linked to the 
interaction of the laser beam with the processing front that governs the process. The observed 
shapes and their dynamic behaviour can be introduced to mathematical models to calculate causes 
and consequences. Further qualitative, quantitative and statistical behaviour can be carried out for 
additional understanding of trends. Beside modelling and simulation, recording of further high 
speed imaging is desirable, particularly for less defocused laser beam conditions and for various 
sheet thicknesses, materials (e.g. aluminium alloys) and for the CO2-laser wavelength of 10.6 μm. 
In particular it can be imagined that better understanding can enable process optimization by 
tailored laser pulse shaping instead of cw-laser operation, to generate further harmony at the front 
and to avoid the formation of process defects. The here-developed categorization is hopefully a 
useful base for further analysis, mapping and communication. 
 
4. Conclusions 

(i)   The bright (top, or hot shoulder) and dark (valley) wave shape scan be grouped into circular-
like peaks, elongated wavefronts and less regular islands. 
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(ii)    Although the waves appear as collective movement down-wards, many of the peaks stay only 
for a fluctuation time of typically 20–50 μs; the peaks can separate and combine; the pattern 
becomes coarser to the bottom. 

(iii)  Diagonal, ca. 45° inclined dark wavefronts (valleys) in both directions were found that 
generate a downward moving interference pattern; the wavefront speed is relatively 
homogeneous. 

(iv)   At the top, being a very special domain with the front development and downstream starting 
conditions, less waves are seen; the waves start radially and then change to the above 
mentioned interference pattern; sudden interruption events can be found at the top. 

(v)  Because the observed shapes disappear with time instead of a continuous movement, 
correspondingly the temperature and the boiling will locally also show a pulsating behaviour, 
although the collective movement downwards is very homogeneous in average. 
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Abstract  
 
Processes like laser keyhole welding, remote fusion laser cutting or laser drilling are governed by a 
highly dynamic wavy boiling front that was recently recorded by ultra-high speed imaging. A new 
approach has now been established by post-modelling of the high speed images. Based on the image 
greyscale and on a cavity model the three-dimensional front topology is reconstructed. As a second 
step the Fresnel absorptivity modulation across the wavy front is calculated, combined with the 
local projection of the laser beam. Frequency polygons enable additional analysis of the statistical 
variations of the properties across the front. Trends like shadow formation and time dependency can 
be studied, locally and for the whole front. Despite strong topology modulation in space and time, 
for lasers with 1 μm wavelength and steel the absorptivity is bounded to a narrow range of 35–43%, 
owing to its Fresnel characteristics. 0169-4332/© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2015.09.226 
 
Keywords: Wavy surface, Topology, Absorptivity, Laser, High speed imaging, Modelling  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
     The laser-induced boiling front in laser remote fusion cutting, RFC, is closely related to the front 
in keyhole mode laser welding but also to laser drilling. The boiling front is induced by high 
brilliance fibre or disk lasers with a focal spot diameter of typically 300–600 μm. This corresponds 
typically to a power density exceeding 106 W/cm2 [1,2] for continuous wave multi kW-lasers, which 
is a common threshold to achieve surface boiling of metals. The vertical front of the above 
processes enables the laser beam to distribute its energy over depth, which is desirable. Already a 
small portion of evaporation is sufficient to achieve a strong ablation (recoil) pressure on the melt 
that keeps the front and in turn the process in quasi-steady state. By ultra-high speed imaging 
(180,000 fps) of the front downstreaming waves were recently observed [3,4]. This phenomenon 
took place for a wide range of parameters during all 48 experiments (fibre laser keyhole welding of 
stainless steel). An illustration of a wavy processing front is illustrated in Fig. 1. Matti and Kaplan 
[5] performed a deeper systematic analysis of these wave patterns where five geometrical shapes 
were distinguished and categorized, for example cross patterns of inclined dark valleys moving 
downwards. Dynamic and statistical analysis revealed that these shapes often combine or separate 
from one category to another when streaming down the front. Although the waveflow appears 
regular, it turned out to be composed of sequences of 10–70 μs short flashing events [6]. While 
these studies have led to a more comprehensive analysis of the recorded dynamic patterns, in the 
present work the image information is post-modelled to analyse an invisible mechanism linked to 
the wave flow, namely absorption. 
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     The interaction of a laser beam with surface waves was studied at various levels. Typical flow 
patterns of the melt when driven by laser-induced humps were identified for keyhole-like laser-
interaction with ice by high speed imaging of hence transparent material and when applying tracer 
particles in welding pure iron [7]. Ray tracing calculations for multiple scattering interaction of a 
laser beam with humps at the keyhole front in laser welding have shown [8] enhanced accumulation 
of absorbed energy in the lower part of the keyhole. Even if the direct Fresnel absorptivity is limited 
to a Brewster peak of 43% (for 1 μm wavelength and steel), for keyhole welding of stainless steel at 
low speed an overall absorption close to 90% was identified, due to multiple scattering [9]. For 
comprehensive transient numerical simulation of the weld pool flow [10], humps have formed. 
Higher wave stability was predicted for CO2-lasers (wavelength 10.6 μm) compared to1 μm 
wavelength lasers, owing to different Fresnel-absorptivity characteristics. Introducing an oscillating 
(spring) parameter [11] into the simulation facilitated the study of the fluid dynamics in the keyhole 
and the effect of humps on absorption and local variations in vapour pressure. A correlation 
between hump formation and resulting droplet ejection from the keyhole front to the melt pool was 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. 
showing shadow regimes and the geometrical relation between the surface normal vector and the 
propagating laser rays. 
 
observed [12]. The prediction whether the humps amplified or smoothened depended on the 
component of the keyhole wall velocity in welding direction, related to the welding speed. 
 
     By a universal numerical simulation [1] of laser materials processing, the boiling front and the 
melt flow field was calculated even when changing between keyhole welding and remote fusion 
cutting conditions. The simulation generated humps running down the processing front, similar to 
the high speed imaging observations [3,4]. While for laser keyhole welding the downstreaming melt 
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tends to generate root spatter, by further increase of the line energy (higher laser power or lower 
processing speed) the downward component of the melt film flow becomes so strong that drop 
ejection at the bottom becomes the dominant mechanism. Then keyhole welding with root spatter 
gradually evolves to remote fusion cutting, which was the case for several of the 48 front wave 
records [3]. 
 
    Although equally relevant for keyhole welding, the present study is dedicated to remote fusion 
cutting, a relatively new technique that is only partially understood. Schober et al. [13] calculated 
the cutting front angle from evaluation of high speed imaging records. Two sub-processes regarding 
RFC were observed [14], characterized by either pushing or dragging the melt during ejection, in 
dependency of the cutting velocity. The role of high fibre laser beam quality was studied by Mahrle 
et al. [15]. Matti et al.[16] analysed the RFC-process by developing a simplified semi-analytical 
model with a smooth, three-dimensional vaporization front. 
 
     Apart from studying the complex RFC-process as a whole, understanding of the isolated 
mechanisms is important. For a smooth surface, for front angles <80° beyond the Brewster 
maximum, stable Fresnel absorptivity between 40 and 48% was reported [17] while only for very 
glancing angle of incidence very high reflectivity takes place. The absorption of Nd:YAG laser 
beams (wavelength 1064 nm or 532 nm) on rough solid metal surfaces (Al, Cu, Ti, etc.) was studied 
experimentally and by ray-tracing simulation [18]. It was shown that for increasing slope of the hills 
(roughness over wave periodicity) and for more glancing angle-of-incidence the laser rays exceeded 
the thresholds for multiple scattering and for shadowing, see also Fig. 1(b). The absorptance 
changes from the Fresnel absorptivity characteristics to a flatter angular response. Even more 
fundamentally, the modulation of just the direct Fresnel absorptivity was calculated for a regular 
Gaussian wavy surface. For 1μm-wavelength lasers and steel [19] the overall absorptance across the 
surface tends for increasing waviness (slope) to the angle-averaged value of the Fresnel-curve, 33%. 
Comparing CO2- to 1 μm-lasers at a keyhole surface, waviness can cause inverted trends [20]. A 
basic map was elaborated [21]. It shows the opposite trend for CO2-lasers with respect to roughness 
and angle-of-incidence. The reason is the smaller Brewster angle that partially homogenizes the 
temperature across the waves by elevated absorption at domains of grazing incidence, in contrast to 
1 μm-lasers that experience the highest Fresnel absorptivity at the shoulders of the wave peaks. 
 
     Here a new approach is presented, namely to calculate the absorptivity modulation over a laser-
induced boiling front by post-modelling of the greyscale distribution [5] of selected high speed 
images from [3]. The derived topology is combined with modeling of a process front cavity for 
remote fusion cutting [16] to model a complex three-dimensional front surface topology, close to 
reality. Across this reconstructed topology, the Fresnel absorptivity [19,21,22] but also the beam 
projection [16,20] and in turn the absorption behaviour can be calculated by the new approach, 
called post-modelling. 
 
2. Methodology 
 
    The above methodology is composed of the following steps:(i) converting the greyscale from a 
high speed image of the wavy processing front to a two-dimensional topology; (ii) developing a 
representative cavity for the front; (iii) transforming the topology onto the cavity; calculating the 
angles of interaction of the propagating laser beam across the three-dimensional front; (iv) 
calculating the corresponding Fresnel-absorptivity distribution across the front, except for shadow 
domains; (v) calculating the absorption across the front, combining the absorptivity with the local 
beam projection; (vi) subsequent analysis of these distributions, particularly by mean values and 
frequency polygon method (similar to the histogram method). 
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     Note that the expression cavity here denotes the main shape or macro-geometry of the 
processing front, distinguishing from the wavy topology as the substructure or micro-geometry. The 
above method is demonstrated for one selected case, including a sensitivity analysis for the assumed 
topology height level h as well as analysis of temporal fluctuations, and as comparison for a second 
case. For the here studied laser wavelength of 1070 nm no plasma absorption will take place. 
Possible scattering by off streaming vapour is not taken into account. 
 
    For sake of simplicity, here ray tracing of multiple scattering is neglected but it can basically be 
included. Hence the absorption level can be underestimated and the shadow regimes are reduced to 
domains of formally negative angle-of-incidence. For the derivation of the topology from the 
greyscale, a height conversion factor h has to be assumed. As will be shown, the uncertainty of the 
height conversion can be bounded by comparing in a sensitivity study the sizes and shapes of 
different calculated shadow domains with the experimental images. Additional uncertainties in the 
post-modelling analysis arise from the modelled reconstruction of the three-dimensional cavity. 
Despite these uncertainties that have to be kept in mind, the obtained results were judged to be 
qualitatively and quantitatively realistic and representative. 
 
    The post-modelling starts from experimental evidence of a high speed image, here from an earlier 
study [3]. The two here selected cases were recently analysed in a deeper manner [5], then called 
Case III and Case V, carried out with a laser power of 13 kW and 15 kW, respectively. The material 
was 2.4 mm thick stainless steel AISI 304 and the cutting speed was 6 m/min. More experimental 
details can be found in [5]. The greyscale cam of the wave pattern of the selected high speed image 
was then transformed to a two-dimensional topology Xij(y,z), via a roughness conversion factor h: 
 ( , ) = ( , )                                                                                                                                    (1) 
 
     Although the mathematical model [16] is not yet accurate enough to sufficiently predict the 
cavity of the RFC-processing front, it provided a rather good (smooth) front shape approximation 
that was then matched to the image and process conditions: 
 = +                                                                                                                                          (2)  

X : circle centre offset, XS: smooth cavity surface profile, rv: radius of the semi-circle, all as a 
function of the discretized vertical position z. 
 
     The smooth cavity XS (y,z) is composed of horizontal semi-circles with radius rv (z) into depth z 
(for a z-discretization according to the vertical image pixel resolution), with varying circle centre 
location X (z) relative to the laser beam axis. The semi-circles that compose XS are calculated by the 
semi-analytical model that is described in[16] in detail. See Fig. 1 for the coordinate system. 
 
     The three-dimensional surface XF (y,z) of the wavy front is then generated by superimposing the 
two-dimensional topology Xij onto the smooth cavity XS: =                                                                                                                                                      (3) 
 
     Next, the angle of incidence of the laser beam on the material surface needs to be calculated at 
any location. The converging propagating laser beam (focus point Z0
top surface) can be approximated by a Gaussian laser beam with a wavefront curvature of radius R: 
 ( ) = 1 +                                                                                                                     (4) 
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( , ) =                                                                                                                                (5) 
 ( ) = ( )                                                                                                                                     (6) 
 ( ) = ( ) 1 +                                                                                                               (7) 

 
where beam power L, beam radius W at the waist, beam radius W(z), Rayleigh length ZR, focal 
plane position Z : axial peak power density in the focal plane Z = Z . 
 
     Here for a focal length of 300 mm (fibre diameter: 200 μm, magnification 2:1) a focal spot 
diameter of 400 μm and a Rayleigh length of ZR = ±4 mm resulted. The normalized unit vector of 
the propagating laser rays can accordingly be expressed by NL, or by a local angle of propagation l 
of a laser ray. 
 
     The three-dimensional wavy processing front XF (y,z) can be expressed by the normal unit vector 
 = , ,+ + = | |                                                                                                                         (8) 

     The angle-of-incidence  of the laser beam at any location (y,z)of the front surface results then 
by 

 =  .                                                                                                                                    (9)   

     The interaction between the laser beam and a three-dimensional wavy front is illustrated in 
Fig. 1(a), while Fig. 1(b) explains the interaction properties for a vertical section, including shadow 
regimes and the laser inclination angle l.  

     The absorptivity distribution A(y,z) of a circularly polarized laser beam across the surface can be 
calculated from Fresnel’s formulas, based on the angle of incidence  and on the optical constants 
n,k that in turn depend on the material, temperature and laser wavelength. For n2+ k2 >> 1, which is 
valid for metals at wavelengths ified expression of the Fresnel-
equations can be used: = 4 ( )( + ) ( ) + 2 ( ) + 1                                                                                               (10) 

= 4 ( )+ + 2 ( ) + ( )                                                                                                      (11) 

and for circular (or random) polarization 

= +2                                                                                                                                                     (12) 

optical constants are only partially explored and contain uncertainties, particularly at elevated 
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temperatures (here: boiling temperature) and for alloys. The values applied here come from a 
comprehensive literature survey of optical constants [20,21] that also includes analysis of the 
relevant Fresnel curves. 
      
      Eventually, of importance is the absorbed power density a over the processing front 
 = ( )                                                                                                                                                (13) 

     This value balances at any location of the boiling front the heat flux qv, which in the semi-
analytical model for the smooth cavity is estimated by [16]: 
 = ( ) 2 [( 2 ) . + 1 + cos( )] + cos( ) + cos( )                     (14) 

(processing speed v, ambient temperature Ta, specific mass density , specific heat capacity Cp, 
thermal diffusivity , latent heat of melting Lm, latent heat of vaporization Lv, v fraction of liquid 
mass that has boiled, azimuthal angle  of the respective horizontal semi-circle at depth z with 
radius rv). 
 
    This energy balance a = qv determines the local temperature gradient at the surface, as the main 
thermodynamic boundary condition, 
 =                                 (15) 

where K is the thermal conductivity. 

    The absorbed power density is a combination of the absorptivity A, the local laser beam power 
density L and the local projection of the laser beam onto the surface element, tan ( ). For 
convenience  = 90°  here. Note the grazing angle of incidence that leads to a much lower 
absorbed power density than the beam power density. As mentioned above, multiple scattering is 
not taken into account here. 
     

Eventually, the stochastic variations of the three main properties, namely angle-of-incidence , 
absorptivity A, and the combination with the beam projection, A × tan ( ), over the front are 
quantitatively analysed by the frequency polygon method. Frequency polygons describe and 
visualize as graphs the statistical probability or population distribution of a certain property under 
investigation. For example the frequency polygon N( ) can describe the likelihood of each possible 
angle of incidence  when evaluated across the processing front. A frequency polygon describes 
and visualizes the relation as a continuous curve while a histogram divides the relation into a 

. 
Frequency polygons here enable to identify e.g. dominant or extraordinary contributions among the 
large statistical variation of properties across the front. 

In the following, Reference Case III is presented in more detail, while as an example of a high 
speed image with a different wave pattern another Case V is briefly compared. For Case III, results 
of different height conversion factors h are shown, as are three time steps t1–t3, to study the 
according sensitivity. 
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Fig. 2. -induced wavy boiling front, (b) front 
topology in the horizontal plane derived from the image greyscale, and (c) reconstructed three-
dimensional wavy front cavity. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Reference case 

   The greyscale appearance of the selected high speed image for Reference Case III [5] is shown in 
Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows the image converted to a wavy surface topology. The image corresponds 
to a height of 1.6 mm and a width of 1.29 mm. The lower part of the front was cut off during 
recording. The spatial and transient nature of the wave pattern is discussed in [5]. The modelled 
three-dimensional front surface when superimposing the derived topology onto the smooth cavity 
model is illustrated in Fig. 2(c).  

Table 1: Mean value of the angle-of-
 

    
Case   [º] A [%] -] 

Ref III, h 0.5,  69.9 40.5 0.133 

III, h 0.2 73.2 41.4 0.111 

III, h 0.8 67.2 39.8 0.152 

V 73.0 40.8 0.112 

 
     The angle-of-incidence  of the laser beam on the respective front surface location is shown in 
Fig. 3(a).  = 90° are here rays parallel to the surface. Owing to the grazing incidence, all angles are 

°<  < 90°) are coloured black. The corresponding 
Fresnel-absorptivity modulation A(y,z) across the wavy front is shown in Fig. 3(b). The scale was 
chosen such as to visualize the variations from 35% (normal incidence absorptivity) to 44% 
(Brewster peak absorptivity). The range 0–35% is much less present, mainly in very narrow 
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domains just above the shadows. The temperature gradients at the surface are determined by the 
absorption A × tan ( ), i.e. including the beam projection, which is distributed as in Fig. 3(c). The 
statistical mean value of the angle, absorptivity and absorption across the front surface (across a 
central rectangle as wide as the bottom front width) are given in Table 1. 
 
3.2. Roughness variation 

     The reconstruction of the topology required to assume a conversion factor h from image 
greyscale to roughness height. h = 0.5 was proven a suitable value, although some uncertainty 
remains. By comparison with the size and shape of the shadow domains it became clear that h = 0.2 
generated a too smooth surface with too small shadow areas, as shown for the absorptivity 
distribution in Fig. 4(a) while h = 0.8 generated too large shadow areas, see Fig. 4(b), in comparison 
to the reference case h = 0.5 in Fig. 3(b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Fig. 3 -modelled distribution over the reconstructed wavy front (
t = t2): (a) angle-of- Fresnel absorptivity A, and (c) absorption A × tan ( ) (black: 
shadow domains). 
 
The roughness corresponding to the h-values of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 was 55 μm, 138 μm and 220 μm, 
respectively (maximum height differences; the mean values of roughness are 35 μm, 87 μm and 
140 μm). The statistical distribution (in a representative central rectangle as wide as the front 
bottom, 0.557 mm) of contributing values for , A and A × tan ( ) for the three roughness 
conversion factors h is shown by the frequency polygons in Fig. 5, which corresponds to the mean 
values of Table 1. The angle distribution in Fig. 5(a) shows two distinct peaks for low roughness h 
= 0.2 that originate from the cavity geometry. As there is higher roughness there tends to be a more 
equal distribution of angles. Corresponding peaks can be found in the absorption distribution, Fig. 
5(c), again most pronounced for h = 0.2. Most of the absorptivity contributions, Fig. 5(b), remain in 
a window between 35.7% and 43.4%. The latter boundary is the Brewster maximum while the 
former is the absorptivity for incidence normal to the surface. Inside this range the probability of 
contributions increases towards these two limits, while the roughness slightly shifts the distribution 
character. A large percentage of angles are located and modulated at the long, flat branch of the 
Fresnel curve towards normal incidence. Only a small percentage of surface elements modulate the 
angle at very glancing incidence, for which the Fresnel curve strongly modulates the absorptivity 
from 35% down to zero. 
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Table 2
 

  
 

[%] 

Case III, t2, roughness conversion h Case III, h= 0.5, 
time step t 

Case V 

0.2 0.5 0.8 t1  t3  V 

Shadow 
Regime E  

10.67 23.54 30.08 24.55  25.81  24.95 

Steep Fresnel 
Regime B 

13.97 11.5 9.02 11.63  11.43  15.4 

Flat Fresnel 
Regime C,D    

75.35 64.95 60.89 63.81  62.74  60.56 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Calculated absorptivity A over the front for two different roughness conversion levels: (a) 
h =  
 
This statistical share is given in Table 2. For the reference case, 23.5% of the cavity surface is in 
shadow (in the central rectangular area that was analysed), 11.5% belongs to the steep Fresnel-
branch and 65.0% of the surface elements have angles-of-incidence that capture the absorptivity A 
in the narrow window of 35.7–43.4%. In other words, from the illuminated surface elements 85% 
remain in this very narrow window, which makes the absorptivity very predictable. Note that the 
mean value here is A = 40.5%. This behaviour was already predicted for simplified regular wavy 
surfaces [19] and is now confirmed for a more stochastic waviness distribution. While the here 
studied (most relevant) combination of a 1 μm wavelength laser with steel (Fe) has a Fresnel 
characteristics that leads to this narrow window, the characteristics, values and behaviour can differ 
significantly for other wavelengths [22] and metals. 
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Fig. 5. 
A, and (c) absorption A × tan (  
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3.3. Time dependency  
 
     Fig. 6(a)–(c) shows a selected topology from the reference case (Fig. 6(b) is part of Fig. 2(b)) 
that significantly changes during three time steps of ± 22 μs. A topology group of peaks is encircled 
that changes shape and combines or separates [5], as do the shadows. The corresponding calculated 
absorptivity modulations are shown in Fig. 6(d)-(f). Despite the topology fluctuations, in average 
evaluation across the area has hardly given any larger statistical fluctuations of the absorptivity and 
of the shadow areas. The overall process keeps constant over time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. (a)–(c) Selected topology area (group of peaks encircled) and (d)–(f) calculated Fresnel-
absorptivity distribution for three time steps; (a) and (d) t1  2

3  
 
3.4. Comparison with another case 
 
     To compare the presented results to a front with a different situation (laser power 15 kW instead 
of 13 kW) and a quite different pattern, Fig. 7 shows the topology and the absorptivity modulation 
for Case V from [5]. Note that for this image the whole workpiece thickness of 2.4 mm can be seen. 
In the lower part of the image the melt is ejected downwards and the open cut kerf can be seen. For 
the Reference Case III the main front inclination angle was identified to be 4.5°while for Case V it 
is 2°. This is a big difference for the process and also for the location of the operating point in the 
Fresnel characteristics. From the angle frequency polygon in Fig. 8(a) this front angle appears as a 
minimum around the cavity characteristics that is different for Case V compared to Reference Case 
III. Again this causes somewhat different absorption behaviour in Fig. 8(c), while the absorptivity 
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characteristic remains very similar. In addition, the mean values and shares in Tables 1 and 2 show 
different values for the two cases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. -
and (b) Fresnel-absorptivity A over the front. 
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Fig. 8. 
(b) Fresnel absorptivity A, and (c) absorption A × tan ( ). 

 
 
    The main trends for the absorption at a wavy processing front are illustrated in Fig. 9, relating 
surface waves with the Fresnel-curve. Five Regimes B–F can be distinguished. Here for a 
facilitating explanation the surface starts smoothly from the top, followed by growing humps that 
eventually cause a shadow regime. Regimes B–D are related to the two branches of the Fresnel-
curve. Regime °) of glancing incidence in which 
the absorptivity varies from 0% to the level of normal incidence absorptivity A0, here 35.7 %. This 
Regime B takes place in very narrow regions, just at the upper edge to shadow Regime E. Regime C 
from the above limit A = 35.7% /  = 85° to the Brewster peak is denominated separately, because 
its absorptivity is high and contributes statistically to the same distribution as the wide Regime D 
(difficult to distinguish in the analysis). The shadow Regime E is defined by negative surface angles 
while ray-tracing defines the wider border of shadow Regime F. In Cases III and V the main angle 
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i (88°, 85.5°) representing the front was in Regime B, which would correspond to high sensitivity 
of the absorptivity for a smooth front. However, even slight waviness already strongly modulates 
the angle and absorptivity. Although the front and its modulation starts in B-Regime, it rapidly 
enters C- and D-regimes of quite stable high absorptivity as well as causing shadows, Regimes E 
and F. This is confirmed by the frequency polygons in Figs. 5 and 8 and by the shares of the 
regimes, Table 2. Despite the assumptions and simplifications of the here presented results they are 
sufficiently representative to explain several main mechanisms qualitatively as well as providing 
valuable quantitative estimations to describe the melt front waviness and absorption modulation that 
permanently take place in real processing. 
 
 

   
   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. 

–D, magnified, are related to characteristic regimes of the shown 
Fresnel-  
 
4. Conclusions 
 
 For a laser-induced boiling front like in remote fusion cutting, waviness in combination with 

the cavity characteristics tends to generate a large share of shadow regimes. 
 For higher roughness the cavity geometry has less influence on the absorption. 
 Most of the illuminated front regions tend to keep the absorptivity within a range of 35–

43%, for the Fresnel-characteristics of 1 μm-wavelength lasers and steel, while only small 
domains adjacent to the shadow regimes experience the highly sensitive Fresnel regime of 
lower absorptivity. 

 Although the wave topology strongly fluctuates in a complex manner, the average 
absorption level in space and time remains unaffected. 

 While the Fresnel-absorptivity remains rather constant across the illuminated domains of the 
front, the absorption and its induced temperature gradient strongly varies because of the 
varying surface angles and beam projection. 

 Post-modelling of high speed images, here to reconstruct the wavy front and to calculate the 
spatial and temporal statistical variations of the topology and absorption, turned out to be a 
powerful method; the degree of uncertainty remains low. 
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Abstract 

The boiling front induced by a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser at very slow translation speed was studied. 
The purpose is to understand fundamental melt movement mechanisms. The melt was observed by 
high speed imaging, with and without illumination. When switching on the laser beam a hole is 
drilled through a bulk of melt. The hole expands and the boiling pressure gradually opens the melt 
bridge, instead developing an interaction front similar to cutting. These conditions remain in quasi-
steady state during the pulse. The ablation pressure from boiling shears waves down the front and 
keeps the melt downwards in a stable position. When switching off, the waves smoothen and in 
absence of boiling the surface tension drags the melt back upwards, to semi-torus-like Catenoid 
shape. Evidence on the large melt pool and its shape was achieved by three-dimensional 
reconstruction from cross section macrographs. The basic findings how melt can move with and 
without ablation pressure can enable controlled melt dynamics for various laser processing 
techniques, like remote cutting, ablation, keyhole welding or drilling.  
0143-8166/© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.optlaseng.2016.07.008 

Keywords; Pulsed laser; Melt dynamics; Remote cutting; Ejection; Wavy surface; High speed 
imaging  

1. Introduction 

     During laser materials processing, such as welding, cutting, additive manufacturing, cladding or 
drilling with laser beams, the melt flows in a highly complex manner that is essential for the 
resulting product quality, after resolidification. Though very important, the melt flow is only 
partially understood and not fully under control, which can generate imperfections in the product. 
Here a specific geometrical situation of the interaction of a pulsed laser beam with the melt was 
created to enable extended observation of the melt flow by a high speed imaging camera. The 
findings contribute to an enhanced fundamental understanding of melt flow phenomena that are 
relevant for laser materials processing in general. 
 
     Although much is unexplored yet, many studies have addressed the melt flow in laser materials 
processing, as will be described in the following. 
 
     Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was applied for calculation of the melt flow and its 
manifold accompanying mechanisms in laser materials processing, including beam absorption, 
evaporation, plasma formation, hydrodynamic instabilities or gas dynamics [1-6]. For techniques 
like keyhole laser welding, remote laser cutting or laser drilling a direct driving mechanism of the 
melt is generated from the laser beam by achieving the boiling temperature at the interaction front. 
The off-streaming vapour generates an ablation pressure (also called recoil pressure) that can 
strongly accelerate the melt. Melt removal via the laser-induced ablation pressure is applied in laser 
drilling [3,7] and in remote laser cutting techniques. There, a thin molten layer forms that is 
accelerated by the induced pressure gradients. The vector component of the melt film momentum 
normal to the surface then needs to exceed the surface tension forces to enable melt ejection. 
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During cw-mode (continuous wave) laser keyhole welding mechanisms like Marangoni convection 
and melt flow around the keyhole take place. In case of pulsed laser processing it was shown that 
the interaction from optimum pulsing can withstand mechanisms that generate weld imperfections, 
like keyhole collapse and porosity. 

     Switching the laser pulse off and in tum the boiling action can rapidly alter the mechanisms from 
hydrostatic pressure, surface tension forces, squeezed melt or shear stress. The duration of pulse-
low can then govern the solidification behaviour [8]. 

     For longer pulse durations of the order of milliseconds, simulations [9] have shown a transition 
from hydrodynamic expulsion to explosive expulsion of the melt, which increased the average 
velocity of the expelled droplets. Similarly, in full penetration keyhole laser welding, spatter 
ejection at the root can take place. Apart from the above mechanism, the drag force from a strong 
metal vapour jet escaping the keyhole bottom opening can accelerate and eject the melt [10]. 

      While usually during keyhole welding the surface tension forces are directed against the 
ablation pressure, for very thin sheets a peculiar phenomenon was observed, which was then called 
donut laser welding. [11] The keyhole developed a Catenoid-shape (similar to a torus) where the 
vertical positive curvature balances the negative horizontal curvature with respect to surface tension 
(Young-Laplace equation) at any location. For a pulsed laser beam, the hole was periodically 
moved further, by slight boiling action. 

     Particularly in larger melt pools, Marangoni convection, driven by temperature and in tum 
surface tension gradients, causes vortices along with heat convection, often in a complex manner 
[12]. Several flow patterns in the weld pool during laser welding, including inner vortex flow 
behind the bottom part of a blind keyhole, were predicted by modelling and observed in x-ray 
transmission imaging experiments [13]. Similarities in the melt flow behaviour of metals can also 
be found in very different techniques, like vortices in a basic oxygen furnace during steelmaking 
[14] that may cause surface instabilities and in tum affect the generation of metal droplets and their 
size distribution. In the same context, longer pulse durations in laser drilling generate eddies 
beneath the melted layer, which might cause a wavy topology at the walls of the hole [9]. 

     A wavy surface flowing downwards was observed at the keyhole front during laser welding, by 
ultra high speed imaging (180 000 fps) of the non-illuminated thermal radiations [15]. The effects 
from recoil pressure and surface tension forces periodically drive the humps downwards and can 
cause collapse of the keyhole [13].The wave behaviour and its statistical consequences on the laser 
beam absorption were deeper analysed, by categorizing the patterns and by their evaluation as a 
function of time [16] as well as by reconstruction of the wavy front and post-modelling of the 
resulting absorption behaviour.[17]. 

     Beside observation of the melt flow by high speed imaging, a highly valuable method for deeper 
analysis is mathematical modelling of the physical mechanisms, owing to the complexity 
particularly by numerical simulation. The mechanisms addressed comprise boiling, mass and heat 
transfer, phase transitions, Marangoni (thermocapillary) flow, ablation (recoil) pressure, shear 
stress, surface tension (pressure from the curvature), gas dynamics (including the Knudsen layer), 
spatter ejection, humping, absorption, beam scattering, multiple reflections, recondensation, and in 
particular the geometrical interaction conditions (e.g. the absorption front and its topology) [1,3-
9,12-14,17-23]. 

     During gas assisted laser cutting an instability of the side regions of the front kerf causes a 
periodical initiation of the resulting striation topology. Hirano and Fabbro [24] explained the 
combined instability (thermal and hydrodynamic) due to surface tension in the central and side 
region of the front kerf by a physical model. Yilbas et al. [25] observed a pulsating nature of the 
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molten metal along the cut. The striation formation of the resulting cut for pulsed lasers was 
associated with melt film instabilities, particularly determined by the geometrical relations. A linear 
stability analysis addressing the formation of striations was also carried out by Vossen et al. [6]. 

     The melt of several laser techniques (namely keyhole welding, remote cutting, drilling and 
ablation) is mainly driven by the ablation pressure from boiling, which is achieved for laser power 
densities in the range of 0.1-100 MW/cm2 [21]. For iron a temperature of about 3250 K was 
measured for which the boiling pressure starts to affect the melt, accompanied by a high level of 
recondensation. Melt ejection can take place initially when developing a keyhole or front [8], 
followed by stabilisation. 

     The ambient pressure was found and demonstrated to have great influence on a laser-induced 
evaporation process [21-23], as was considered by a modified recoil pressure model [22,23]. Pang 
et al. [22] have shown that the observed increase in penetration depth during laser welding under 
vacuum (1-2 orders of magnitude below atmospheric pressure) is, apart from other phenomena, 
caused by temperature differences at the keyhole wall. 

     During laser drilling, for increasing depth the variation of the absorption can modulate the 
ablation pressure and in turn the piston effect such that the molten material can retain at the wall of 
the hole [26]. Therefore forces from evaporation can change their direction and magnitude 
dramatically depending on the temperature, position and slope of the irradiated liquid surface [2]. A 
systematic experimental study to identify the initiation of melt surface deformation from the recoil 
pressure was carried out by Hirano et al. for iron [21]. For cw-laser cutting, high speed imaging 
enabled to observe the hydrodynamics of the melt layer on the kerf front at frame rates of 20 000 
fps [24] and to quantify the cut front properties with respect to measuring the position of the 
operating (melting) point at frame rates of 4000 fps [5]. For laser drilling, the dynamic behaviour of 
the melt and vapour was observed at 4500 fps [7] and at 100 000 fps [27]. Berger et al. [28] 
recorded the generated capillary behaviour of the laser interaction in water and ice, enabling the 
clear observation of local capillary collapses. 

     The thermal radiation level was measured with a CMOS camera sensor at 20 000 fps, to 
determine the threshold surface temperature [21]. Other observations were made in combination 
with x-ray transmission imaging from the side, which also enabled reconstruction of the three-
dimensional melt pool and capillary in laser welding [29]. Gatzen et al. [30] recorded the melt flow 
behaviour in laser welding, at 500 fps, which revealed that the flow becomes deflected under an 
external alternating magnetic field. Kaplan et al. [19] performed analysis of the keyhole collapse 
along with bubble formation for pulsed lasers, X-ray recorded at 1000 fps and accompanied by a 
mathematical model. The typical time constants of the respective mechanisms were identified, in 
particular collapsing within milliseconds. 

     For pulsed laser beams the initiation and collapse of the keyhole is of interest. Zhou et al. [8] 
presented modelling of the evolution of the melt during the keyhole collapse and solidification 
process. Once the laser is shut-off, plasma radiation remains as heat source, though with very small 
heat capacity and rapid temperature decay. During the keyhole collapse the keyhole closes first on 
top and liquid metal from the top then flows downwards to refill the keyhole [8]. The pulse 
termination in spot laser welding leads to recondensation of the keyhole vapour which in turn drives 
shielding gas into keyhole, by flow inversion. In case of the formation of a bubble the shielding gas 
then prevents a complete collapse [19]. From calculations it can be analysed under which conditions 
the bubble either moves to the melt pool surface where it relaxes or is earlier trapped as a pore by 
the solidification front [1]. By fast laser switch-off the keyhole morphology was captured [26]. The 
morphology indicated that the keyhole can be divided into two regions; (i) the laser action region 
with a diameter similar to the laser spot covers a series of concentric elliptical rings that originate 
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from the start of the melt flow; (ii) the region maintaining the metallic vapor pressure has a 
diameter larger than twice the spot, along with a smooth keyhole wall. 

     One strategy to overcome problems encountered with cw-laser processing are short pulses, 
which can for example cause less diffusion of heat and less thermal load. 

     While quasi-steady state conditions of a laser-induced boiling front were studied earlier [15-17], 
here the transient on- and off-phenomena for a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser beam are studied, by high 
speed imaging. Specific conditions were created to enable clear high speed imaging observation of 
several transient melt flow phenomena that are of general interest. 

2. Methodology 

     For the here presented study a special situation was created in order to fundamentally observe 
and analyse the melt dynamics driven by boiling action when interacting with a pulsed laser beam. 
A pulsed high power laser beam travels slowly forward to achieve melting and boiling. The slow 
speed generates a large melt pool. When switching to pulse high, boiling drills a hole into the melt 
and later opens the melt to a quasi-steady front. This opening dynamics can then be well observed. 
The quasi-steady front keeps pushing the large melt downwards, though only ejecting a small 
amount. When switching to pulse low, boiling stops and surface tension forces reshape the large 
melt, until the next pulse-high period starts. Slowly, a proceeding cutting process takes place. These 
chosen conditions enabled the camera observation of several important phenomena that improve the 
basic understanding of the dynamic laser-melt-interaction. 

     The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Mild steel (EN10130, made by SSAB) plate 
specimens of 1.5 mm in thickness were applied for cutting, generating a cut length of 15 mm into 
the plate. The effect of changes in laser power, pulse duration, duty cycle, cutting speed and 
defocussing distance on the cutting process was initially investigated to achieve the desired process 
conditions suitable for this fundamental study. The process parameters are given in Table 1. 

    The cutting experiments were performed with a 3 kW Nd:YAG laser (model Haas HL 3006D, 
wavelength 1064 nm, Beam Parameter Product 25 mm·mrad). The core diameter of the optical fibre 
was 600 μm, focused to a beam spot diameter of 300 μm. The Rayleigh length (depth-of-focus) 
results to ± 0.75 mm. A focal position 1 mm above the top surface of the workpiece was chosen, 
resulting in a beam diameter of 500 μm and a peak power density of 1.02 MW/cm2 at the surface 
(for 2 kW). The here studied conditions were achieved for a very low speed of 0.02 m/min. 
Therefore each pulse advanced merely by 10 μm. The laser was operated in pulsed mode (square 
wave), with 2 kW peak power (Ppeak) and 30 W power low level. The pulse duration was 10 ms 
pulse high and 20 ms pulse low. Despite programming a square pulse shape, uncertainties remain in 
the real ramping up/down duration. Nonetheless, particularly the switch-off experiments indicate 
(through very abrupt drop of the emission level from the processing front) that a sufficiently short 
ramping duration took place. Argon was used as the protecting gas, supplied coaxially through a 
nozzle. 
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Fig. 1. -up, showing the workpiece, the processing head and the high speed 
imaging equipment. 

Table 1: Laser cutting parameters 

 
Parameter  Value and unit 

Speed  0.02 m/min 
Laser power - high 2 kW 
Laser power - low 30 W 
Pulse duration - high 20 ms 
Pulse duration - low 10 ms 
Pulse frequency 33.3 Hz 
Duty cycle  33.3 % 
Fibre diameter 600 μm 
Collimator focal length 200 mm 
Focusing focal length 100 mm 
Focus diameter 300 μm 
Focal plane position +1 mm 
Rayleigh length ± 0.75 mm 
Shielding gas flow (Ar) 16 l/min 
      
     Observation of the process was carried out by high speed imaging (HSI). Two techniques were 
applied: When observing the three-dimensional processing front and the surrounding material, an 
illumination laser was applied, though limiting the frame rate. In order to observe the most 
important information, namely the waves (surface features) moving down the processing front, 
recording was done without illumination, i.e. based on the thermal front emission variations, 
enabling very high frame rates at short exposure times. For the latter technique, a frame rate of 180 
000 fps was applied along with an exposure time of 3.7 μs and 12 bit dynamic range (greyscale). 
The recorded field of view was decreased to 128 x 128 pixels, with 12.9 μm/pixel. The above 
monitoring was performed by using the camera Photron FASTCAM SA1.1 (equipped with a 105 
mm Micro-Nikkon lens). An aperture of 11 (f-number) was chosen to observe the front face at an 
angle of 24°. A band-pass filter of level LG9 (laser safety glasses nomenclature) was suitable from 
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experience to block part of the processing light from the camera (blocked spectrum: 190-400 nm 
and 730-1090 nm). 

     
was employed, via an optical fibre, see Fig. 1. Recording was then done at frame rate of 10 000 fps 
and shutter speed of 98.7 μs. In this case the camera Photron FASTCAM Mini UX100 was applied 
(together with a 105 mm Micro-Nikkon lens), to observe the front face at angles of 45° but also 
horizontally, i.e. at 0°. A narrow band pass filter matching the laser wavelength was applied in front 
of the camera, blocking most of the process light (including scattering by the off-streaming metal 
vapour). The recording corresponding to these two observation angles was done in a dynamic range 
of 12 bit and 16 bit, respectively. For 16 bit, depending on the analysis, a bit-shift was optionally 
applied to either study lower or higher level bit-ranges and greyscales. The aperture size was 
adjusted to 11 and 16 (f-number), while the field-of-view was reduced to 768 x 320 pixels and 1280 
x 464 pixels, respectively. A Photron FASTCAM Viewer software (Fiji software, Image J) was 
used for post imaging to improve brightness and contrast, including the so-called unsharp masking 
method. Owing to strong variations in the pulsed process and in its recorded greyscale, the 16 bit 
dynamic range provided more freedom to analyse the images depending on the situation, including 
also streak image evaluation. 

    Additional analysis included the following; Using the sensitive balance instrument, the drops 
ejected at the bottom were weighed. The typical particle size was estimated. Subsequent to cutting, 
polishing and etching, macrographs of cross sections of the resulting cut were made at several slices 
towards the point where the cut was stopped. This enabled to identify and reconstruct the solidified 
front when switching off, in three dimensions. 

3. Results and discussion 

     First the dynamic behaviour of the melt during switching-on the laser pulse will be presented, 
followed by the quasi-steady state situation during pulse-high and by switching-off the laser pulse, 
complemented by metallographic and image analysis. 

3.1. Switching laser-on 

     Fig. 2(a) shows a sequence of high speed images of the melt front for a selected pulse when 
switching the laser pulse-high, with diode laser illumination, while Fig. 2(b) shows the front 
without illumination. In Fig. 3 the main melt behaviour is schematically illustrated from the side. 

     Starting from a bulk of relaxed melt (with a shape that will be explained below), the laser beam 
induces boiling, Fig. 3(a). The ablation (or recoil) pressure starts to drill a hole into the melt, Fig. 
3(b), eventually drilling the hole through, and for a period from 0.6 ms to 1.0 ms in Fig. 2(a),(b), 
ejecting a considerable amount of spatter at the bottom, as illustrated in Fig. 3(c). As can be well 
seen from the ultra high speed images based on thermal emissions, Fig. 2(b), waves move down the 
front that drive the melt downwards, similar to earlier observations for cw-lasers [15- 17]. Still the 
laser has drilled a hole in the large melt, bounded by an outer wall that decreases in height, probably 
by a similar shearing action of laser-boiling-driven waves moving down. Eventually, the outer wall 
or bridge of the melt breaks up (within tens of μs) towards the sides, developing an open cut front 
instead, Fig. 3(d). During the periods of 1.9-2.7 ms in Fig. 2(a) and particularly for 1.1-1.3 ms 
without illumination in Fig. 2(b) (which is a separate recording) this dynamic event of opening a 
melt bridge can be very clearly seen, for the first time. Meanwhile a significant portion of the melt 
was driven to the bottom, forming a pending drop. The laser continues to induce boiling at the front. 
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Ablation pressure driven waves move down that keep the front and the drop in their position 
(probably inducing vortices, for continuum of mass). The amount of spatter becomes little, 
corresponding to the very low processing speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. High speed images (time steps given in the first row below the images, accumulated time in 
the second row) of the melt front when switching-on the laser beam: (a) with additional 
illumination of the front, (b) without illumination (repeated experiment, these frames correspond 
to the blue box field-of-view in the second frame above). 

3.2. Quasi-steady state for laser pulse-high 

     The final conditions, shown in the last frame in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively, and in Fig. 3(d), 
remain as quasi-steady state until the laser pulse is switched-off again. The pulse duration of 10 ms 
is long enough to maintain conditions with front waves moving downwards that resemble the 
observations for a cw-laser in keyhole welding [15] and in remote fusion cutting [16,17]. One 

2/2 (0.43 mN/m2), (mass 
2ms) of 

the upstreaming melt, to be redirected by boiling action and ablation pressure. This weak 
momentum along with a rather weakly focused laser beam generates only few spatter at the bottom 
but instead continues to keep the melt front and the suspended drop in place, probably accompanied 
by a flow eddy. This behaviour demonstrates that laser beams can be applied to constantly position 
a body of melt, in a controlled, harnessed manner, all via induced boiling and the controlled 
downward flow of the waves. 

     The minimum maintenance or holding time to achieve quasi-steady state conditions at the front 
is of the order of magnitude of 0.1-1 ms (i.e. much shorter than the here applied pulse high duration 
of 10 ms), as can be seen in the high speed images from the reaction of the melt to dynamic 
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perturbations. Similarly, from mathematical modelling, the dynamic reaction of a metal melt body 
resulted typically to 0.1-10 ms [19], depending on pressure conditions, forces and dimensions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. -on the laser pulse: (a) drilling 
initiation into a larger bulk of melt, (b) hole drilling, (c) drilling through, causing drop ejections 
and finally breaking the outer front melt wall, (d) open quasi-steady state boiling front, keeping a 
large pending drop in position. 

     More details about quasi-steady state conditions, during the interaction of a cw-laser with the 
melt in keyhole laser welding, can be found in the observations given by Eriksson et al. [15] and 
subsequent analysis [16, 17], while the here presented dynamic pw-laser study is of complementary 
character. 

3.3. Switching laser-off 

     High speed images of the melt flow when switching-off the laser pulse are shown in Fig. 4(a) 
with illumination and in Fig.4 (b) without illumination. Since recording without illumination is 
based on the varying temperature and thermal emissions across the front [15-17], a coloured 
visualisation is shown in Fig. 4(c). For the dynamic range (in these frames 12 bit recorded), a bit 
shift can be applied, shifting the saturation level and visualisation range along the recorded 
greyscale limits. Fig. 4(b) applies the 4 bit shift, addressing the higher greyscale levels, as does Fig. 
2(b), to avoid saturation. The first frame in Fig. 4(c) is the same as in Fig. 4(b), just with colour 
visualisation, clearly showing the wave pattern. The second frame in Fig. 4(c) shows the same 
image with 6 bit shift, in saturation, appearing and overexposed. This 6 bit shift becomes valuable 
to better visualise (lower greyscale range) the hot areas of the front when cooling down, which 
become quite dark in Fig. 4(b). Additional explanations for the events that take place at the front 
during this relaxation period are illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that the first and last images for 
switching-off are linked to the last and first images for switching-on, through the quasi-steady state 
periods. 
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     The first frames in Fig. 4(b) still represent variations of the waves during the quasi-steady state, 
while from 693 μs to 869 μs the laser is switched off and the wavy front morphology smoothens 
during about 100 μs, see Fig. 5(a),(b). 

     When the laser pulse is switched-off, the ablation pressure fades away and the surface tension 
forces via the local melt surface curvature pull the accumulated melt at the bottom edge upwards, 
see Fig. 5(b),(c), following the Young-Laplace equation 

= 1 + 1
 

(pst Rx 
and Ry in two orthogonal directions tangential to the surface). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. High speed images (time steps given in black colour, accumulated time in red colour) of the 
melt front when switching-off the laser beam: (a) with illumination, (b) without illumination, 4 bit 

ift (cooler appearances; except first 
frame, repeated) and colour visualisation (correlated to temperature). (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 5. -off the laser pulse: (a) wavy 
front with suspended drop during laser-on, (b) smoothening and surface tension driven reverse flow 
when switching-off, (c) oscillating and retreating melt pool, (d) semi-torus-like Catenoid shape for 
equilibrium surface tension forces, after retreat of the melt. 

     Eventually (after about a millisecond), the melt is pulled upwards to a suspended melt pool, 
Fig. 5(d), in quasi-equilibrium curvature conditions that fulfill the Young-Laplace equation. This 
shape resembles a Catenoid, a torus-like shape, as observed in a welding study earlier [11], but cut 
in half, as will be shown below. The reference line in Fig. 4(a) facilitates to see the movement of the 
drop upwards to a final though slightly oscillating quasi-steady pulse-low state, particularly of the 
melt bottom (from convex to concave), for 1.4 ms to 19.7 ms. This is visualised by a horizontal 
camera view on the front in Fig. 6. As can be seen for the last frames in Fig. 4(a), the cooler 
domains of the surface are covered by an oxide layer, which supported tracking of the melt flow. 
Fig. 4 (c) makes clear that the melt front cools faster (about 1 ms) in the lower region and to the 
sides than in the central upper region, bearing in mind that a pulse-low power level (30 W) of the 
laser beam irradiation remains. 
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Fig. 6. High speed image (normal view on the front) of the pending drop (convex) just before 
switching-off, and the retreating oscillating shape of the melt bottom after switched off  (curves are 

 -time steps),until pulled upwards (concave, semi-Catenoid ). 

3.4. Macrographic visualization 

     Fig. 7 shows the appearance of the terminated cut that stopped in the middle of the steel sheet, 
confirming that the melt pool was large. The main horizontal and vertical semi-circular sections of 
the Catenoid-like switch-off shape can be seen. From the longitudinal section in Fig. 7(b), see also 
Fig. 5(d), and following the reference lines to Fig. 7(a),(c) it can be observed that the solidified melt 
is larger at the bottom. This results from the downstreaming melt and the temporarily pending drop, 
Fig. 5(a)-(c) that has then retreated to this final shape, Fig. 5(d). The indicated laser beam spot 
makes clear that a new pulse would hit the middle of the large melt, to initiate drilling, as in Fig. 
3(a). 
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Fig. 7. Macrographs of the end of the cut: (a) top view, with solidified melt front and heat affected 
zone (laser spot indicated as circle), (b) longitudinal section of the cut front centreline, (c) bottom 
view. 

    To reconstruct and visualise the three-dimensional surface and solid-liquid interface shapes of 
this solidified melt of the terminated cut, a number of cross section macrographs in the direction of 
the translation speed were made (cutting, polishing, etching), see Fig. 8. From the cross section 
macrographs along the cut, Fig. 8 (d), the surface of the cut edges and of the terminated cut front 
can be seen, extracted in Fig. 8(c) and visualised in 3D in Fig. 8(a). The front resembles a Catenoid-
like shape, Fig. 8(b), cut vertically in half. The solidification interface from the macrographs is 
shown in Fig. 8(e) and visualised in 3D in Fig. 8(f), but also in Fig. 8(a). Again the wider extension 
of the lower part of the melt can be seen. 
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Fig. 8. The three-dimensional shape of the solidified melt at the end of the cut, reconstructed from   
(d) ten cross section macrographs along the cut: it is bounded (a),(c) by the surface (resembling 
(b) a Catenoid, cut in half) and (e),(f) by the solid-liquid-interface; two cross section shapes A and 
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    It can be estimated that the melt radius for half the sheet thickness (R=0.75 mm) generates an 
outwards directed surface tension pressure of S/R=2227 N/m2 (surface tension assumed 
S=1.67 N/m). The here generated cut kerf width of about 0.8 mm corresponds to a stronger pressure 
of 4175 N/m2, directed inwards at the semi-torus-like melt front. This value is higher and drags the 
melt somewhat to the centre, as the shapes of the cut edges show. The pending drop, see Fig. 6, can 
start with a quite small radius of R=0.3 mm, which results in 2S/R=11 133 N/m2, which after 
switching off strongly forces the retreat (that gradually lowers the radius). These estimations help to 
understand the forces against the ablation pressure and towards melt equilibrium. 

     The solidified drops ejected from the bottom of the cut sample were collected and weighed by a 
sensitive balance instrument. The collected drop weight of 61 mg was 53% of 114 mg that would 
correspond to the empty cut kerf volume. The difference might arise from evaporation, spatter in 
other directions and uncertainties from thermal kerf distortion. The average size of the particles was 
68 μm. 

 

     Quantitative evaluation of the high speed images provided additional information. The 
maximum level and the spatially averaged (over a defined rectangular zone, without illumination) 
greyscale (here bit shift 5, for 12 bit dynamic range) of the interaction front as a function of time is 
shown in Fig. 9(a) for switching-off the laser.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. (a) Maximum and spatially averaged greyscale values of the high speed images of the front 
(without illumination) as a function of time, during switching-off, (b) derived streak image, i.e. the 
recorded front centreline (with illumination) as a function of time, for two pulses, and extracted the 
lower edge position of the melt. 
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    Note that the exact duration of ramping down the pulse for the lamp-pumped Nd:YAG-laser is 
not known. From the curve and from the images the instant of switching-off is very clear and the 
range of uncertainty is narrow. Before switching-off, the greyscale oscillates at high level, 
according to the dynamics of the waves flowing down and their brightness, probably associated 
with temporary (rather than permanent) boiling events, as shown earlier [16]. After switching-off, 
the greyscale linearly decays within 1 ms to a low level, probably representing the cooling cycle, 
see also Fig. 4(c). 

    Another analysis aimed to inspect the movement of the bottom edge of the melt. Fig. 9(b) shows 
a streak image extracted from the high speed images (with illumination) at a horizontally  
0° observation of the camera for the period of two laser pulses (the white areas are the hot front 
during pulse-high). The vertical centreline of the images is plotted as a function of time. The 
position of the lower edge of the melt as a function of time is plotted separately below the streak 
image, for clarity. As can be seen, during the pulses the melt first continuously and in an oscillating 
manner is pushed down to the pending drop position where it remains until the laser pulse is 
switched off. Then the melt is pulled up, within a few milliseconds and remains in the higher 
Catenoid-position, slightly oscillating, until the next pulse. 

4. Conclusions 

    A special interaction situation between a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser and  a boiling melt was studied, 
based on high speed imaging observation. 

(1) This specific situation of slow speed cutting facilitated to observe for the first time the 
dynamic melt flow of a laser-induced boiling front, when switching the laser on, or off. 

(2) When switching-on, drilling of a hole into a large bulk of melt has expanded such that 
eventually the outer melt bridge broke up, within tens of μs, instead developing a cutting 
front. 

(3) The pulse duration of 10 ms was long enough to establish steady state conditions during 
which the boiling pressure kept a large pending drop in its position, demonstrating that a 
laser beam can position a volume of melt in a controlled manner, where the ablation 
pressure balances the surface tension retraction attempts. 

(4) When switching-off, in the absence of ablation pressure the wavy front smoothened and the 
pending drop was pulled upwards by surface tension forces, to an equilibrium shape of a 
semi-torus-like Catenoid. 
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Abstract 

A new variant of additive manufacturing is proposed which involves transferring molten droplets 
via a laser beam to a substrate. The droplets are generated by laser remote fusion cutting of a supply 
sheet that could be a waste material, for recycling purposes. The laser-induced ablation pressure at 
the cutting front continuously drives melt downwards below the supply sheet in the form of a liquid 
column. Droplets separate from the column and solidify as a track on a substrate below. The 
droplets, surrounded by vapour, had in this case an average diameter of 500 μm and a speed of 2 
m/s, with deviations up to 50%. Sound clad tracks were generated on steel and aluminium 
substrates. In the case of a copper substrate discontinuous clad tracks were produced as a result of 
poor wetting. The droplet jet had a small divergence of about 5°, which is suitable for controlled 
deposition. The transmitted part of the laser beam interacted with the clad track but did not affect 
the process result. High speed imaging was found to be a suitable tool for qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of the technique.        
0264-1275/© 2017 Elsevier Ud. All rights reserved. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.matdes.2017 .03.080 

Keywords; Additive manufacturing; Laser remote fusion cutting; Ablation; High speed imaging; 
Deposition; Droplet 

 

1. Introduction 

     Additive Manufacturing, AM, encompassing cladding and 3D-printing, is a rapidly emerging 
manufacturing technique that is usually carried out by laser melting a powder or wire. In this paper 
a new technique is proposed where the material supply results from droplets that are generated by 
laser cutting of a metal sheet (in this initial study only single track cladding is presented). A jet of 
droplets becomes the tool and, simultaneously, the material supply for AM. The supply metal part 
from which the drops are transferred can be waste material, enabling immediate recycling to a new 
part. 
      
     While laser cutting is normally carried using a concentric gas jet, the technique of laser remote 
fusion cutting, RFC, is applied here, in order to avoid any disturbance of the generated AM track by 
a high pressure cutting gas jet. RFC develops a boiling front, similar to keyhole laser welding, from 
which the ablation pressure drives the melt downwards. High speed imaging of the boiling front has 
recently revealed that for lasers with a wavelength of about 1 μm (e.g. fibre lasers) waves form that 
move downwards [1-4] and can eject melt at the lower edge of the sheet [1,2,5]. Beam absorption 
calculations have explained why the process tends to develop waves that amplify and move 
downwards. 
    
    The ejection of drops has often been studied for laser welding. A comprehensive survey and a 
systematic scheme of the basic mechanisms of spatter generation and its avoidance in laser welding 
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is given by Kaplan and Powell [5]. A drop is ejected when a local volume of melt attains enough 
momentum perpendicular to the melt surface to leave the main body of the melt. The vertical 
component of the flow close to the (top or bottom) surface exceeds a certain escape threshold which 
is mainly determined by the surface tension forces and local melt surface curvature (Young-Laplace 
equation). The momentum of spatter usually (In the absence of high drag forces from a cutting gas 
jet [6]) originates from the ablation pressure of the boiling keyhole [5]. During partial penetration 
welding, the spatter ejected from the keyhole inlet is affected mainly by the upward melt flow 
above the keyhole, melt displacement around the keyhole and the strong shear flow of the upwardly 
directed vapour jet. 

     Particle ejection at the keyhole rim starts if a hump is formed that is subsequently separated from 
the melt [7]. For a welding speed below 4.8 m/min chaotic spatter formation has been observed 
while for higher speeds a greater inclination of the keyhole front has led to ejection along the 
direction of welding [7]. The strong influence of the inclination angle of the keyhole front (that in 
turn is affected by the focusing conditions) upon spattering behavior has also been reported by 
Weberpals et al. [8] The keyhole geometry controls the degree of momentum transfer to the rear 
side of capillary and thus the generation of waves and spatter in this region. 

     In some cases the ejection of particles can be connected to the loss of volatile alloying elements 
[7]. Different spatter characteristics also have been observed between CO2-lasers (wavelength 
10.6 μm) and fibre-lasers (1070 nm), due to differences in Fresnel-absorption characteristics of the 
two wavelengths [9]. 

     Remote Fusion Cutting (RFC) [2, 3, 10] is a new technique enabled by high brightness lasers. 
Despite several promising features it does not achieve the high cut quality of gas-assisted laser 
cutting. For the latter, the shearing interaction of a gas jet with the melt film ejects droplets tens of 
microns in diameter [11] as well as finer droplets from surface waves that lead to Kelvin-
Helmholtz-instabilities. The instabilities also increase the melt removal rate and the adhesion of 
drops to the kerf walls [11, 12]. 
 
    From observation of RFC [10] the droplet ejection involves either pushing of the droplets in the 
direction of cutting at low cutting speeds, or propelling them behind the cut zone at high cutting 
speeds. 
 
    While RFC cuts through a sheet in a single pass, laser remote ablation cutting, RAC, is based on 
a grooving operation, progressing layer by layer deeper into the material. During RAC the melt, 
driven by the recoil pressure, leaves the groove in an upwards direction as a spray of small droplets. 
This process usually involves a small beam spot size and very high scanning speed. The drops can 
be ejected forward, sideward, back-wards and along the walls of the ablated groove. The angle of 
the droplet trajectories starts flat for the first grooves but develops towards larger clearance angles 
[13]. 
 
     Droplet ejection also takes place during laser drilling [14] and piercing [15], though for different 
geometrical interaction conditions, either driven by an assist gas or by laser-induced boiling. 
 
For various laser techniques the separation and flight trajectory of drops has been observed by high 
speed imaging (HSI), sometimes combined with statistical image processing algorithms. Spatter in 
laser welding has been quantified in terms of droplet size, speed, movement, direction and 
trajectories [7,16,17]. For laser welding of Al-alloys the measured drops travelled three times faster 
for a fibre-laser than for a CO2-laser while the droplet size was one third [9]. 
 
     From HSI of laser piercing, the three-dimensional spatter trajectories have been reconstructed 
and the particle speeds derived [15]. By HSI of gas-assisted fibre laser cutting an average melt film 
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flow at the bottom of 1.1 m/s was measured while the ejected drops moved in a velocity range from 
0.5 to 2.2 m/s [4]. Spatter can even be observed in selective laser melting, SLM, which was 
investigated by HSI with respect to the influence of the laser power on the particle size, scattering 
state and jetting height [18]. 
 
     A different technique where particles are directly deposited is by cold spray, where CFD-
simulation of the preheated powder flow has shown a spread of smaller particles radially outwards 
[19]. High deposition rates can be achieved with wire by pulsed plasma arc additive manufacturing, 
PPMA [20]. 
 
     Droplet transfer, as presented here, is well known in electric arc welding techniques which use a 
consumable electrode, i.e. gas metal arc welding (GMAW). For pulsed currents at several hundred 
Hz, usually only one drop per pulse is transferred in a controlled manner, which can e.g. be 
measured by acoustic emission [21]. The GMAW-technique can also be applied for AM, where 5-
10 mm wide tracks are generated. The electric arc, the metal transport and the drop impingement 
have been modeled by CFD [22]. 
 
     Producing a low-melting-point alloy jet that eventually breaks up into droplets due to the growth 
of a capillary has been proposed for AM by a novel technique involving induction heating of a wire, 
but the deposition itself was not studied [23]. HSI of keyhole laser welding with filler wire in the 
leading position has revealed that the wire is sheared off by a boiling action, as an extension of the 
keyhole front, which became controlled vertical drop transfer for higher wire positions [24]. 
 
    While most metal recycling techniques refine large volumes of melt, an exception with some 
similarities to the technique presented here is spark plasma sintering of metal chips, which can use 
waste from machining operations. In this case only part of the metal is melted. For pure Mg and for 
AZ31 Mg (at 500 °C full densification and a fine grain structure with only small defects has been 
achieved [25]. 
 
    When impinging on a substrate, molten droplets can show various types of behavior. In laser 
drilling or in piercing, spatter is deposited on the top surface around the periphery of the hole, often 
as tracks with radial trajectories. Surfaces can be anti-spatter-coated to avoid wetting of droplets 
due to a high wetting contact angle related to low surface tension of the matrix structures [14]. 
Wetting of a metal on a solid substrate has often been studied for soldering and there is a high 
sensitivity to the surface conditions. Coating an SiO-surface with graphene has improved the 
contact angle for soldering from 124° to 51° [26]. In RAC the ejection upwards can cause striations 
and cast layers along the groove walls, partly due to thermal energy losses of the ascending melt 
[13]. 
 
    The impact of drops on surfaces has also been studied for fluid mechanic problems in the absence 
of heating, particularly water drops on solid surfaces but also on liquids. The post-impingement 
behavior of single drop impact has been [27] categorized into deposition, spread, rebound or 
splashes. These mechanisms depend on the surface conditions of the substrate and on the dynamic 
parameters of the arriving drop, including its velocity and impingement angle [27,28]. Many 
metastable states of a droplet on a solid have been found that need to be described [27,28] by 
dynamic changes in contact angles, in addition to the static contact angle. In addition, topological 
and chemical inhomogeneities on the surface cause a hysteresis between the advancing and the 
receding contact line [29]. Rebounding water drops from a dry surface have been observed when 
the wettability is low (contact angle higher than 100°, or superhydrophobic >150°) [29,30]. 
Hydrophilic copper metal foams became hydrophobic when exposed to room ambient air because 
of changes in the surface chemistry by adsorption of volatile organic compounds, but not because of 
oxidation [31]. The Weber, Ohnesorge and Reynolds numbers are commonly used to describe drop 
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impact phenomena. When the drop exceeds a critical velocity, a change from the Cassier/Baxter to 
the Wenzel wetting state was observed [29], leading to drop adhesion to the surface. 
 
     In laser additive manufacturing, LAM, process parameters including laser power, traverse speed 
and powder or wire feeding rate have a strong influence on the deposition characteristics of the 
track with respect to width, height, contact angle, hardness and grain size. For overlapping tracks 
the aims are; a smooth surface finish, minimum dilution and no inter-run porosity [32,33]. A high 
building rate along with good quality has been achieved for laser metal deposition, LMD, of Ti6Al4 
wire [33]. In the cases of either extremely low or high wire deposition rates of lnconel 625, wire 
dripping and wire stubbing took place, respectively [32]. 
 
     During AM the grain growth is usually anisotropic. Significantly higher yield strength is often 
obtained along the direction of growth (direction of elongated grains) compared to the transverse 
direction [34]. 
 
     Multi-materials components can be produced by AM in various ways, e.g. as functionally graded 
materials (FGM) involving, for example, embedding carbides in a metal matrix (Ti6Al4V/TiC) 
[35], which is often applied for tribology coatings by cladding. 
 
     In summary, droplet formation is a common mechanism in laser processing. The droplets are 
either wanted (in separating processes), or generally unwanted; in generating or joining processes 
(in some cases e.g. drop transfer from electric arc techniques droplets are part of the joining 
process) [23]. 
 
     Except when melting electrodes from electric arcs, additive manufacturing always requires a 
supply of solid material. In the following, a controlled synergy between both the generation of 
drops by RFC, and their subsequent deposition in form of a track, for AM, is studied for the first 
time. In addition it should be noted that the drops can be generated from waste material which can 
be recycled to generate a new part. 
 
 
2. Methodology 
 
     A new technique is proposed here; additive manufacturing by controlled transfer of drops from 
laser remote fusion cutting, combining two established techniques. The feeding sheet undergoing 
RFC can be a waste metal, to enable recycling of, for example, scarce chemical elements. RFC was 
chosen instead of the more common gas-assisted laser cutting to avoid uncontrolled impact of a 
high-pressure cutting gas jet on the deposition of the melt. During RFC the melt is driven 
downwards and ejected by laser-induced ablation pressure from boiling, a mechanism that has 
recently been comprehensively studied, understood and controlled [2]. 
 
     The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Mild steel sheet specimens (EN10130) of 2 mm 
thickness were cut, representing the waste part. A cut of 70 mm in length was made into the 
horizontal sheet. Deposition took place on a substrate plate that was located underneath the waste 
sheet, inclined by  = 7°, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Both the waste sheet and the substrate were fixed 
on the movable table and moved together while the laser head was kept stationary (for simplicity we 
indicate a moving laser beam in Fig. 1, which corresponds to the relative motion). In principle, the 
substrate speed and direction can be chosen differently to the waste sheet movement, as additional 
parameter. The inclination was chosen in order to study the variation of the distance (from 10 mm at 
the free edge to 2 mm at the fixed edge) between the two sheets during a single run. The deposition 
behavior was compared for three substrate materials with significantly different surfaces and 
physical properties, namely mild steel (EN10130, same as the waste sheet), aluminium (AlMg-
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alloy) and pure copper. The thermal conductivities of these materials are very different, namely 50 
W/mK [36], 138 W/mK [37] and 391 W/mK [37], respectively (values at room temperature). 
                                                                                                                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         Fig. 1. tal set-up, (b) tilting (angle ) between the two sheets (side view). 
 
Other physical properties that significantly differ are the low absorptivity of Cu and Al compared to 
steel as well as the low melting temperature of Al and the low density and viscosity of Aluminium 
liquid. As-delivered technical surfaces were used in each case. Fe-, Al-and Cu-alloys were chosen 
because they are the three most commonly applied metals in manufacturing. The purpose of 
studying three substrates is to map whether three materials with very different physical properties 
lead to similar deposition, or not, for similar drop impact situations. This reveals the effects of 
different quenching behavior (thermal conductivity), increased substrate melting (melting 
temperature), heat input by the laser beam (absorptivity), and wetting behavior (surface chemistry 
and morphology). 
 
     The cutting experiments were performed with a 15 kW Yb:fibre laser (manufacturer IPG, YLR-
15000, wavelength 1070 nm, Beam Parameter Product after the output fibre 14.6 mm·mrad). The 
core diameter of the output fibre was 400 μm (feeding fibre 200 μm, followed by a beam switch). 
The focal length of the collimating and focusing lenses was 150 mm and 250 mm respectively, 
resulting in a magnification of 1.67 and a beam spot diameter of 667 μm in the focal plane. The 
Rayleigh length (depth-of-focus) was ± 7.6 mm. A focal position 1 mm below the top surface of the 
waste plate was chosen, resulting in a beam diameter of 673 μm and a power density of 1.68 
MW/cm2 at the surface. The laser head was tilted 7° from vertical, see Fig. 1(b), to avoid fibre 
damage from back reflections. Process conditions were; 6 kW laser beam power (cw mode) and a 
cutting speed of 3 m/min. While sufficient power density was chosen to achieve boiling, it was 
important to select a speed (line energy) close to the cutting limit. Close to this limit most of the 
laser beam hits the processing front and only a small portion of the beam passes straight through the 
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cut kerf to impinge upon the substrate and the deposited tracks. Argon was used as the shielding 
gas, supplied at 181/min from the side, see Fig.1 (a), to protect the melt between the two plates. The 
tube exit orifice was 5 mm in width and 1 mm in height. It was located at a distance of 15-35 mm to 
one side of the processing zone, flushing the space between the plates with protective gas but 
having sufficiently low momentum not to influence the melt ejection (otherwise high speed imaging 
from the front would have shown asymmetric flow). In addition, an air cross jet was applied below 
the processing head. Macrographs of cross-sections from the deposited tracks were made by cutting, 
polishing and etching. 
 
      The process was observed by high speed imaging (HSI), horizontally, either from the side or in 
the direction of travel, to qualitatively and quantitatively study the statistical variation of the drop 
transfer. A Photron camera FASTCAM Mini UX100 was used (equipped with a 200 mm Micro-
Nikkon lens). Recording was carried out at a frame rate of 4000 fps with a shutter time of 5 μs. 
Additional illumination was provided by a diode laser (Cavilux HF, wavelength 810 nm) via an 
optical fibre and an optics, see Fig. 1(a). A narrow-band-pass filter matching the diode laser 
wavelength was applied in front of the camera, blocking most of the process light (including 
scattering by the boiling metal vapour). The aperture size was adjusted to an f-number of 11 or 16 
(depending on the recording situation), while the field-of-view of the camera was reduced to 1280 x 
1024 pixels. Several field-of-view settings were applied (recording from the side corresponded to 
12.89 μm/pixel, recording from the front was 10.15 μm/pixel). A Photron FASTCAM Viewer 
software and Fiji software (Image J) was used for post image analysis to improve brightness and 
contrast, including a method termed 'unsharp masking'. Owing to strong alterations of the greyscale 
recorded from the process, a dynamic range of 16 bit was chosen to enable a range selection for 
image analysis. 
 
      One of the main aims of a properly working process is to achieve sufficiently limited statistical 
fluctuation of the droplet deposition, particularly with respect to lateral divergence, to enable a 
stable, homogeneous and precise track formation. Additional statistical analysis was therefore 
conducted, to evaluate the size and speed distribution of the travelling droplets. 
 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
      The new approach, to recycle waste material by laser using ablated waste drops to supply 
additive manufacturing, is demonstrated for the parameter case described above for the three 
different substrate materials. In the following the deposited tracks will be characterized, the 
observation and analysis of the drop ejection, transfer and deposition mechanisms will be discussed, 
and a theoretical description of the mechanisms of the technique will be provided. 
 
 
3.1. Track characterization 
 
     Segments of the clad steel tracks are shown in Fig. 2, for the three different substrates. For the 
track segments shown here the z-distances between the plates were in the range of 4-8 mm. On steel 
and Al substrates continuous, regular tracks were created, Fig. 2(a),(b), while a chain of regular 
drops were formed on Cu, see Fig. 2(c). 
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Fig.2. Top view (upper) and side view (lower) of a steel track deposited on different substrate 
materials: (a) steel, (b) Al, (c) Cu. 
 
     Macrographs of the track cross-sections are shown in Fig. 3, for the Al-substrate. Wetting can 
change along the track from a desirable positive contact angle, Fig. 3(a), to a negative contact angle, 
Fig. 3(b). Wetting depends on the droplet material interacting with the substrate depending on its 
surface conditions (e.g. oxides, pollutions, topology), and on the temperature and phase (liquid or 
solid) of the substrate surface. In Fig. 3(a) a very straight interface can be seen, indicating that the 
substrate was not melted, in Fig. 3(b) the interface is wavy and penetration into the Al substrate is 
evident. The magnification in Fig.3(c) also shows inclusions that are probably iron-oxides (which 
might indicate inadequate gas shielding), occasional cavities and lack of fusion, although good 
bonding is achieved in general. In addition, for interfaces between steel and Al brittle intermetallic 
phases can be expected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3. Cross-section macrograph of a steel track on Al; (a) good wetting, (b) reduced wetting, (c) 
interface magnified (red box in (b)). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
 
     The deposited track has a certain irregular waviness. Measured at several locations for the 
segments of Fig. 2, the track width varying between 1.6 and 2.1 mm and the height between 1.3 and 
1.9 mm. Track width-to-height aspect ratios of 1.1 to 1.6 were measured. From the track cross 
section area it was calculated that moderately high building rates of about 600 cm3/h (or 4.7 kg/h) 
were achieved. 
 
     One parameter that was varied was the laser power. Compared to the results presented here, 
when the laser power was lowered from 6 kW to 5 kW (for same speed), cutting failed. A track was 
melted at the waste sheet but no drops were ejected, i.e. significant boiling was not achieved. 
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      The results presented here constitute a pioneer study to demonstrate that the new technique 
basically works and that it can generate sound results. The deposition of a second track on the initial 
tracks was successfully carried out as part of these preliminary trials. Parameter and material 
mapping and deeper analysis of the tracks will be required to assess the achievable robustness, 
quality and mechanical strength of the technique. 
 
3. ion and incorporation 
 
       A sequence of high speed images of the droplet ejection, transfer and deposition is shown in 
Fig. 4, viewed from the front (with the substrate and waste sheet approaching the camera). 
 
 
      
                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4. -

deposited tr  
 
      From earlier studies it has been established that during RFC the melt is driven down the front by 
laser-induced ablation pressure. It is clear from Fig. 4 that the liquid leaves the bottom of the cut 
zone as a continuous stream that separates into fairly regular droplets, which then impinge on the 
substrate. The length of the liquid stream fluctuates with time (in this case 2.2 ± 0.5 mm). This front 
view is of utmost importance because it determines the lateral precision (or uncertainty range) 
within which droplets are deposited to generate a track. The images show that the liquid column 
below the cut sheet experiences lateral oscillations that cause angular variations of the drop jet 
trajectories. Apart from drops separating from the tip, the liquid column can occasionally break into 
droplets at locations higher up. The combination of two droplets during the flight was also 
occasionally observed. Iron vapour surrounding the liquid column and the travelling droplets can be 
clearly seen in Fig. 4. 
 
    The last two images in Fig. 4 show the incorporation of droplets into the melt pool of the 
solidifying track. Note that the track is much wider than the droplets for the conditions chosen here. 
Increasing the traverse speed of the substrate would reduce the track cross section area and in turn 
reduce the height and/or width of the track (unsuitably high speeds would result in disruption of the 
deposition process). Note that the large, regularly deposited droplets are accompanied by a spatter 
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of small drops travelling at higher speed with a much wider angular range. These small, energetic 
drops can frequently bounce off the substrate surface. 
                                                                                
     A sequence of high speed images, viewing the process from the side, is shown in Fig. 5. The 
laser beam is travelling from right to left. It can be clearly seen that the drops are ejected to the left, 
ahead of the front and the laser beam. This was called the 'pushing mode' by Wagner et al. [10]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5. -sequence, side view (steel ejection onto Al-

  
 
     The pushing mode takes place when the majority of the melt flows down the centre of the cut 
front. At the bottom edge the recoil pressure from boiling then pushes the melt forwards under the 
sheet. The dynamic melt flow and surface tension conditions that determine whether the melt 
separates to the sides or remains in the centre are complex and only partially understood. While for 
Wagner et al. the pushing mode took place at lower speeds, here it is observed even close to the 
upper speed limit. 
 
     The pushing mode is favoured in this case because it avoids interaction of the process zone with 
the transmitted part of the laser beam that can lead to droplet boiling and uncontrolled droplet 
trajectory and other instabilities. The line energy (laser beam power divided by cutting speed of the 
waste sheet) was chosen to be close to the cutting limit. This condition was aimed at to keep the 
portion of the transmitted laser beam small, to minimize thermal input to the track or substrate. 
During initial experiments the line energy was well below the limit and the substrate was 
significantly melted by the laser beam. Comparing the frame at 1.5 ms with that at 1.0 ms, two 
droplets can be observed combining in the upper section of the images. In the lower section the 
incorporation of two sequential drops into the melt pool can be seen (no. 5). The melt pool is quite 
long and is depressed towards the right hand side of the image, from irradiation of the transmitted 
part of the laser beam that has caused boiling. The depression then relaxes again (not visible here) 
to the final shape of the track. Incorporation of the drops hardly affects the shape of the larger melt 
pool. 
 
     The droplet ejection and flight is independent of the substrate material. Fig. 6(a) shows a high 
speed imaging sequence for steel drops landing on a steel substrate, in comparison to a Cu-substrate 
in Fig. 6(b). For the steel substrate the fluid mechanics of the incorporation mechanism was similar 
to that with the Al-substrate. 
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Fig.6. -sequences of the interaction of steel drops with (a) steel substrate, (b) Cu-substrate; 
(9) drop bouncing of the substrate. 
 
     In contrast, the interaction of the steel drops with the Cu-substrate, Fig. 6(b), shows occasional 
repulsion of the droplets. At 0 ms a drop just hits the surface, while at 0.25 ms it has flattened onto 
the surface. At 0.5 ms it has elastically deformed back to a spheroidal shape, without wetting and 
adhesion, and at 0.75 ms the drop lifts off again. In some instances droplets were observed to miss 
the melt pool and bounce back from the solid surface to become incorporated into the melt pool 
later. In HSI, the melt pool periodically deforms somewhat towards a drop, supported by the boiling 
force induced by the transmitted part of the laser beam. From studies of droplet impact on 
hydrophobic surfaces it is known [27-31] that complete drop repulsion is determined by high 
dynamic contact angles and by the surface chemistry rather than morphology. The slight impact 
angle (that could be altered, as a parameter) enhances the drop rebound time. 
 
     As described above, certain physical properties differ strongly between the three substrate 
materials. Despite some big differences, the steel- and Al-substrates have led to similar continuous 
tracks while the Cu-substrate showed interrupted deposition. The drop jet is comparable for all three 
substrates, originating from the same parameters, hence merely the substrate material made the 
difference. Although several hypotheses (particularly on the role of surface chemistry and thermal 
conductivity) are likely to explain this, deeper studies will be required to clearly identify the origin 
of these differences. 
 
3.3. Drop jet analysis 
 
     AM is usually based on the addition of powder or wire melted by a heat source (e.g. a laser 
beam), but for the technique presented here the generation of a jet of drops (shown in Figs. 4-6) is 
the main tool, which needs to be optimized in terms of reproducibility, controllability and precision. 
Therefore additional droplet jet analysis was conducted. For a representative description of the 
droplet jet, temporal integration of the grey-scale images was carried out, as shown in Fig. 7(a) for 
the front view (126 frames or 31.25 ms integrated) and in Fig. 7(b) for the side view (253 frames or 
63 ms). The background was subtracted to reduce the influence of the vapour. 
 
     The divergence of the jet was small (in this case ± 5.5° laterally, ± 4° in the x-direction), which 
is of particular importance for the precision that can be achieved. Apart from the droplet shape, the 
intensity level also reflects the temperature of the droplets to some extent. The first 1.5 mm of the 
jet is closely confined, governed by the rather stable melt column created before droplet separation. 
The droplet separation leads to a somewhat wider jet, though with low divergence, despite the 
oscillating behavior shown in Fig. 4. The gradually lower intensity level down-stream is associated 
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with divergence, higher droplet velocity and lower temperatures. From the side view, a forward 
(pushing) inclination of 13.5° of the jet was measured. Fig. 8 shows the corresponding averaged 
greyscale distributions across the jet (front view) at three different vertical positions, which 
resemble Gaussian distributions. 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.7. Generated drop jet visualized [a.u.] by temporal integration of the recorded grey-scale 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8. Averaged grey-scale intensity distribution (front view) of the drop jet at three z- locations; 

 
     The droplet jet was also analyzed with respect to the properties of the individual droplets and 
their fluctuations (Note that the very small droplets were excluded from the study). Fig. 9(a) shows 
a histogram on the average diameter of the droplets, from HSI (side view, for 21.5 ms, 518 
droplets). The most frequent droplet diameter was 520 μm, and the range was 200-800 μm. A 
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histogram for the droplet speed (only in the xz-plane, from the side view; 40 droplets) is shown in 
Fig. 9(b). The average droplet speed was approximately 2 m/s over a range between 1 and 3 m/s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.9. 

 
 
These analysis methods are suitable for characterization of the new technique when mapping a 
wider range of parameters. Narrow, sharp histogram characteristics are desirable, for a high level of 
reproducibility. High speed imaging is a suitable tool to quantitatively analyze the drop jet but also 
to trace back the origins of any variations, e.g. the drop separation in the liquid column.
 
   
 
     During these single track experiments the substrate was inclined, so the vertical distance 
between the cut sheet and the substrate was linearly varied from 10 mm (start) to 2 mm (end). Fig. 
10 shows the full track (top and side view) for the three substrates. The samples are the same as 
those discussed in Section 3.1. 
 
     For steel on steel, for decreasing cut sheet-substrate distance the track increased in width and 
reduced in height. For steel on aluminium, Fig. 10(b), a larger distance between the sheets led to 
increased waviness of the track. Again the track became wider and less high for shorter distances. 
For steel on copper no continuous track was formed. For shorter distances the discrete solidified 
drops became larger. High speed images for different distances are shown in Fig.11, for steel 
deposited on Al. For short distances (< 3-4 mm) the long liquid column directly hits the substrate 
and no drops are separated. In this case the metal melt flows directly from the waste sheet to the 
substrate. This continuous flow for short distances occasionally separates into droplets and at 
greater distances droplet transfer becomes dominant. In summary, the distance between the sheets 
results in certain trends but tracks were generated in a very stable manner for steel- and Al-
substrates, i.e. they were not sensitive to the distance. This can be important for non-flat sheets 
where the cut sheet-substrate distance varies.                                                                                                            
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Fig. 10. Top view and side view of the entire steel tracks generated on (a) steel-, (b) Al- and (c) Cu-

mm to 2 mm. 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.11. High speed images at different vertical distances between the sheets for steel deposition on 
Al-substrate 
 

 
 
     A theoretical description of the main mechanisms of the novel technique is illustrated in Fig. 12, 
in side view. The moving 1μm wavelength laser beam interacts with the cut sheet in the remote 
fusion cutting mode, preferably close to the speed limit. For sufficient power density (typically 
>1 MW/cm2), the laser beam develops (by absorption, heat conduction, melting and boiling) a 
vertical processing front, in a quasi-steady state, that continuously boils material. The ablation 
pressure from boiling generates waves on the melt film that are driven downwards. If the melt film 
gains sufficient momentum it is driven out of the sheet as a liquid column that releases droplets 
from its (oscillating) tip, by overcoming the surface tension forces. The ejected droplets are 
deposited on a substrate, or on previous tracks, for additive manufacturing of a three-dimensional 
product. We can distinguish consecutive large droplets that travel in a controlled manner from much 
smaller, uncontrolled spatter. The large droplets incorporate smoothly into a melt pool. The 
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transmitted part of the laser beam can cause boiling and a local depression of the melt pool, 
although this has no consequences on the final track. Close to the cutting limit this beam 
interference is minimized as drop ejection takes place in the ‘pushing’ mode, avoiding interaction of 
the drops with the laser beam. 
 
 
 
 
 
                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.12. 
or waste sheet followed by AM on the substrate through drop jet incorporation into the melt pool 
that solidifies into a track. 
 
    It should be noted that for this initial study the substrate speed was set equal to the cutting speed 
which has led to a track much wider than the laser beam and the droplets. As mentioned earlier, a 
higher substrate speed than the waste sheet would reduce the deposit cross section area. The 
generated droplet size is expected to correlate with the beam diameter. The droplet delivery will 
also be dependent on the waste sheet thickness. 
 
    In contrast to usual AM and LAM techniques the laser beam in the case of this new technique 
acts only indirectly and is not involved in the deposition itself. Moreover, since the droplet jet is the 
tool, no powder or wire is needed and no nozzle for powder or wire feeding is required. Only single 
step melting is needed (while powder or wire metal is melted twice) and a new product can be 
directly generated a few millimeters underneath a waste product, one of the shortest possible 
recycling routes. Because of this short value chain and corresponding simplicity, by avoiding a 
longer sequence of operational and transport steps in raw material supply (recycling and/or metal-
making) along with manufacturing, the technique has high potential to lower costs and 
environmental impact, from an industrial organisational point of view. Today powder and wire for 
AM is often made by recycling waste metal. However, it requires corresponding extra 
manufacturing and transport, which is bypassed by using this technique 
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     Areas for future investigation include process optimization and robustness and a proper chemical 
control of the supply or waste sheet. The results presented here are a feasibility study which 
successfully demonstrates the technique for a selected set of parameters. In order to explore the 
potential and limits of the technique with respect to versatility and reliability, comprehensive 
mapping and a deeper understanding will be needed. Two important properties to study with respect 
to sensitivity are the waste sheet thickness and flatness. 
 
     Various technique options can be imagined, e.g. inclined bevel cutting where the laser beam 
might propagate in a different direction than the drops, asymmetric drop ejection when processing 
along the edge of the sheet, or droplet ejection in the ablation mode from the surface upwards, 
which would enable selective recycling layer-by-layer into the depth of waste material (e.g. of 
coated products). By switching between two different laser cut waste sheets close to each other, two 
materials could be combined during deposition. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
     A new technique has been presented, combining the processes of laser remote fusion cutting and 
additive manufacturing. The generation of a continuous track on a substrate was successfully 
demonstrated. From the spray of steel droplets ejected during cutting, a continuous tracks have been 
was generated. This was most successful for steel droplets on a steel substrate, followed by Al. On a 
Cu-substrate the deposition was periodically interrupted because of droplet repulsion, poor wetting 
and different melt flow behavior. A low line energy (close to the cutting limit) was found to be 
favourable, to operate in the pushing mode and to minimize the transmitted portion of the laser 
beam and thus minimize clad track boiling. Just beneath the supply sheet the melt film flows down 
as a liquid column about 2 mm in length that subsequently separates into droplets with (in this case) 
diameters of approximately 500 μm and a speed of 2 m/s, both deviating up to ±50%. Despite melt 
column oscillations the divergence of the drop jet remained very small. Using waste material as the 
supply sheet would allow for a very short, simple value chain for recycling. 
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Abstract 

A new technique for additive manufacturing was recently presented, by depositing droplets as a 
continuous track on a substrate, where the droplets were ejected from laser remote fusion cutting of 
a metal sheet. For the here presented approach, the droplets are instead ejected from the sheet edge, 
termed the machining mode, which is compared to cutting. Here the transmitted part of the laser 
beam does not hit and interact with the deposited track because of lateral dislocation. High speed 
imaging has shown that laser-induced boiling, which drives the melt downwards, causes 
asymmetric conditions in the machining mode by lateral pushing of the generated drop jet under the 
sheet, where the melt even can attach. Compared to machining, the cutting mode keeps less 
deviation of the drop trajectories, higher precision and a smoother surface finish. It was 
demonstrated that the edge conditions after machining are sufficient to repeat the process. This 
enables additional technique opportunities, including recycling of a whole sheet of waste metal. By 
the aid of high speed imaging from two different perspectives, the melt flow behaviour, the drop jet 
precision as well as process trends with respect to parameters, drop ejection and deposition were 
studied. 
Keywords:  additive manufacturing, melt drop ejection, laser-induced ablation, high speed imaging,   

metal recycling. 
 
 

1. Introduction 

    Additive Manufacturing, AM, also termed 3D-printing, is usually fed by metal powder or wire. 
Recently the feasibility study for a novel technique was presented [1], to feed AM by a jet of molten 
droplets that is generated by cutting of a metal sheet based on laser-induced boiling, so-called 
Remote Fusion Cutting, RFC. Hence two techniques, RFC and AM were combined. Here another 
promising variant is proposed, to process a metal sheet edge in order to generate a droplet jet, 
instead of cutting through the sheet, again by laser-induced boiling. 

In the following, knowledge on relevant mechanisms is briefly reviewed, namely on droplet 
ejection during laser metal processing, on deposition of metals, on drop-on-demand jetting and on 
the impact of droplets on surfaces, including surface tension and wetting effects.  
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The ejection of metal droplets is common in laser materials processing techniques like cutting, 
drilling, or ablation, though undesirable in welding or AM. The driving force for strong melt 
acceleration can originate from the ablation (recoil) pressure from laser-induced boiling, from an 
assist gas jet drag forces or from surface tension. 

In laser cutting [2-3] the melt is usually accelerated and ejected by an underexpanded transsonic O2- 
or N2-assist gas jet. Two options are based on laser-induced boiling, namely remote fusion cutting 
[4,5], which ejects the melt downwards in a single pass, or remote ablation cutting [6], where the 
melt is ejected upwards during multiple grooving passes, until cutting through. Keyhole laser 
welding is governed by the ablation pressure, but unfavourable conditions can cause spatter, 
distinguishing three spatter mechanisms [7].  

For the AM-technique of powder bed fusion [8], ejection of micro-droplets was instead driven by 
entrainment of the shielding gas through vapour flow. In particular, the amount of spatter depended 
on laser power, particle size, scattering state and jetting height.[9] A different AM-technique, where 
particles are directly deposited, is by cold spray, where CFD-simulation of the preheated powder 
flow has shown a spread of smaller particles radially outwards.[10] 

Ejection of the accelerated melt acts mainly against surface tension, which can, in laser cutting, 
retard the melt flow, forming dross [11]. During pulsed laser drilling [12-13], the thin melt layer at 
the beginning of the pulse generates small, fast particles while they become larger and slower when 
the pulse is in progress and the ablation pressure decays. Melt ejection can be obstructed, 
experiencing a competition with solidification, as for droplets in deeper grooves of remote ablation 
cutting where they can attach and solidify during their flight trajectory [6]. In low speed RFC, the 
pushing mode has ejected the droplets in cutting direction, under the sheet, while at high speed the 
melt was dragged back [4]. During the here underlying study on the RFC-based approach [1], the 
pushing mode was also observed, ejecting droplets with average diameters of 500 μm with a mean 
velocity of 2 m/s at a flight angle of 13.5° in cutting direction, diverging only 5°.   

Melt films tend to a cyclic nature between different forces, which causes in laser cutting periodic 
striations along the cut surface, where melt film flow and its oxidation oscillate in combination with 
viscosity and surface tension effects [14]. The melt flow along the sides of the cutting front can 
exhibit strong instabilities, characterized by periodic melt accumulation and displacement [15]. 

It is here proposed to deposit the ejected droplets as a continuous track, for AM. For metals, AM is 
usually fed by powder or wire, like during powder bed fusion [8], PBF, preplacing powder, or 
during direct energy deposition [16,17], DED, where powder or wire is fed into a thermally 
generated melt pool. DED is also suitable to generate functionally graded materials, e.g. based on 
metal matrix composites where ceramic WC-grains are injected during Ti6Al4V-metal deposition 
[18], for SiC-particles embedded in an Al-substrate [19], or as SiCP/Ti6Al4V-matrix [20]. Zhang et 
al. 2013 [21] analyzed direct laser deposition of IN718 alloy. Multi-materials components can be 
produced by AM in various ways, e.g. as functionally graded materials (FGM) involving, for 
example, embedding carbides in a metal matrix (Ti6Al4V/TiC),[22] which is often applied for 
tribology coatings by cladding. During AM the grain growth is usually anisotropic. Significantly 
higher yield strength is often obtained along the direction of growth (direction of elongated grains) 
compared to the transverse direction.[23] 

While PBF and DED require new powder (or for DED optionally wire) material, to be carefully 
delivered, closer to the here proposed technique is drop-on-demand production, DOD. During DOD 
micro-droplets are deposited for complex metal components, though in micro-scale in contrast to 
here. A solid sample is melted and a uniform metal stream is squeezed out and sprayed from a 
nozzle orifice and broken into sequential micro-droplets by the combined action of pulse pressure, 
surface tension and gravity [24-28]. The break length of the metal jet stream can be predicted by 
linear stability analysis, considering the Weber number We and Reynolds number Re, which 
include jet diameter, jet velocity, density, viscosity and surface tension [25]. Break-up of the metal 
jet can be classified into break, incomplete and break failure regimes. In case of too high velocity 
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some droplets merge with each other during flight or deposition. Coalescence by droplet merging 
during flight [26-27,29] can be avoided by the deflecting charged droplet method. The deviation is 
considered to be acceptable within less than one droplet diameter [25,29]. With respect to 
overlapping steps of scanning tracks, for Sn60-Pb40-droplets of hundreds of microns in diameter, 
four kinds of overlapping states were distinguished; no, partial, ideal and excessive overlap [24]. By 
dynamic, thermal droplet models, variations of the droplet velocity and temperature were predicted 
[30], explaining that solder spreading depended on the capillary forces (because of low We-number) 
while the impact velocity can be neglected. The droplet impact behaviour depends on the Ohnesorg 
(Oh), We, Stefan (Ste), and Prandtl (Pr) number. A typical process of drop-on-demand jetting used 
in droplet formation application consists of several stages; ejection and stretching of liquid, pinch-
off of liquid thread from the nozzle exit, contraction of liquid thread, breakup of liquid thread into 
primary drop and satellites, recombination of primary drop and satellites, and drop oscillation to 
equilibrium state [31]. The thermal conditions to achieve strong metallurgical bonding were 
simulated by Chao et al. [32] for Al-alloy. 

When choosing slow flow rate conditions the liquid droplet falls from the fluid source. It remains 
attached to the source by an elongating liquid filament until it pinches off. Depending on the fluid, 
pinch-off usually occurs near the tip of the filament but occasionally at interior locations [33]. The 
dynamic drop deformation and breakup at low Re-numbers was studied by numerical simulation 
[34], where the relaxation and breakup of highly elongated droplets was investigated in quiescent 
fluids. 

Droplet transfer, as presented here, is well known in electric arc welding techniques which use a 
consumable electrode, i.e. gas metal arc welding (GMAW). For pulsed currents at several hundred 
Hz, usually only one drop per pulse is transferred in a controlled manner, which can e.g. be 
measured by acoustic emission.[35] In AM, high deposition rates can be achieved with wire by 
pulsed plasma arc additive manufacturing, PPMA.[36]  

The impact of droplets on surfaces was also often studied for fluid mechanic problems without the 
here present heating during AM, particularly water drops on solid surfaces but also on liquids. The 
post-impingement behaviour of a single droplet impact was early [37] categorized into deposition, 
spread, rebound or splashes. These mechanisms depend on several material properties and on 
dynamic parameters of the arriving droplet, including its velocity, impingement angle and the 
surface characteristics [37-38] . Many metastable states of a droplet on a solid were found that need 
to be described [37-38] by the dynamic advancing and receding contact angles, in addition to the 
static contact angle. Topological and chemical inhomogeneities on the surface cause a hysteresis 
between the advancing and the receding contact line, as an additional parameter [39]. Rebound of a 
water drop from a dry surface was observed when the wettability is low (receding contact angle 
higher than 100°, or superhydrophobic >150°) [39-40]. Hydrophilic copper metal foams became 
hydrophobic when exposed to room ambient air because of changes in the surface chemistry by 
adsorption of volatile organic compounds, but not because of oxidation [41]. We, Oh and Re 
became common numbers to describe droplet impact phenomena. Various droplet reaction 
categories were found when the droplet exceeds a critical velocity above which a change from the 
Cassier/Baxter to the Wenzel wetting state was observed, [39] leading to droplet rebound 
inhabitation and to water stuck on the surface. Wetting of a metal on a solid substrate has often been 
studied for soldering, being prone to the surface conditions. Coating an SiO-surface with graphene 
has improved the contact angle for soldering from 124° to 51°.[42] 

Composed of the above mechanisms, recently a new technique for AM was presented,[1] to deposit 
molten metal droplets, generated by laser RFC, on a substrate. Here a promising technique variant is 
proposed and compared, to generate the droplet jet by laser processing the edge of a sheet, instead 
of cutting through. 
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2. Methodology 

Continuous melt transfer from a sheet metal edge by laser-induced boiling, here called the 
machining mode, is studied for the first time, including deposition of the drops on a substrate. This 
enables additive manufacturing and even highly efficient recycling in the case when the machined 
sheet was deemed waste metal. This novel combined technique was recently presented Samarjy and 
Kaplan [1] by applying laser remote fusion cutting to eject melt from the waste sheet, which will 
here be compared to machining, discussing the respective advantages. While for cutting some 
material needs to be left, machining bears the potential to sequentially melt and transfer an entire 
sheet. The melt transfer that can be regarded as a liquid jet as the secondary, essential tool is put in 
the centre of the study (the laser beam is the primary though indirect tool). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  

or side, 3S (1: sheet, 2: illumination diode laser, 3: camera). 
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          Table 1 : Chemical composition of the samples used for waste sheet and substrate 

Material 
type 

C 

max 

% 

Si 

max 

% 

Mn 

max 

% 

P 

max 

% 

S 

max 

% 

Cr 

max 

% 

Ni 

max 

% 

Mo 

max 

% 

B 

max 

% 

CEV 

typv. 

CET 

typv. 

Hardox 
400 

0.15 0.7 1.6 0.025 0.010 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.004 0.41 0.28 

 
While most metal recycling techniques refine large volumes of melt, an exception with some 
similarities to the technique presented here is spark plasma sintering of metal chips, which can use 
waste from machining operations. In this case only part of the metal is melted. For pure Mg and for 
AZ31 Mg (at 500 °C) full densification and a fine grain structure with only small defects has been 
achieved.[43] 

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The waste sheet and the substrate, placed a certain 
distance underneath (14 mm or 8 mm), move at a speed of 3 m/min relative to a focused laser beam. 
For the waste sheet, wear resistant steel Hardox 400 with a thickness of 3.2 mm was applied. The 
chemical composition is given in Table 1. The samples had a length of 200 mm and a width of 50 
mm. The edges were prepared by laser cutting, i.e. highly rectangular, with a fine striation 
morphology. Every experimental run had a length of 90 mm that was melted and machined off by 
the laser. The substrate was made of a similar steel, Hardox 450. 

The experiments were performed with a 15 kW Yb:fibre laser (manufacturer IPG, YLR 15000, 
wavelength 1070 nm, beam parameter product after the output fibre 14.6 mm·mrad). The core 
diameter of the output fibre was 400 μm (feeding fibre diameter 200 μm, followed by a beam 
switch). The focal length of the collimating and focusing lenses was 150 mm and 250 mm 
respectively, resulting in a magnification of 1.67 and a beam spot diameter of 667 μm in the focal 
plane. The Rayleigh length (depth-of-focus) was ±7.6 mm. A focal position 1.5 mm below the top 
surface of the waste plate was chosen, resulting in a beam diameter of 680 μm at the surface. The 
laser processing head was tilted 7° from vertical, clockwise in Fig. 1(a), to avoid fibre damage from 
back reflections. A laser beam power of 10 kW (cw mode) and an optimized travelling speed of 3 
m/min (same here for the waste sheet and for the substrate) were chosen to cover the major 
experiments of the study (line energy: 200 kJ/m). For 10 kW, the average power density at the 
material surface results to 2.75 MW/cm2, sufficient for boiling which typically has a threshold of 
the order of 1 MW/cm2. Parameters that were systematically varied were the laser beam power, 
ramped from 4 kW up to 12 kW, and the lateral position, yL, of the laser beam relative to the sheet 
edge, which is difficult to measure in absolute figures. In particular, by varying yL over a wide 
range (from -0.3 mm outside the sheet to +1.5 mm inside), the transition from the machining mode 
to the cutting mode was studied, efficiently in a single run. For constant machining runs, yL=0.5 
mm into the workpiece was chosen. Another important fundamental experiment was to repeat a 
machining run on the resulting edge, which basically determines whether machining can 
continuously be repeated on its own generated morphology, enabling a literally endless sequence of 
machining runs across the same sheet, or whether the surface quality is not high enough for such an 
intrinsic operation. Also the repeatability of the liquid jet generation and track deposition can then 
be analyzed and judged. 

Argon was used as the shielding gas, supplied at 18 l/min by a tube from the side, see Fig. 1(a), to 
protect the melt between the two plates against oxidation. The rectangular tube exit orifice was 5 
mm in width and 1 mm in height. The tube was located at a distance of 50 mm to one side of the 
processing zone, flushing the space between the plates with protective gas but with sufficiently low 
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momentum not to influence the melt ejection. In addition, an air cross jet was applied below the 
processing head.  

The process, i.e. the continuously boiling melt front and its ejection was observed by high speed 
imaging (HSI), horizontally, either from the side or as front view in the direction of travel, see 
Fig. 1(b), to qualitatively and quantitatively study the variation of the drop transfer. A Photron 
camera FASTCAM Mini UX100 was used (equipped with a 200 mm Micro-Nikkon lens). 
Recording was carried out at a frame rate of 4000 fps with a shutter time of 5 μs. Additional 
illumination was provided by a diode laser (Cavilux HF, wavelength 810 nm) via an optical fibre 
and an optics, see Fig. 1. A narrow-band-pass filter matching the diode laser wavelength was 
applied in front of the camera, blocking most of the process light (including scattering by the 
boiling metal vapour). The aperture size was adjusted to an f-number of 11 where the field-of-view 
of the camera was reduced to 1280 x 1024 pixels. Several field-of-view settings were applied (14 
μm/pixel corresponded to the side recording, 13.67 μm/pixel corresponded to the front recording). 
A Photron FASTCAM Viewer software and Fiji software (Image J) was used for post image 
analysis to improve brightness and contrast, including a method termed ‘unsharp mask’. Owing to 
strong alterations of the greyscale recorded from the process, a dynamic range of 16 bit was chosen 
to enable a range selection for image analysis. From HSI, various post-image analysis was carried 
out. The liquid jet was visualized by averaging the spatial greyscale distribution over time (over a 
period of 60 to 600 frames, or 16 to 160 ms, individually chosen per case). The average angle of the 
liquid jet and its standard deviation was identified (over a period of 120 frames or 30 ms), again for 
both directions of view. The sample standard deviation equation was applied: 

 = ( )                         (1) 

Where   

The resulting surfaces of the laser-machined waste sheet edge and of the track on the substrate were 
analyzed by optical microscopy. The achieved results were discussed, particularly by comparing the 
machining mode to the cutting mode, and a theoretical description was derived, for this basic study, 
including a variety of phenomena that were observed. 

3. Results and discussion 

In the following, based on HSI the melt ejection from the new machining mode will be compared to 
the cutting mode, followed by a discussion of the resulting surface quality and condensed into a 
theoretical description of the process and its limits. 
 

 

Sequences of high speed images of the melt front and its ejection are shown in Fig. 2, comparing 
the machining mode to the cutting mode, for front and side view, according to Fig. 1(b). To the 
right, corresponding time-averaged colour images are shown (the spatial greyscale distribution was 
averaged over 122, 655, 65 and 83 frames, respectively, for 4000 fps). In the upper part of the 
images, the downstreaming wavy melt front can be seen, driven by the ablation pressure from laser-
induced boiling. Below the dark workpiece the melt front flows down as liquid column that, after a 
few millimeters, breaks into large drops, all accompanied by the bright flow of the metal vapour. 

While the phenomena of the wavy front and of laser remote fusion cutting in Fig. 2(b),(d) were 
reported earlier, essential is here the different trend for the machining mode. While the melt ejection 
in cutting remains quite symmetric when viewed from the front (yz-plane), Fig. 2(b), during 
machining the melt is pushed under the plate, in y-direction, in an inclined manner, Fig. 2(a). In 
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opposite, viewed from the side (xz-plane) the melt flow in cutting shows a strong inclination of 
ejection underneath the workpiece, in the pushing mode, Fig. 2(d), while for machining the melt 
flow appears quite vertical, Fig. 2(c). Cutting keeps laterally symmetric conditions while for 
machining the melt favours the asymmetric flow sideward. Note that in the presented case the 
droplets attained a higher speed for cutting (typically 2.05 m/s) than for machining (here 0.8 m/s). 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.  -steps) to the left and colour mean 
image to the right: (a) machining, front view; (b) cutting, front view; (c) machining, side 
view; (d)  

 
Figure 3 shows measured angles of melt ejection (relative to the vertical z-axis), for the front view, 
Fig. 3(a) and side view, Fig. 3(b), comparing machining with the cutting mode, which quantitatively 
confirms the above described trend. Figure 4 visualizes the average angles in the three projections 
of the Cartesian coordinate system. The mean values and standard deviation of the respective angles  
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Fig. 3.  Angle of melt ejection (relative to the vertical axis z) as a function of time, measured from  

values and standard deviation ranges are shown).

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4.   top 
view, (b) front view, (c) side view (average angles and standard deviation band shown) 
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are displayed in Figs. 3,4. Cutting shows smaller angle deviations and a correspondingly sharper 
liquid jet that can enable higher precision during additive manufacturing. The lateral deviations 
(front view, yz-plane), which affect the lateral accuracy of the generated track, are larger than the 
deviations in processing direction (side view). 
 
In Fig. 5 sequences of high speed images are shown for selected phenomena that were observed 
during the machining mode. From the side view, in Fig. 5(a) can be seen that a large part of melt 
can move along the vertical edge surface, particularly in its lower part (note here the large time 
steps of 39.5 ms). The flow can even change direction. The shape of this melt corresponds to the 
ripples, or striations at the solidified surface. Part of this molten body can attach along the bottom 
edge and solidify as dross. In contrast to the very controlled narrow boiling front, the shape, size 
and movement of this large part of melt is not uniform and less regular.   
 
 
           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. -sequence of selected melt behaviour: (a) melt movement along the machined surface 

 same, in front view 
  

 
The inclination of the liquid jet under the sample during machining, see Fig. 2(a), can even lead to 
melt attachment at the lower sample surface, as shown in Fig. 5(b),(c) for side and front view, 
interrupting the drop transfer. As can be seen, the attached droplet can later either detach when 
dragged by further melt or it can solidify as dross. It is also remarkable that the large drops can be 
accompanied by a shower of quite randomly propagating small, fast drops.  
 

3.2. Appearance of the resulting solid surfaces 

The edge topology (xz-plane of view) of the waste sheet after machining is shown in Fig. 6. The 
striation pattern is rougher than it used to be from laser remote fusion cutting. The pattern can vary 
along the edge and can be well correlated to the observed shape of the varying melt flow along the 
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edge that was shown in Fig. 5(a),(b). Also the occasional dross attachment at the lower edge, 
Fig. 6(a),(b) can be tracked back to the melt flow observed by high speed imaging, Fig. 5(a),(b). 
Large drops can be found at the bottom surface of the waste sheet, see Fig. 6(b), which can be 
explained by the melt attachment shown in Fig. 5(c). In contrast, the bottom surface from the 
cutting mode, Fig. 6(c), is free of dross, except small droplets. 
 
                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Macrographs: (a) edge topology after machining, (b) bottom surface after machining, 

(c)  
 
Generated tracks on the substrate are shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows typical tracks after 
machining. While for the symmetric cutting conditions the track of deposited material coincides 
with the laser beam, disturbing the former, here the deposited track B is clearly separated from track 
A of remelting by the transmitted portion of the laser beam (A can hardly be avoided). This is 
normally desirable, to enable e.g. 3D-printing of a wall while the laser beam can pass sideward. 
Figure 7(b) shows the generated tracks when the lateral placement of the laser beam, yL, was 
linearly increased, into the material. The more the laser beam moves towards the edge and finally 
changes from machining to cutting the shorter becomes the distance between deposited track A and 
remelted track B. Finally A and B coincide when transforming to the cutting mode. Drop 
deposition, studied in more detail in Samarjy and Kaplan [1], can take place discretely or as a quasi-
continuous track.  
 
Figure 7(d) shows the deposition of a second track from machining, i.e. carried out for a second run, 
over the as-machined edge surface from a first run, such as in Fig. 6(a). The deposited second track, 
Fig. 7(d), showed similarly regular deposition behaviour, Fig. 7(c) (a repetition of the run for 
Fig. 7(b), but more blur from ordinary lab photography, because the sample could not be taken out, 
for microscopy, between the two runs). This successful repetition by a second track provides 
fundamental evidence (also confirmed by HSI) that the machining mode works sufficiently robust 
over its own (intrinsic) surface, which is of poorer surface quality, Fig. 6(a) as for the more precise 
initial laser cut edge preparation. In principle, this approach enables to machine off the entire sheet, 
layer by layer and to transform it via additive manufacturing to a new product (e.g. for recycling 
purposes), which is not possible in the cutting mode. 
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Figure 7(e) shows generated tracks when linearly ramping the laser power from 4 kW to 12 kW (for 
constant machining speed of 3 m/min, i.e. the line energy P/v is also ramped up). For a wide power 
range, the behaviour remains quite similar to what was shown above for 10 kW, i.e. deposition of a 
quite continuous track B, clearly separated from the remelted track A. For low power towards 4 
kW, the drop jet is deposited more centrally and solidifies preferably in an interrupted, more 
outspread manner. No substrate remelting by transmitted laser radiation takes place any more. 
While for high power much of the laser beam will be transmitted, the low power approaches the 
processing limit with small beam transmission and weaker ejection. More melt has attached as dross 
at the waste sample instead. 
 
 
                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.  L = 

mm), (b) transition from machining (right) to cutting by reducing the lateral beam position 
yL (from -  the track in (c) 
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3.3. Theoretical discussion of the approach 

The theoretical findings for the novel technique, to generate a liquid jet for additive manufacturing 
by laser-driven machining of a sheet edge, are schematically illustrated from the side in Fig. 8.    
 

                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Schematic illustration (side view) of the machining process, forming a melt film, striations at 

the sheet edge and ejecting drops.  
 
Similar to laser remote fusion cutting, a moving laser beam develops a melt film, in quasi-steady 
state conditions. A laser-induced boiling front generates waves that move downwards, leaving the 
sheet bottom as liquid column that breaks into large drops. These directed drops can be used as a 
liquid jet for deposition in AM. As was shown, in contrast to cutting, for machining the process 
becomes asymmetric. Instead of pushing the jet in x-direction, the ablation pressure from laser-
induced boiling (which drives and accompanies the melt waves down the whole interaction front, 
even below the lower end of the sheet) pushes the liquid column mainly laterally, in y-direction 
under the sheet. This lateral inclination of the liquid jet has the advantage that the drops can be 
deposited on a track separate from the transmitted laser beam, avoiding interference. However, the 
lateral jet inclination can lead to adherence of melt underneath the sheet, which can cause dross 
formation or at least spatial and temporal disturbances of the liquid jet.  
 
While in the cutting mode the melt stays in front of the laser beam in a stable, symmetric manner, 
during machining the melt can pass the laser beam sideward and develop a larger, unforced melt 
regime at the machined surface. The melt is less confined in machining and the higher degree of 
freedom causes larger melt fluctuations, even melt transfer interruptions, and less regular, poorer 
surface quality after solidification. 
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4. Conclusions 
 
(i)   Controlled droplet ejection from a metal sheet edge, driven by laser-induced boiling, was 

studied for the first time. 
(ii)  The purpose of the above machining mode is focused droplet deposition to a substrate for 

additive manufacturing and even waste recycling. 
(iii) The machining mode was compared to a recently proposed cutting mode, i.e. processing 

through the sheet, technique.  
(iv)  Deposition of machining mode continuous tracks lead to a wider and hence less precise drop 

jet than cutting mode. 
(v)   Distinct lateral displacement of deposited tracks to transmitted laser beam is advantageous of 

the machining mode, as it avoids disturbances from interference, with higher laser beam 
power preference for clear track separation and continuous track deposition. 

(vi)  High speed imaging has revealed that cutting causes laterally symmetric drop ejection in 
pushing conditions, while during machining, the boiling pressure instead pushes the drops 
under the workpiece, laterally tilting the liquid jet. 

(vii) The laterally inclined jet can attach melt underneath the sheet, which causes dross and 
disturbances of the drop ejection jet. 

(viii) The morphology of the sheet edge becomes coarser after machining compared to cutting, 
though sufficient for a repeated run, which generated a similar liquid jet and deposited track; 
enabling the machining-off an entire sheet, layer-by-layer, which is impossible by cutting. 
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